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ABSTRACT
Shaykh Muhammad Al-Ghazali (1917-1996) was one of the most influential figures of
twentieth century Islamic activism. He was an Azharite who embodied the traditional teachings
of Al-Azhar and was a member of the Muslim Brotherhood until his expulsion in 1954. He
described himself as a da>‘iyah, while his followers considered him a thinker and reformer. His
career has spanned more than half a century during which he wrote more than sixty books
covering many aspects of Islamic thought, mainly the dilemma faced by Muslims in modern
times due to their lack of understanding of the sources of their religion. This thesis will show
how al-Ghazali presented his critique of the Muslim mind, and explore as well as analyse his life,
the forces that shaped and exposed him to the issues he would later tackle, the development of
thematic interpretation of the Qur´a>n and his contribution to this field through his thematic
commentary of the Qur´a>n. His views on sunna is examined as well as the way he re-evaluated
certain ah}a>di>th considered by the muh}addithu>n as sound, thus putting him at odds with salafi>
forces in Saudi Arabia. Al-Ghazali's views on theology, namely kala>m, Sufism, salafiyya, the
place of reason in Islam, issues concerning women and their rights in Islam, as well as his views
on women's participation in public life, their political rights, women's testimony and the status
of Muslim women's marriages to non-Muslims will also be looked at. This thesis explores how
al-Ghazali revised his ideas over time to take into account the events unfolding before him and
developments in the world, as well as in reflection of his own maturity as a thinker. It propounds
the view that with the advent of the recent Arab Spring his outlook is now needed more than
ever before.
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INTRODUCTION
Shaykh Muh}ammad al-Ghazali (1916-1996) was one of the most influential figures of the
Islamic movement of the twentieth century. He was an Azharite who, in his life and thought,
embodied the ideal of this renowned school of learning. A Muslim activist and a former
member of the Muslim Brotherhood, he left a huge body of work which includes books,
speeches and newspaper articles. During the closing stage of his life al-Ghazali, along with
others, came to represent a new tide of thinking within the Islamic movement in Egypt in the
face of a more fundamental and radical interpretation of Islam. His ideas regarding the rule
of text and method of interpretation were subject to continuous debate amongst the
moderates and militant camp alike.
More than fifteen years after his death, al-Ghazali's work and ideas continue to elicit
debates and engender controversy in many Islamic circles. To his disciples he was a

mujaddid (reformer) and a Muslim modernist who followed the traditions of the Muh}ammad
‘Abduh (1849-1905) school of thought. However, to his opponents he was an anti-sunna
figure and a leading rationalist (‘aqla>ni>). He tried, throughout his life, to navigate his way
through many channels by assuming the role of da>‘iyah, scholar, Islamic activist and critic of
modern Muslims and their practices.
Al-Ghazali exerted a huge influence on generations of Muslim youths and activists, and
established his voice through his literary legacy although he never held a prestigious post
that would give him religious authority. Neither was he ever appointed as Rector of AlAzhar. His time as an activist within the Muslim Brotherhood was cut short when he was
expelled from the movement in 1953 despite being an office bearer of high rank.
Nevertheless, the influence of al-Ghazali stems from his dedication to the causes he set
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himself up to defend, and his emotional and fierce attacks on those who claimed to represent
Islam such as governments, the ‘ulama´> and some of the Islamic movements.
The importance of al-Ghazali's works lies in their emphasis on the need to revisit Muslim
traditions and purge them from "unhealthy" ideas which have accumulated through centuries
of stagnation. In line with what most modern Muslim reformers have done before him, alGhazali made efforts to locate the essence of Islam which seemed to him to be buried under
the rubble of ignorance, bigotry, blind imitation and intellectual shallowness. It is unfair at
this stage to speak of his "project" as one which is rooted in the past because he was, as his
works indicate, concerned with the present. He has often said in his books that Islam faces
challenges both internally and externally. According to him, it is the internal challenge that
poses a grave threat to the religion and its future.1 He would usually present the external
challenge in the context of Muslim defeat and loss of fortune on many different fronts in the
modern world.
Since his death, al-Ghazali has been the subject of many studies mainly in Arabic. These
studies cover most aspects of his thought such as his views on sunna, exegetes, da’wa
(proselytization), and his literary output and reform ideas. In addition to the many books
written about him, either during his life or after his death, are all the studies discussed below
which form a body of literature of various academic merit. These post-graduate studies are a
recognition of his legacy and achievements. In the Western world, al-Ghazali is recognized
as a Muslim fundamentalist, a moderate scholar and a Muslim Brotherhood ideologue. His
works are usually debated in the context of the Islamic movement and Islamic activism. It

1

Al-Ghazali, Qadha>‘if al-H}aqq, p.7.
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would appear that al-Ghazali's works, as with most Islamists,2 are merited by association
with a particular group or trend rather than as being representative of the activist himself.
There are calls in recent years from some experts on political Islam to review the old
assumption about the aims of the Islamists who, according to the old understanding, are
engaged in a battle to implement the shari>‘a, and wish to recreate the Golden Age of Islam.
Some, such as Ibrahim Abu Rabi’, believe that the core concern of the Islamists is rooted in
the present even though the Muslim past figures heavily in their writings.3 Dina Abdelkader
identifies activists such as Yu>suf al-Qarad}a>wi> and Rachid Ghannouchi among others as
"Populist Islamists". She defines them as Islamic political leaders who are engaged in
dialogue with their respective societies. She goes on to say that in their writings and political
expression, these activists are "the interpreters of civil grievances and definers of the ideal
governance".4
If one were to apply this understanding to al-Ghazali it would be seen that he, from the
beginning of his life as a popular Islamist, was not only engaged in the problems of his
society in Egypt be it political, moral or social, but also with the fate of Muslims
everywhere. Understanding al-Ghazali through this definition does him more justice than
looking at him as a preacher who represents what Emmanuel Sivan calls the "conservative
periphery" in which he describes powerful preachers in Egypt such as Muh}ammad Mutawali>
Sha’ra>wi> (1911-1998), ‘Abd al-H}ami>d Kishk (1933-1996), Ah}mad al-Mah}ala>wi> (b.1925) as
well as al-Ghazali himself. They, according to him, "share basic beliefs with the hardcore and
2

The term "Islamists" is commonly used to describe the activists in Islamic movements, social and/or political.
It is also used by some as a parallel to the word "fundamentalists". See Edmund Burke, "Islam and Social
Movements: Methodological Reflections" in Islam, Politics and Social Movements, edited by Edmund Burke III
and Ira M. Lapidus, I. B. Tauris, London, 1988, pp.17-37. Also, Charles Kurzman and Ijlal Naqvi tried to
provide an answer to the question, "Who are the Islamists?" in Carl W. Ernest and Richard Martin, Rethinking
Islamic Studies: from Orientalism to Cosmopolitanism, The University of South California Press, 2010, pp.133134.
3
Ibrahim Abu Rabi’, The Contemporary Arab Reader On Political Islam, Pluto Press, London, 2010, p.ix
4
Dina Abdlkader, Islamic Activists: The Anti-Enlightenment Democrats, Pluto Press, London, 2010, p.8.
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collaborate with various realms of life".5 Sivan's definition does not take into account the
differences between those khut}aba>´ or scholars who used the minbar (pulpit) to call for the
overthrow of the government or to support it. Al-Ghazali was not merely a "cassette
preacher" as described by Hirschkind who used the term "Islamic counterpublic" for those
preachers who used cassette tapes and whose faces adorn their covers. On the contrary, alGhazali was also a serious scholar and debater.6
On the intellectual level, al-Ghazali was engaged in a debate with forces within Islam and
sought to keep the religion away from incompatible foreign ideologies. It is this internal
battle that would consume his intellectual energies. At this level al-Ghazali's works are full
of self-criticism and are a call for the proper understanding of the sacred text – the Qur´a>n.
According to al-Ghazali the proper fiqh of the Qur´a>n will lead to a proper understanding of
the h}adi>th and other shari>‘a sources. By placing emphasis on the Qur´a>n, al-Ghazali was
trying to highlight the role that reason can play in understanding religious text, and hence
continuing the tradition of rational thinking in Islam.
Reason and scientific revolution figure heavily in al-Ghazali's writings. Muslim decline is
often linked to the absence of Muslim participation in the field of scientific investigation and
exploration of the universe. Al-Ghazali, more than any other Muslim scholar of his
generation, celebrated modern discoveries and called for the revival of rational thinking in
Islam, so long as it is preconditioned and conforms to Qur´a>nic principles. Through the
emphasis on reason al-Ghazali was able to criticize and evaluate Muslim understanding of
the religion. His main concern was the literalist understanding of the religion, which in turn

5

Emmanuel Sivan, Radical Islam: Medieval Theology and Modern Politics, Yale University Press, New Haven,
1985, p.130
6
Charles Hirschkind, The Ethical Soundscape: Cassette Sermons and Islamic Counterpublics, Columbia
University Press, NewYork, 2006, pp.6-8.
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led to a ritualistic form of religiosity (tadayun). His battles with representatives of this trend
are well known, and he did not conceal his disagreement with them.
Al-Ghazali also attacked Sufi practices and the Westernised elites in the Arab world. As
will become clear in the course of this dissertation, his criticism of the Sufis hovered
between condemnation and appreciation. However, it never amounted to total rejection.
Conversely, his criticism of Western modernity and Western minded Muslim intellectuals is
characterized by a polemic tone. Al-Ghazali in his life and in his books at times appears as an
enlightened scholar who celebrates reason and reform while also appearing in other instances
as conservative and uncompromising. The way that he vacillated between these two poles
gave al-Ghazali the opportunity to claim at being both a salafi> and a modernist. However,
some might accuse him of double-speak, but this would depend on how al-Ghazali
understood the meaning of modernism and salafiyya – whether or not they are two sides of
the same coin. This thesis will endeavour to address such questions.

Aims and objectives
This study seeks to examine al-Ghazali's views on some problematic issues which recur
not only in his writings, but were a hallmark of twentieth century Muslim thought. The
difference between al-Ghazali and his contemporaries lies in emphasis, scope and reference
point. Al-Ghazali's point of reference was his activism and daily engagement with the
problems of his time.
We aim to highlight the way in which al-Ghazali presented his critique of the Muslim
mind; and explore as well as analyse his life, the forces that shaped and exposed him to the
issues he would later tackle, the development of thematic interpretation of the Qur´a>n and
his contribution to this field through his thematic commentary of the Qur´a>n. This thesis will
show that despite undergoing phases of radicalism, al-Ghazali remained faithful to his
16

Azharite roots in that he reflected the spirit of Islamic reform heralded by Muslim
intellectuals such as Jama>l al-Di>n al-Afgha>ni>, Muh}ammad ‘Abduh and Muh}ammad Rashi>d
Rid}a.> He also continued the traditions of reform of the eminent scholars of the Great Mosque
(Al-Azhar) such as Mah}mu>d Shaltu>t and others. Most of them continued the traditions of the
Abduh reform school.
This study is an attempt to understand al-Ghazali's achievements and failures in the light
of the social and political forces that helped to shape him. From very early on al-Ghazali's
writings carried the germ of reform. He may be studied as a representative of what may be
termed the "neo-salafi>s", meaning the second generation of intellectuals who promoted the
ideal of the early salafi>.7 The issues which occupied intellectual modernists are all related to
the impact of modernity on the Muslim mind and Muslim communities in general. They tried
to tackle issues ranging from the relation between Islam and science, education, the status of
women to reformation of the state and legal systems.
Further, our aim is to show that al-Ghazali was a da>’iyah who was caught between
traditionalism and modernity. By this we mean he worked hard to emphasise the importance
of Islamic sources and protect them from any form of misinterpretation on the one hand, and
on the other to encourage their interpretation in the spirit of modern times. Once again what
we mean is that al-Ghazali was caught between the two impulses of Islamic thought in his
life and work – the literal or traditional impulse and the modern impulse which seeks to
revive the role of reason in interpreting the sources. We believe that the tension between
these two forces presented al-Ghazali with a challenge that he sought to address. He

7

Rahman referred to these early salafi>s as the "Intellectual Modernists", a term he used to differentiate between
them and a group of Muslim scholars from the early reform movements of the eighteenth century whom he
termed as the "Pre-Modernists". They include the Sanu>si> Sufi Order, ‘Uthma>n bin Fodi> of Nigeria and
Moh}ammad Ahmed al-Mahdi> of Sudan. See Fazlur Rahman, Islam and Modernity: Transformation of
Intellectual Tradition, Chicago, University of Chicago Press, 1984.
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emphasised the significance of reason, thus making it worthwhile for us to understand its
role in shaping his outlook.
In addition, as al-Ghazali often claimed that he is an independent minded scholar and a
man who charted his own views through careful reading of Islamic texts, this study will
show through the analysis of his work that he was faithful to what her termed as his “own
school" despite having great respect for the founders of the main schools of fiqh and other
illustrious figures in Islamic scholarship.
In order to check the validity of these assumptions we will examine al-Ghazali's views on
some important issues which shaped his thought and made him a controversial figure and a
reformist voice among the Islamists. It should be noted here that al-Ghazali kept the young
generation of the Islamic revival movements always in his mind when writing most of his
books, although the term "Islamic movement" is loose for it could also mean a specific
Islamic movement such as the Muslim Brotherhood (which al-Ghazali continued to have
relations with after he was expelled) as well as the general mood which dominated Islamic
activism in the aftermath of the 1967 defeat. In this respect his works are the works of a

da>‘iyah. This, however, is not to say that he was a popular preacher partial to using
emotional language suited to the moods and the feelings of the congregation. Rather, alGhazali's works display a deep knowledge of Islamic law, h}adi>th and theology. Despite this
he was not qualified in some circles to be an ‘a>lim in a specific sense. It is this situation,
problematic as it may be, that will be highlighted in this thesis.

AlAl-Ghazali's books
Al-Ghazali started writing essays in the late 1930s for the magazine called Muslim

Brotherhood, an official publication by that movement, and his first book was published in
1947. This was, in effect, the start of his career as a writer. He would continue to publish and
18

write for magazines and newspapers throughout his life, producing more than sixty-two
books covering a wide range of topics.8 His interests ranged from h}adi>th to tafsi>r, theology,
politics, ethics and Sufism. His books are a testament of Egyptian cultural life in the
twentieth century. They document Muslim affairs as well as Islamic activism, and reflect the
concerns of Muslim scholars in the twentieth century. However, al-Ghazali's books also pose
a challenge for researchers as most of them are a collection of articles which he published in
newspapers and magazines, or lectures he delivered during conferences. It is because of this
that they defy categorization.
Although some of al-Ghazali's books are devoted to one topic, others contain a mixture
of issues. This is somewhat problematic as it usually means that one would have to read a
great many of his books, if not all of them, in order to follow his thought process. A book on

sunna, for example, may contain discussions on women's issues, politics and economics.9
This is because al-Ghazali utilised articles he had written earlier to develop a book on a
certain issue by including them. Al-Ghazali's essays often start with a particular topic after
which he would move on to discuss others. It is therefore difficult to draw a list of his books
according to subject matter. However, if one were to take the titles of his books as a lead,
one may then be able to compile a list of his books in such a manner.
Another problem related to the categorization of his books is the date of the publication
of each of them. Al-Ghazali rarely dated the completion of his books, and it was left to the
publishers to do so. The situation is complicated by the fact that many of his books were

8

The list drawn up includes books compiled from his articles either by his disciples or with his approval, such
as the series of his sermons which was published and edited by Qut}b Muh}ammad Qut}b.
9
Muh}ammad Waqi>’ Allah thinks that this is not a sign of weakness on al-Ghazali's part. Rather, it is something
good as it gives readers of al-Ghazali's books a comprehensive insight into his thought – which is organic – that
is connected to the political, economic, cultural, educational and spiritual aspects of Islam. See "Mala>mih} alFikr al-Siya>si li´l-Shaykh al-Ghaza>li>" in Isla>mi>yat alMa’rifah, IIIT, (January 1997) Vol. 7, pp.107-108.
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published in several editions and by different publishing houses in Egypt,10 Lebanon, Syria,
Jordan, Qatar and Kuwait. It is therefore difficult to list his books in chronological order
when it is important to do so as it would enable the development of his thought and the shift
of his interest in each phase of his intellectual life to be followed. An attempt is made to
compile a list based on the Library of Congress collection, the list compiled by Isla>mi>yat

alMa’rifah, reading al-Ghazali's books in order to find clues and various other lists (some
complete and others not) compiled by different researchers or publishers. Based on this, alGhazali's works is then divided into seven categories:
1.

Qur´a>nic studies,

2.

h}adi>th studies,

3.

political thought,

4.

da’wa and Islamic revivalism,

5.

theology and Sufism,

6.

current affairs, and

7.

general books on Islam and Muslims.

These categories do not indicate a clear-cut division as one finds them all in one title or in
his other books which contain his essays and sermons. These latter are compiled by his
students either during or after his lifetime. As the list indicates, al-Ghazali in the first phase
of his career was interested in freedom, tyranny, social justice and the corruption of the
social and political life in Egypt. This is perhaps easier to understand if the political milieu
and his experiences during the monarchy as well as after the Free Officers' revolution of 1952
are taken into consideration. During this period al-Ghazali was an activist and an angry

10

It is noted that Da>r al-Shuru>q, which publishes some of his book, has its own dates for the first and the
second editions etc.
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young man who had experienced prison life. He lived the euphoria of the revolution and the
disillusionment that followed.
In the sixties and early seventies, which is effectively the second phase of his career, alGhazali was concerned with confronting modern ideologies such as socialism, pan-Arabism,
secularism and cultural invasion (al-ghazw al-thaqa>fi>) as well as their impact on Islam and
Muslims. During the third phase of his career in the 1970s and early 1980s, al-Ghazali was
concerned with Islamic revivalism (s}ah}wa). The fourth and last of these phases, from the late
1980s until his death, saw his preoccupation with issues concerning the moderation of
Islamic revivalism, Islamisation of knowledge and the rethinking of women's status in Islam,
and witnessed the publication of his most provocative books. According to Kama>l al-T}a>hir,
al-Ghazali concentrated on writing articles from the late 1930s until the 1960s. In the 1970s
he started to concentrate on writing books on a specific subject rather than producing
collections of his articles and compiling books. Al-Ghazali continued in this vein until his
death, although he returned to writing in newspapers – especially those published in Egypt or
published by Saudi publishing houses – at some point before he died.11 Al-T}a>hir may be
right, but by characterizing al-Ghazali's early works as mainly journalistic he overlooks other
books such as Fiqh al-Si>ra and ‘Aqi>da>t al-Muslim which were not based on journalistic
material.
Any attempt to arrange his work in a chronological order risks leaving many issues
unaccounted for, and it is not a sufficient tool with which to understand the main strands of
his thought because al-Ghazali's intellectual life did not witness a gradual development of
one phase into another. Rather, they seem to overlap. In terms of maturity, it may be easy to
assume that his last books contained his more mature thoughts. However, this is not the case
11

Kama>l al-T}ah> ir in the introduction to Min Maqa>la>t al-Shaykh Muh}ammad al-Ghaza>li>, Vol. 4, Da>r Nahd}at
Mis}r, Cairo, 2002, pp.4-6.
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as some of his best books were published early during his career and others during the middle
of his career as well as late in his life.
Al-Ghazali produced books that vary in their quality. Some are apologetic in nature,
others journalistic and emotional, while others still are well planned and well executed. AlGhazali also wrote scholarly books which are both critical and provocative. These often
provoked debate, criticism and condemnation from various religious circles. It is in them that
al-Ghazali expressed his authoritative voice and displayed a deep understanding of Islamic
sources. As he was writing for a general readership, he did not work laboriously on
referencing or attributing quotations to their authors. In most cases referencing is done either
by his publisher or the editors of his books. One final comment relates to the terminology alGhazali employed in his writing. He liked to suggest or use new and different terms,
especially Islamic ones. For example, he did not see any harm in using the word ‘a>t}ifi>
(emotional) to describe the Sufi experience. When it comes to Western concepts, he often
confused them with (other) Islamic concepts (such as the way he used the term "democracy"
in his books). He also had an early enthusiasm for socialism (‘ishtira>kiyya).12
Faced with this situation it was decided in most cases to identify the main books in each
topic and use them as representative of his thoughts on the issue. This effort involved
consulting most of his books. The only exception is h}adi>th. A decision was made to pin down
his views on this issue by following his thoughts throughout his books rather than by just
depending on his famous book Al-Sunna al-Nabawiyya.

12

Later he acknowledged that he was mistaken in using the term, because he thought that there was no
contradiction between socialism and Islam. However, the Arab socialists wanted socialism without religion. AlGhazali was not alone in this belief. The leader of the Muslim Brotherhood in Syria, Mus}t}afa> al-Siba>‘i> wrote a
book titled "Ishtira>kiyyat al-Islam". See Al-Da’wa al-Islamiyya fi´l-Qarn al-H}al> i>, pp.100-101, and Min Khut}ab
al-Ghaza>li>, Vol. 1, pp.221-222.
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Research Material
The study will consult al-Ghazali's major works – a journey through more than fifty
books he wrote as well as his numerous published sermons and newspaper articles. It will
utilise a number of works to examine al-Ghazali the man and his intellectual world. This
thesis will highlight his major controversial works that marked a shift from his political and
social approach to the dilemmas faced by Muslim nations in the twentieth century. Major
works on Islam and the West, and the works of his contemporaries as well as the works of
modern Muslim activists and intellectuals will also be consulted.
A comparative approach will be adopted throughout this study by following the
development of his thought and comparing his early ideas with what he later adopted, as well
as by comparing and contextualising his ideas and attitudes with that of his contemporaries
from within the Islamist camp and those of his teachers and others who influenced him –
such as ‘Abduh and Shaltu>t – to show his loyalty to his Azharite roots and that he was
independent minded. This will be examined in the chapter devoted to his views on women
and theology that charts the development of his thoughts on these problematic issues which
we believe to be the hallmark of twentieth century Muslim thought. His ideas will be
contextualised within his life and times, and compared with the writings of other Islamists
and Azharite scholars.
In addition, his work on tafsi>r and h}adi>th will be analysed in the light of developments
pertaining to al-tafsi>r al-mawd}u‘> i> (thematic interpretation) and matn criticism of h}adi>th. We
will highlight his lengthy experimentation in the field of tafsi>r to show how he lauded the
role of reason while keeping the essence of the sources close at heart.
This study will also analyse and discuss the social, political and intellectual forces that
helped in the shaping and making of the modern scholar. This will be discussed in the
23

chapter on his life where we will try to show how his experiences, activism and relationship
with the political establishment were shaped until his death in 1996 by the events in Egypt
either between the two Great World Wars or after the Free Officers Revolution of 1952.

Review of the literature
The interest in al-Ghazali's works and life stems from the fact that his latest writings
challenge some of the existing norms and perceptions, especially of the role of tradition and
hermeneutics exegesis, of the Qur´a>n and sunna. Al-Ghazali's writings on the status of
women and on the sunna have earned him the ire of certain circles. The followers of
Wahha>bi>sm in Saudi Arabia organised many seminars and published many refutations to
correct what they saw as the misrepresentation of prophetic traditions. The literature
available on al-Ghazali may be divided into two categories:
i.

academic studies; and

ii.

non-academic studies.13

Academic studies
As said earlier, al-Ghazali is the subject of many studies in works submitted to
universities or published by research centres. However, there is only one PhD dissertation in
English on him that has been submitted.14 The submission was made in 1999 to Georgetown
University in the United States of America. This dissertation concentrates on the genesis and

13

Some of these titles are included in Appendix (2) which tries to give a full picture of what has been published
on al-Ghazali.
14
A search was made of PhD databases of universities and reputable libraries in Britain such as the Britich
Library. Electronic Theses Online Services (ETHOS), the Library of Congress in the United States and
universities Malaysia were also consulted, and it was established that the above is the only such thesis to date
to have been submitted to a Western academy. Some of the Arabic theses are included in the list of books on alGhazali in the appendix mentioned in footnote (13) above.
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evolution of Islamic legal traditions. The author, Haifa Khalafallah pays much attention to
the phases of al-Ghazali's life and the transformation that occurred at each stage.
Khalafallah's work is an assessment of al-Ghazali’s life as an activist and a preacher, with
special attention given to the impact of the Muslim Brotherhood on him. The rest of her
dissertation is devoted to examining al-Ghazali's legal outlook. The author bases her analysis
on the primary sources, i.e. his books and articles, and the interviews that he gave. Hers is
the first serious attempt to assess and examine the value of his achievements. Her study
indicates the kind of transformations that occurred during his life. She notes that many of his
critics could not – or would not – understand his actual contributions, and that they would
often only select bits and pieces from his writings. His critics could not grasp why a writer
who produced a piece of text in the 1950s would then change or review its contents in the
1990s. Khalafallah does make a very good presentation of the life and work of al-Ghazali.
Her decision to tackle one aspect of his work means that the door is still open for further
examination of the other aspects of his career. Her thesis is of value to this current work in
terms of his life and the evolution of his ideas. Furthermore, she was able to bring into her
thesis material this current thesis is not able to look at.15
Another study is the one by Daniel Brown who examines among others, al-Ghazali's
views on h}adi>th (prophetic traditions). The novelty of the approach suggested by al-Ghazali
is that more attention is paid to the text of the tradition (matn) than to the chain of narrators
(sanad). He was more concerned with the legal and semantic implications of tradition on
legal matters than the authenticity of the h}adi>th itself. Brown notes that unlike Yu>suf alQarad}a>wi> who took a pragmatic stance, al-Ghazali pressed ahead with his views which

15

Haifa Khalafallah, Re-thinking Islamic Law: Genesis and Revolution in the Islamic Method and Structure.
The Case Study of a 20th Century ‘Alim's Journey Into His Legal Tradition, Muh}ammad al-Ghazali (19171996), a PhD thesis submitted to the Faculty of the Graduate School of Arts and Sciences of Georgetown
University in 1999.
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eventually earned him the criticism of the conservative camp.16 The same examination of his
approach is found in Abou El-Fadhl’s work.17 Needless to say, this current examination of alGhazali's views on sunna benefits from Brown's study.
Raymond William Baker, on his part, considers al-Ghazali to be amongst others who
represent the New Islamists (Wasat}iyya). He describes this new Islamic trend and its
representatives as a group that thrives on dialogue and democracy, which is quite unlike
what he believes to be ignorant militants. The group emerged in the 1980s and the 1990s as a
trend with a manifesto as most of its members, such as al-Ghazali, al-Qarad}a>wi> and Ah}mad
Kama>l Abu> al-Majd, were either affiliated or ex-members of the Muslim Brotherhood. Baker
acknowledges that the representatives of this school are virtually unknown or unheard of in
the West.18 Baker's analysis, especially his assessment of al-Ghazali's famous book Al-Sunna

al-Nabawiyya, is relevant to this study.
There are many studies in Arabic which were submitted to universities especially in
Egypt, Algeria, Jordan and Malaysia. They vary from one to another in terms of academic
merit. Among these works, this study has benefited from that by Muh}ammad ‘Abd al-Fatah}
Fatu>h.} Although he examines the concepts of democracy and shu>ra> (consultation) in alGhazali's thought, his work also adds to the understanding of the political forces that shaped
al-Ghazali’s life. Others such as Ramad}a>n al-Khami>s, who examined al-Ghazali's
contribution to tafsi>r, give a good insight on how al-Ghazali approached the Qur´a>n. This is
relevant to this thesis, especially to Chapters Two and Three.19

16

Daniel Brown, Re-thinking Tradition in Modem Islamic Thought, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge,
1996.
17
Khaled Abou El-Fadl, Speaking in God's Name: Islamic Law, Authority and Women, Oneworld, Oxford,
2001.
18
Raymond Baker, Islam Without Fear in Egypt and the New Islamists, Cambridge, Massachusetts, Harvard
University Press, 2003.
19
MA thesis submitted to Al-Azhar University (published in 2003).
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It is worth mentioning here that most of the academic works (in Arabic), such as the ones
cited previously, choose one aspect of his thought to examine. Little wonder then that a
degree of repetition is detected in them all. Another type of writing on al-Ghazali is the
collection of proceedings of conferences on his life and thought, such as the one edited by
Fath}i> Malka>wi>.20 Additionally the journal of the International Institute of Islamic Thought
(IIIT), or Isla>mi>yat alMa’rifah, devoted a special issue on al-Ghazali upon his death with
contributions from many eminent scholars.21 These materials have been included in this
category because they contain some serious pieces about his thought, some of which are
referred to in this thesis. Lat}if> a Al-Kinderi> and Badr Ma>lik's paper, Tarbiyat al-Mar‘a min

Manz}ur> al-Ghaza>li> is useful to the current analysis of al-Ghazali's views on women's
education.22 Ibrahim Abu Rabi’'s chapter on al-Ghazali and Muslim self-criticism is
important in terms of the evolution of al-Ghazali's thought after the 1967 defeat. He devotes
one chapter to examining al-Ghazali's ideas as representative of what he calls "Muslim selfcriticism in contemporary Arab thought".23
Al-Ghazali's name is often mentioned in books on political Islam.24 Writers in this field
vary in their treatment of al-Ghazali. According to Ayubi, al-Ghazali represents a militant
trend in the Muslim Brotherhood after H}asan al-Banna>'s death in 1949. Ayubi contends that
the movement lost its coherence after al-Banna>, which led to the ascendancy of a radical
trend expressed by Sayyid Qut}b and al-Ghazali.25 Although the books of the French scholar

20

Fath}i> Malka>wi>, (ed.), Al-‘At}a’> al-Fikri> li´l-Shaykh Muh}ammad al-Ghaza>li>', IIIT, Herdon, 1997.
Isla>mi>yat alMa’rifah, Vol. FI, No. 7, 1997.
22
Lat}if> a Al-Kinderi> and Badr Ma>lik, "Tarbiyyat al-Mar‘a Min Manz}ur> Al-Ghaza>li>", Majallat al-‘Ulu>m alTarbawiyya, Cairo University, Vol. 4, 2003.
23
Ibrahim Abu Rabi’, Contemporary Arab Thought Studies in Post-I967 Arab Intellectual History, London,
Pluto Press, 2003.
24
James Piscatori (ed.), Islam in the Political Process, Cambridge University Press, 1983 and Islam in the
World of Nation States, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 1986.
25
Nazih Ayubi, Political Islam: Religion and Politics in the Arab World, Routledge, London, 1991. Ahmed
Moussili, Historical Dictionary of Islamic Fundamentalist Movements in the Arab World, Iran and Turkey,
Lanham Ma, Scarecrow, London, 1999, and John Cooper, Ron Nettler and Muh}ammad Mahmud (eds.), 2000,
Islam and Modernity, Muslim Intellectuals Respond, I. B. Tauris, London.
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Gilles Kepel are of a journalistic nature, his analysis of "political Islam" is accepted by
academics. He often associates al-Ghazali with the petro-dollar and the Saudis. He states
that al-Ghazali and the ‘ulama>´ who represent this school saw themselves as the state's
ideological rampart against religious extremism, and they sought to gain advancement of
their status from this role.26 There is a scathing reference to al-Ghazali in some books on
Islam and modernity. The editors of Islam and Modernity state that, "Muh}ammad al-Ghazali,
a former member of the Ikhwan, feels that he can accept certain elements of the modern
West, but very selectively." This is in the context of Muslim intellectual responses to
modernity.
Among the critics of al-Ghazali is Nas}r H}a>mid Abu> Zayd, who singled him out in his
book Dawa>’ir al-Khawuf27 and Khalil Ali H}aydar,28 who included al-Ghazali in his
assessment of the attitudes of moderate Islamists with regard to women. Both books are
useful in this discussion of al-Ghazali's view on women.

NonNon-academic studies
Books in this category are mostly in Arabic. One is therefore not short of material on alGhazali. In this group, one can discern two moods of writing on al-Ghazali. One is critical of
him and comes from the Wahha>bi> camp, mainly Saudi scholars from religious establishments
as well as those close to the political establishment who launched a fierce attack on alGhazali. They accuse him of distorting the sunna. Examples of this mood may be found in
the critical writings of Salma>n al-‘Au>da and Rabi>’ bin Ha>di> al-Madkhali>.29 Some aspects of
their criticism have been presented in the chapter devoted to al-Ghazali's treatment of sunna.
26

Giles Kepel, Jihad: The Trail of Political Islam (trans. Anthony F. Roberts), London, I. B. Tauris, 2002 and
Olivier Roy, The Failure of Political Islam (trans. Carol Volk), London, I. B.Tauris, 1994.
27
Nas}r H}a>mid Abu> Zayd, Dawa>’ir al-Khawuf, al-Markaz al-Thaqa>fi> al-Arabi>, Casablanca, 2004.
28
Khali>l H}aydar Ali>, ‘Itida>l Am Tat}ruf: Ta’mula>t Na>qdiyya fi> Taya>r al-Wasat}iyya, Kuwait, 1998.
29
Most of the responses from this camp are concerned with his two major works in sunna and women (see the
second part of this study).
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The other mood is one that praises al-Ghazali's ideas.30 Such praise may be found in articles
on and interviews with al-Ghazali, who towards the end of his life came to represent the
moderate camp amongst the Islamists. Some of al-Ghazali's supporters view his
achievements in the light of contributions made by ‘Abduh.31
Among the books that have been written in defence of al-Ghazali, one can point to
Ah}mad H}ija>z>i al-Saqa's Daf’ al-Shubuha>t ‘an al-Shaykh Muh}ammad al-Ghaza>li>, Muh}ammad
Shalabi>'s Al-Shaykh al-Ghaza>li> wa Ma’rakat Al-Mus}h}af and Ami>r al-Naja>r's Naz}ara>t li Fikr

al-Ghaza>li>. This last, unlike the others, is an attempt to chart al-Ghazali's intellectual
development. It was decided that Yu>suf al-Qarad}a>wi>'s book Al-Shaykh al-Ghaza>li> kama>

‘Araftuhu Rih}lat Nis}f Qarn should be included in the category of non-academic works
because although it gives a very good and important insight into al-Ghazali's life and work, it
was written as a tribute to and in defence of al-Ghazali and his ideas. It is noted that alQarad}a>wi> includ32es long quotations from al-Ghazali's works.
Another book that is included in this category covers the proceedings of the first meeting
on al-Ghazali organised by the Student Union of the Islamic University at Qusanti>nah in
Algeria. Most of the papers in the book were written by academics who covered many
aspects of al-Ghazali's thought. However, these papers lack critical analysis of al-Ghazali’s
works, which may perhaps explain the hesitation to include them in the category of academic
studies.33 The book compiled by Nas}r al-D}i>n La’ra>ba and published in Algeria also belongs
to this category. He collected some of al-Ghazali's articles in Egyptian newspapers, and
interviews with him by the Arabic Islamic press in Egypt, Algeria and London. The book is

30

This include the biographies of the leaders of the Islamic movements such as ‘Abd Allah al-‘Aqi>l, A’la>m alDa'wa wa al-H}araka al-Islamiyya, Cairo, Da>r a1-Tawzi>’ al-Islamiyya, 2005, pp. 39-47.
31
As an example of this tendency is Muh}ammad ‘Ima>rain his book al-Shaykh Mu}hammad al-Ghaza>li>, alMawq‘i al-Fikri> wa al-Ma‘a>rik al-Fikriyya, 1st edition 1992, the second 2008, Da>r al-Sala>m, Cairo.
33

Rafi>q Khalifi>, Manhaj Al-Shaykh Al-Ghaza>li> fi´l-Is}la>h} wa Al-Tajdi>d, Da>r al-Yumn, Qusanti>na, 2003.
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of importance to this study because the author has put together many interviews in which alGhazali spoke about himself and his life.34

Thesis outline
This study will cover a number of themes, and consists of four parts. The first part will
examine the life and times of al-Ghazali and the forces, both social and political, that shaped
his intellectual development. This study will examine certain trends and streams of thought
that dominated his time as a student and Muslim activist. His relationship with the Muslim
Brotherhood and his career at Al-Azhar, as well as his views on the Free Officers, will be
discussed. This study will show how, despite being censored and forced to leave Egypt, alGhazali believed in working with the system or governmental religious institutions.
The second part will chart al-Ghazali's works in the field of exegesis and his views on
thematic interpretation. Linked to his efforts in the field of tafsi>r are his views on h}adi>th
which made him many enemies as well as gained him friends. An attempt will be made to
discuss the way al-Ghazali approached issues relating to Muslim theology in the third part.
The fourth part will discuss his views on women and the text on their rights and obligations.
Throughout the discussion of these selected issues one will see how al-Ghazali put great
emphasis on fiqh (understanding) as a proper way to approach sacred text.

34

Nas}r al-Di>n Lara>ba, Al-Shaykh Muh}ammad al-Ghaza>li>: H}aya> wa ‘Atha>r wa Mawa>qif, Da>r al-‘Umma,
Algeria, 1998.
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Organisation of the thesis
This study is organised in six chapters as follows:
i.

Chapter One
This will be a study of the life and times of al-Ghazali and the social environment
in which he lived, and will follow his career.

ii.

Chapter Two
This chapter will introduce the topic of thematic interpretation and give a
historical preview on its development in the interpretation of the Qur´a>n. It will
highlight the main trends in the field of interpretation, and discuss the different
definitions and types of thematic commentaries.

iii.

Chapter Three:
This chapter will discuss al-Ghazali's contribution to the field of tafsi>r and
provide an analysis of Nah{wa Tafsi>r Mawd}u‘> i>. It will, in effect, examine alGhazali's contribution to the field of Qur´a>nic studies. His work will be discussed
in the context of the contribution of his predecessors and his contemporaries.

iv.

Chapter Four
This chapter will discuss al-Ghazali's views and efforts on h}adi>th al-a>h}a>d
(solitary) and his views on sunna in general.

v.

Chapter Five
This chapter will discuss and assess al-Ghazali's views in his writings on
theology, kala>m, Sufism, free will and predestination, and salafiyya.

vi.

Chapter Six
Stagnant traditions relating to women in closed societies will be examined here.
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CHAPTER ONE
Shaykh Muh}ammad
mmad alal-Ghazali: The life of a da>‘iyah
Introduction
During his lifetime, Shaykh Muh}ammad al-Ghazali liked to refer to himself as a da>‘iyah
(missionary) or wa>‘iz} (preacher)1. This is apparent in his works, including numerous articles,
public lectures and regular khut}ab (Friday sermons). This chapter introduces the thesis that
al-Ghazali the activist embodied Azharite traditions in his life and career despite his early
and later association with the Muslim Brotherhood. It is hoped that this introductory chapter
will give some understanding of al-Ghazali's life from a social and political perspective.
The premise from the outset is that he remained faithful to his Azharite roots. By this we
mean that al-Ghazali stayed faithful to being what Muh}ammad Fath}i> ‘Uthma>n terms "the
intellectual Azharite"2 despite heavily criticising his alma mater. In attempting to study alGhazali's life, this thesis will endeavour to benefit from theoretical tools applied by Diya>b in
his study of the discourse and ideology of Sayyid Qut}b (1906-1966) in the way that he
(Diya>b) understood the influence of social and political events in Egypt on Qut}b. Diya>b also
tried to look at Qut}b as an active agent whose life history shaped the latter's overall
experience and writings.3

1

Da’wa, from which "da>‘iyah" is derived, means "to call, guide or explain". In modern times "da>‘iyah" has
become synonymous with those who call people to return to Islam, or to explain the truth about Islam.
However, the word has a different meaning in the Qur´a>n, i.e. "to invite" as when prophets were called to invite
people to the Right Path [Qur´a>n (16:125) and also (22:67)]. As a public speaker, al-Ghazali represents the
traditional preacher compared with what is now known as "Al-Du’a> al-Judud". Patrick Gaffney describes alGhazali's writings as a source for new preachers in modern Egypt. See The Prophet's Pulpit: Islamic Preaching
in Contemporary Egypt, University of California Press, Berkley, 1994, pp.27-56 & p.240. On the new preachers,
see Wa>’il Lutfi>>, Z}a>hirat al-Du’a> al-Judud, Al-Hay’a al-‘A>ma li´l-Kita>b, Cairo, 2005, p.28.
2
Muh}ammad Fath}i> ‘Uthma>n, Al-Fikr al-Islami> wa al-Tat}awur, Al-Da>r al-Kuwaitiyya, Kuwait, 1969, p.295.
3
Muh}ammad H}af> iz} Diya>b, Sayyid Qut}b: Al-Khit}a>b wa al-Aydulu>jya>, Da>r al-Thaqa>fa al-Jadi>da, Cairo, 1988,
pp.2731.
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His father's auspicious dream before al-Ghazali's birth and his encounter with H}asan alBanna> (1906-1949), the founder of the Muslim Brotherhood, strongly influenced his life. AlGhazali tells of his father's dream in his short incomplete autobiography, Qis}s}at H}aya>

4

where al-Ghazali senior dreamt that H}ujjat al-Islam Abu> H}a>mid al-Ghaza>li> (d.111), the great
Muslim scholar, mystic and Ash‘arite theologian asked him to name his new born son after
him. Thereafter, al-Ghazali's father made choices almost in reverence to the significance he
attached to this dream. Throughout his life, al-Ghazali strived to fulfil his father's
expectations of him, and to emulate the example of the great theologian he was named after.
The significance of meeting with al-Banna> lies in the fact that al-Banna> instilled in him a
sense of responsibility. It was al-Banna> who taught al-Ghazali to preach by the pen,5 and he
would stay faithful to the former's vision even after he was forced to leave the Muslim
Brotherhood in 1953. What follows is a reconstruction of the main phases of al-Ghazali's life,
charting his journey from the time he left his village to his death in Saudi Arabia in 1996.

The time of alal-Ghazali
Muh}ammad al-Ghazali was born in 1917 at the end of the First World War, and two years
before the Egyptian Revolution of 1919. He grew up during a very significant time in the
history of Egypt and the Middle East. His early life was shaped by events in his homeland
where he lived during his first thirty-five years under the Egyptian monarchy. However, his
thinking and writings would be shaped by the period between the 1919 and 1952 Egyptian

4

Muh}ammad al-Ghazali, Qis}s}at H}aya>, Isla>mi>yat alMa’rifah, IIIT, (January 1997), Vol. 7, pp.150-230. See also
"Al-Shaykh al-Ghaza>li> Bi-Qalamihi" in Min Maqa>la>t al-Shaykh al-Ghaza>li>, Vol. III, p 164, where he says that
the name became part of his personality.
5
Al-Ghazali, Qis}s}at H}aya>, pp. 169-170.
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revolutions. In a sense, it provided him with the kinds of theme that he would pursue
throughout his life.6
The history of Egypt between the 1919 Revolution and the Free Officers Revolution of
1952 is one of political strife; a struggle against British domination on the one hand, and the
battle of ideas between the liberal camp and the Islamists on the other.7 Egyptian history
provided a reference point for al-Ghazali that enabled him to understand the conditions of
Muslims worldwide. This was the case with all Muslim intellectuals of the late nineteenth
and early twentieth centuries who believed in Pan-Islamism and the unity of the Muslim

umma.8 Interestingly, al-Ghazali's concern was forged by the Muslim Brotherhood's view
that Muslims everywhere belong to a single homeland – Al-Wat}an al-Islami >9 – rather than
his work outside Egypt when he was forced to live in exile.

From one revolution to another
Egypt gained a conditional form of independence in 1922, when a national movement led
by Sa’d Zaghlu>l (1857-1927) raised the slogan "Egypt for the Egyptians". The Egyptians
under this partial independence drafted their first constitution in 1923,10 which was scrapped
in 1928 by Isma>‘i>l S}idqi>'s government.11 The period between the 1920s and the 1930s is

6

Moh}ammad ‘Abd al-Fata>h} Fatu>h}, Al-Di>muqra>t}iyya fi´l-Fikr al-Islami: Dira>sa fi> Fikr al-Shaykh Muh}ammad alGhaza>li,> Maktabat al-Shuru>q al-Dawliyya, Cairo, 2006, pp. 105-112.
7
Massimo Campanini, Storia dell’Egitto Contemporaneo Della Rinascita Ottocentesca a Mubarark, the Arabic
translation by Ema>d al-Baghdadi>, Cairo, 2006, pp.75-88.
8
A glimpse of Rida>'s Al-Mana>r magazine, or Muh}ib al-Di>n al-Khat}i>b's Al-Fath} magazine, gives an idea about
this concern. It was al-Khat}i>b who summarised an article published by A. le Chatelier in The Muslim World
under the title "La Conquet du Monde Musluman" (1910). The title of the translation is Al-Gha>ra ‘ala> al-‘A>lam
al-Islami>. Many editions have appeared since its publication in 1911.
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usually referred to in Egypt's modern history as "the liberal age"12 because freedom of
thought and expression were encouraged. From a political viewpoint, there were four groups
that shared power between themselves: the British, the Palace, the Wafd Party and the
minority parties; in particular the Liberal Constitutional Party, the Sa’dists, the Al-Sha’b
(People's Party) as well as the Al-Itih}a>d (Unity Party). Egyptian politics of this period was
based on broad national issues – the need to liberate the country and to assert the distinct
feature of Egyptian identity.13 It was understood by all the local participants that Egyptian
independence was a suspended project which had to wait until 1956.
It is worth mentioning here that debates between Egyptian intellectuals at the time
wrestled with three main ideas with regard to the components of Egyptian identity – the
local/national, the Arabic and the Islamic. Most of the writers of this age were students of
Jama>l al-Di>n al-Afgha>ni>, Muh}ammad ‘Abduh and, to a lesser extent, Muh}ammad Rashi>d
Rid}a's reform school. Those influenced by Rid}a> would direct the reform school towards more
a conservative form of salafiyya.14 Writers of all stripes of this period clearly expressed the
nature of the changes Egypt was undergoing in relation to its ancient history as well as its
Arabic and Islamic heritage. The question of Egyptian ancient history served as an
ideological base for the proponents of the territorial nationalism or what some call the
movement of Pharaonism.15 It was seen as a way of exploring the distinctive Egyptian
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identity by the liberal writers of the time such as Ah}mad Lut}f} i> al-Sayyid and T}a>ha> H}usayn
and Muh}ammad H}usayn Haykal.16
The defenders of the Islamic character of Egypt saw the proponents of Egypt's past and
their ideas as an expression of the Western mind associated with colonial power. It is clear
from this that the reform ideas of Muslim modernists informed both the Egyptian
nationalists and the Arab Islamic nationalists.
The 1920s and 1930s witnessed the publication of many controversial books17 which
expanded the literary scene, enriched cultural debate and became an emblem of change in a
rapidly changing society.18 Despite increasing cultural activities, the political scene remained
tense due to strained relations between the Palace and the parties. British heavy-handedness
in Egypt continued with the British ambassador, Sir Miles Lampson who marched to the
Palace on February 4, 1942 with a large armed force to deliver an ultimatum to King Farouk
to abdicate, thus landing a humiliating blow to the Egyptian national pride.19
The time between the two revolutions witnessed the entrance of new political players
such as the Muslim Brotherhood, the Mis}r} al-Fatah (Young Egypt, a right-wing group
founded in 1933 by the lawyer Ah}mad H}usayn (1911-1982) and the communist movement
(in addition to the Egyptian Communist Party). The student movement in schools and
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universities also played an active role in the politics of this period, as all parties had a youth
movement or wing.20
The period between 1952 and Nasser's death in 1970, is characterised by the ideological
struggle between East and West, between Communism and Capitalism. This was when
Egypt turned into a laboratory where the government tried to form a state ideology which
came to be known as "Arab Socialism". Nasser emerged as the leader of the Arabs after the
Suez Canal War (1956), and the United Arab Republic was formed in 1958 only to be
dissolved a few years later. In 1967 the Egyptian army, as part of a tri-Arab force, suffered a
humiliating defeat at the hands of the Israelis. All of Palestine and a considerable portion of
Egypt, Syria and Lebanon were lost to Israel. This was an indication that Arab nationalism
had failed. Nasser died three years later and was succeeded by Sadat, marking the start of a
new era.21
The 1970s would become the decade of Islamic revival (s}ah}wa). If Nasser tried to control
and blend Islam into his social Arabism, Sadat tried to distance his regime from Nasserism
and sought to give the state a more Islamic character by attempting to manipulate the
Islamic movements as well as the religious establishment, mainly the ‘ulama>´ of Al-Azhar.22
In 1979 an Islamic republic was established in Iran. In Afghanistan an international jiha>d
would ensue after Soviet forces occupied the country. In the same year armed Wahha>bi>s
occupied the Holy Sanctuary in Makka. The decade that followed started dramatically with
Sadat's assassination in 1981. The drama intensified with the Israeli invasion of Lebanon, the
20
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Iran-Iraq war, the Palestinian Intifa>d}a. In the early 1990s the Jiha>di >members of Islamic Jiha>d
declared war on Egypt. At the same time a war erupted in a new frontier in Europe which
saw Bosnian Muslims trying to stop the genocide committed against them by the Serbs
during five years of atrocities.
Al-Ghazali, a man of his time, was moved to engage in all these critical events through
his books, articles, sermons and lectures. His works are his spontaneous reactions and were a
means to inform the public of the state of the umma. This may be why he did not see fit to
edit his writings before publication. In the final analysis, his writings are a record of the
events that he observed or which captured his imagination. According to Khalafallah it is
this that made al-Ghazali a modern version of his twelfth century namesake.23
Before delving further into his life story, it is worth noting that al-Ghazali represents a
generation who took the mantle from the old generation of ‘ulama>´ and Sufi brotherhoods24
who were seen to be the interpreters and the representatives of Islam. They seemed to
dominate Islamic scholarship, but their fortunes appear to have turned with the emergence of
the Islamic revival movements at the beginning of the twentieth century. It was the new
Islamic elite which al-Ghazali belonged to that challenged their authority. This will be
explained in the following section.

The new Islamic intellectuals
The retreat of secular or liberal voices of the inter-war period led to the emergence of
popular Islamic movements such as the Muslim Brotherhood. As a sign of the changing
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times, H}asan al-Banna> laments in his memoir that he had sought the help of the leading

‘ulama>´ to discover ways of resisting the growing corruption. However, they advised him to
keep silent instead.25
It was al-Banna>'s disillusionment that led him to organise his own group away from the

‘ulama>´ establishment. Furthermore, al-Banna> and his disciples were a product of
modern/secular education as the majority of them were educated in modern non-religious
schools. It is a common assumption among historians and social scholars that the
modernisation of Muslim societies, notably in Egypt, Syria and Palestine, led to social
changes in terms of the character of the Arab city.
The changing mode of communications resulted in the migration from the countryside to
the cities of large numbers of the population. Mass education and the explosion in population
led to the emergence of a new class which shared the taste for travel, education and the new
media. 26 Arguably, the most important factor that helped in raising the influence of the new
Muslim elite was the erosion of the role normally played by the traditional ‘ulama>´, (that is,
the graduates of Zaytouna in Tunisia, Al-Qarawiyyi>n in Morocco and the famous Al-Azhar
in Egypt).
It is interesting to note that the move from village to city affected not only the character
of the Arab city, but it also led to the increasing role of the new elite in politics.27 Little
wonder then, that historians from the Left considered the history of Egypt of the late
nineteenth and twentieth centuries as a history of the countryside and peasants' revolutions.
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Al-Ghazali himself acknowledged that the anti-colonial movements rose from the ranks of
the Azharites who were the sons of peasants who "were never part of the feudal class of this
country".28 By "feudal class" he meant the Egyptian elite who were, at the time, made up of
land owners, aristocrats and political party leaders. 29
The decline of the traditional ‘ulama>´ establishment therefore forced modern Muslim
intellectuals such as al-Ghazali to interpret and present Islam in a new way. Thus his
disciple, Yu>suf al-Qarad}a>wi> could not contain his astonishment when he discovered that the
writer of a column in the Al-Ikhwa>n al-Muslimu>n magazine was a young Azharite who wore
the costume of the Azharites. Al-Qarad}a>wi> believed that the writer could not possibly be a
traditional ‘a>lim because of the topics he tackled.30
What makes al-Ghazali a different breed altogether is that he came to be at the heart of
the new Muslim elite once he joined the Muslim Brotherhood.31 Balqazi>z, who in his analysis
of the idea of state and democracy in modern Islamic thought, differentiated between five
generations of the new Muslim elites considers al-Ghazali to be a part of the third generation
of intellectuals alongside al-Banna>, Ibn Ba>di>s (Algeria, 1889-1940), ‘Ala>l al-Fa>si> (Morocco,
1910-1974) and H}a> san al-Hud}aybi> (1891-1972).32 According to Olivier Roy the new Muslim
intellectuals, namely the elite of the Islamic movements, represent a different group from the
clerics namely the Azharites and the Westernised elites.33
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About the sources
The previous sections attempted to put in context and give a historical background to the
milieu in which al-Ghazali lived. The next task is to look at al-Ghazali's life as reflected in
his incomplete memoir and the fragments of himself which he presented in his works.
Doubtless there is much information on him in the books devoted to his life and career
written by his contemporaries or by his disciples as well as material about his life included in
books and articles he wrote in newspapers and magazines.34 However, one difficulty
confronting any attempt to re-construct his life is not the lack of information about alGhazali. Rather, it is the lack of sources that give an insight into his private life. In addition,
the challenge in attempting to study him and his work from a new perspective is the task of
selecting the relevant and appropriate material given the vast amount that is available.
Al-Ghazali gave many interviews to the press about circumstances surrounding his
views, comments and attitudes, but he was economical with details of his private life. Once,
during an interview with a Saudi television channel, his host steeled himself to ask whether
al-Ghazali's marriage was a love or arranged marriage. Al-Ghazali responded sarcastically
saying, "Love or no love, I married the daughter of my father's friend." He added that he was
a committed Muslim activist who did not have time to entertain such things.35
In fact, Al-Ghazali described his marriage as a happy one, despite the fact that it was
arranged. Although he said in the same interview that he married the daughter of his father's
friend implying that the marriage met with everyone's approval,36 he gives a differing
account in his short autobiography where he speaks of objections from the girl's father, a
34
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native of his village and who worked at the Justice Ministry, on the grounds that al-Ghazali
was not wealthy. It would appear that al-Banna> acted as the go-between, and helped to
convince the girl's father. The private ceremony was simple so that even his mentor, alBanna> was not aware and only learnt of it later, teasing his protégé for the secrecy. AlGhazali lived with his wife for thirty years, initially at her father's house, until her death.37
Needless to say, he was grateful to her for her patience and dedication to her family. She was
to bear him nine children, two of whom died young.38 Having said that, on the rare occasions
when he did write about his private life, he was brief and selective.39
This is clear in his autobiography Qis}sa} t H}aya> (hereinafter Qis}s}at which is 74 pages long)
where al-Ghazali tells his own story. In trying to build a profile it has been decided that

Qis}s}at would be taken as the basis because it is the only source available that gives a
personal insight into his life. Al-Qarad}a>wi>'s Al-Ghaza>li>’ Kama> ‘Arafutu, will also be used as
a reference in understanding al-Ghazali's intellectual development as it contains much
information about al-Ghazali's life (due to the fact that al-Qarad}a>wi>'s relationship with him
spanned half century) even though al-Qarad}a>wi> tends to eulogise about him. In addition, an
acknowledgement given by al-Ghazali's his son ‘Ala>´ to a conference organised to celebrate
his father's career will also be drawn upon.40 Other sources that have been assessed in the
introduction will also be consulted.41
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Early life: From village to Alexandria
Al-Ghazali was born in 1917 in a village called Nikla> al-‘Inab in the Ita>yy al-Barou>d
District of the Al-Buh}aira region west of the Delta. He was the son of a Sufi trader. He
remarks that his little village was not a mere spectator of the national struggle. It
participated in inflicting damage on telegraph lines, thus incurring the wrath of the British
forces.42 His father put his trust in him by virtue of him being the eldest of seven children.43
In order to enable his son to continue his studies in the city, al-Ghazali senior made the
difficult decision to sell his business, uproot his family and start anew in Alexandria. He
enrolled the eleven year old al-Ghazali at the Al-Ma’had Al-Shar’i> religious institute.44
Despite the upheaval, al-Ghazali senior was convinced that it was the right thing to do by
virtue of his auspicious dream before his son's birth. He was further encouraged by the
latter's grades, emerging as one of the hundred students who passed the enrolment
examinations.
Al-Ghazali's early life was marked by hardship and poverty, especially when his family
moved to Alexandria. He was forced, at a tender age, to work as a private tutor to help
supplement his family's income.45 Even when he went to Al-Azhar, he spent four years
without the means to buy books.46 He developed the love of reading during his childhood and
found solace in books. "I used to read anything. There was no specific science that I used to
42
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read, but I used to read all the time – while I was moving and while I was eating," he
recalls.47
Although al-Ghazali was proud of this achievement, he was nonetheless uncomfortable
with the institute's requirement that students must wear the prescribed uniform of a cloak
and turban. He recalls his peculiar appearance, certain that this new attire robbed him of his
childhood. People started referring to him as "Shaykh" Muh}ammad which meant that he was
no longer allowed to play with his peers. He found solace in the books in his father's shop. He
was more interested in reading Western novels and Arab epics such as The Arabian Nights,
than in reading religious books.48 He was taught at the institute by several teachers who left
their mark on him. He speaks of Ibrahim Al-Gharba>wi and ‘Abd al-Azi>z Bila>l, who greatly
influenced him by their dedication to their work and by their piety.

At AlAl-Azhar
As al-Ghazali was preparing to travel to Cairo to pursue his studies at Al-Azhar
University in 1937 upon receiving the al-Shaha>da al-Tha>nawiyya,49 he encountered H}asan alBanna> by chance for the first time. He recounts, "I was sitting in the ‘Abd al-Rah}ma>n bin
Hurmoz Mosque in the Ra’s al-Ti>n neighbourhood. I was reading my daily portion of the
Qur´a>n waiting for the evening prayer before leaving when a man stood after the prayer and
gave a very comprehensive talk which was clear, moving and sincere."50 After this encounter
he "decided to follow him, and follow his road to serve Islam and Muslims".51
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Al-Ghazali enrolled in the Faculty of Us}ul> al-Di>n (Principles of Religion) at Al-Azhar
University. He started his first academic term in 1938, and completed the requirements for
the ‘A>limiyya (doctorate) degree in 194152 for which he would need two additional years to
complete.53 Al-Ghazali would speak fondly of his years at Al-Azhar despite his criticism of
the Rector, Shaykh Muh}ammad Mus}ta} fa> al-Mara>ghi,> especially during the second term of alMara>ghi>’s tenure as the "Shaykh Al-Azhar".
The story of al-Mara>ghi> and Al-Azhar started when he was first appointed as Rector in
1928. Being a student of ‘Abduh, al-Mara>ghi> tried to introduced reforms at Al-Azhar.
However, these were not supported by the Palace, and he was forced to resign in 1929,
clearing the way for the appointment of Shaykh, Muh}ammad al-Ah}madi> al-Z}awa>hiri> (18781944).54 The latter continued al-Mara>ghi>'s reform programme55 with the support of the
monarch, King Fu’a>d, as well as the Al-Azhar establishment. Although Doge states that alZ}awa>hiri> only sought to change the textbooks, al-Ghazali nevertheless describes his stint as
Rector as Al-Azhar's Golden Age, where modern subjects such as chemistry, mathematics
and engineering were also taught alongside religious subjects.56
It was not until al-Mara>ghi> convinced the King to issue the appropriate legislation on
March 26, 1936 (after he, Mara>ghi> was appointed as Shaykh Al-Azhar for the second time)
that he was able to gather support for his reform programme.57 Although al-Ghazali admired
the Shaykh's reforms, he was nevertheless unhappy as he felt that Shaykh al-Mara>ghi> by this
52
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time he had become bored and was too tired to pursue the "academic struggle".58 Al-Ghazali
believed that the Shaykh had chosen a life of comfort, preferring instead to cultivate his
relations with the Palace and political parties.59 In one sense, al-Ghazali's view reflected the
attitude of the Muslim Brotherhood towards al-Mara>ghi> at the time, whose appointment they
initially welcomed and who they hoped would revive the role of Al-Azhar as the leading
institution at the heart of Muslim life (it is worth noting that the Brotherhood's relationship
with al-Mara>ghi> was influenced by political events and the rector's conduct).60
Moreover, al-Ghazali’s criticism of al-Mara>ghi> was, in many ways, a reflection of his
concerns with the conditions at Al-Azhar, for he was anxious about the quality of education
he received at Al-Azhar. Despite the fact that he was taught at the university by many
renowned scholars such as Muh}ammad Abu> Zahra (1898-1974), ‘Abd al-Wahha>b ‘Azza>m
(1894-1959), ‘Abd al-Wahha>b Khala>f (1888-1956), Shaykh Muh}ammad al-Khid}r H}usayn
(1876-1958), Muh}a} mmad Al-Bahi> (1905-1982) and Muh}ammad ‘Abd Allah Dira>z (18941958), he was adamant that the university lacked qualified lecturers to properly teach the
curriculum.61
He mentions the Qur´a>nic Studies teacher, Shaykh ‘Abd al-‘Az}i>m al-Zarqa>ni> (d.1947),
author of a well-known book on Qur´a>nic sciences (Man>ahil al-‘Irfa>n fi> ‘Ulu>m al-Qur´a>n), as
someone to whom he felt indebted and who had influenced him. Another teacher important
to him was the renowned scholar, Shaykh Mah}mu>d Shaltu>t62 who became the Rector of Al-
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Azhar in 1958. Shaltu>t, who al-Ghazali describes as a scholar with a deep knowledge and
understanding of the sciences of shari>‘a as well as a man with an international reputation,63
taught him tafsi>r.
Apart from the teachers he acknowledges as having a positive influence on him, one
senses that there is generally no love lost between him and his teachers when al-Ghazali
speaks of his relationship with them.64 He laments that the good teachers would leave the
university, while those who remained performed their duties devoid of any relationship with
their students. He compared this with the cordial relationship that existed between teachers
at the Egyptian University (later Cairo University) and their students. He adds that relations
between the Al-Azhar "students and their teachers were formal. In truth we hated our
teachers".65 He could not fathom why such formality existed, but supports his view by
describing an incident which occurred during Shaykh al-Z}awa>hiri>'s tenure, when students
attacked and vandalised the Shaykh's office. Al-Ghazali recounts, "I believe that if they had
found the Shaykh present they would have broken his bones."66
Al-Mara>ghi> was reappointed upon al-Z}awa>hiri>'s departure, and this reappointment was
seen as a new era in the history of Al-Azhar.67 However, al-Ghazali bemoans the fact that
not long afterwards all these hopes and "promises evaporated quickly. He was no better than
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his predecessor".68 This lack of estimation may be unfair to al-Mara>ghi>, who is considered as
one of the brightest scholars to assume the post of Shaykh Al-Azhar.69
The negative attitude of al-Ghazali towards his teachers and the harsh language he
employed against them are related to the lack of what he considered to be a fatherly
relationship between students and teachers. He and others at the university felt that their
teachers lived in a different world. This was exacerbated by the political turmoil that
engulfed Egypt at the time, and the conflict between the King and the parties that supported
him on the one hand, and the Wafd Party on the other. During those hard times, it was very
difficult to talk about what the ideal relationship could be.
Al-Ghazali is not the only one to criticise Al-Azhar. Rid}a> and his teacher. ‘Abduh were
extremely vociferous in their criticism of Al-Azhar.70 What set al-Ghazali apart from others
who criticised the university is his harsh criticism which sometimes seems disrespectful and
mocking the Azharites. He says that they are people who life itself does not need, and that
they do not have the power or any means of resistance. He says, "They do not move and they
do not make others move."71 On other occasions he would describe the "Islam of the
Azharite" as one supported by the colonialists.72 He goes further to say that he knows
"Azharites who live like bilharzia and ancylostoma by sucking the blood of the poor
peasant"73. Al-Ghazali sums up his experience at Al-Azhar as follows:
"A friend asked me, 'You are a scholar who graduated from Al-Azhar twenty years ago,
and you fear for your religion. Why then did you not send your children to Al-Azhar so they
68
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can perform the same duty as you?' I answered by saying, 'O my friend, by not sending them
there I was trying to protect them from the calamities I endured, and which almost killed me.
I spent 15 years in it. During those years I was not a student who was fully devoted to his
studies, but I was a fighter in a continuous war with the state and society. The door of the
career life was closed to me, both in the public and the official realm. The state used to give
preference to those who graduated with a secular education.
"A decision was forced upon the ministries to employ others except Al-Azhar graduates.
What was left for us were lowly jobs with meagre salaries…even if we overcame the
government's attitude, there was still the public's attitude to contend with. The gap was huge
between us (the Azharites) and the public at the time. The masses used to mock us, and make
jokes about our costumes and turbans'."74
It is therefore clear that al-Ghazali agonised over the plight of the Azharites. He believed
that the official attitude towards them and the restrictions on their employment were part of
a plan to undermine Al-Azhar itself, and to turn the public away from religious teaching.75
He went on to blame colonialism, the overt form of it or otherwise, for the plight of the
Azharites.76 He contends that the media also engaged in the campaign to marginalise the
Azharites by exaggerating any minor mistake committed by any of them as if there was "a
personal vendetta between those journalists and those poor and needy graduates".77
Despite everything, al-Ghazali did not have to wait long to obtain his first job. When the
Ministry of Religious Affairs announced a competition among Azharite graduates for the
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position of Ima>m, Khat}i>b and Mudaris, he applied along with hundreds of "unemployed
scholars". He excelled during his interview with a committee of scholars, and was employed
as ima>m, khat}i>b and a teacher at the ‘Azaba>n Mosque in the popular Al-‘Ataba Al-Khad}ra>
district in Cairo.78 The challenge he faced as a young preacher was that he quickly used up
what little knowledge he had acquired at university. When he realised that he had run out of
ideas, he embarked on a long journey of self-education. He declares, "In this mosque I started
again as a student".79

AlAl-Ghazali and the Muslim Brotherhood
Al-Ghazali joined the Muslim Brotherhood at the age of twenty, a year before he went to
at Al-Azhar,80 and became very active. He established a branch of the movement at the
Faculty of Us}ul> al-Di>n where he was the third ranking person. Al-Ghazali used to frequent
the Brotherhood's headquarters at Al-‘Ataba al-Khad}ra> before it was moved to Al-H}ilmiyya
al-Jadi>da in Cairo. Al-Banna> frequently used young talent from the university to promote the
cause of the Muslim Brotherhood, and al-Ghazali was active in this effort.81 He formed a
strong bond with al-Banna>, and considered him as the most important Muslim figure in the
twentieth century among all the leaders of the Islamic movements. He also believed that alBanna> was a man who understood the nature of the challenges that the Muslim world faced
after the collapse of the Ottoman Caliphate.82
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Al-Ghazali tells of an incident when he received a letter from al-Banna> urging him to use
his pen to defend al-Da’wa. During one of his visits to the offices of Majallat al-Ikhwa>n (the
Brotherhood's magazine),83 al-Banna> complained about the lack of articles written by
members of the movement. He then looked in a file containing many unpublished articles.
Among them was one written by al-Ghazali. He read the article, then sent a note to the
young al-Ghazali commending him on the piece, and urged him to continue writing for the
magazine.84 Al-Ghazali was overwhelmed. This encouraged him enormously, and he paid
heed to that advice. He continued to write and went on to become one of the first generation
of Muslim Brotherhood intellectuals.85 According to al-Ghazali, he became a preacher and an
activist, using the pulpit of the mosque to promote the cause of the Brotherhood whiles still
a student. He would later credit the Muslim Brotherhood with improving the quality of
religious oratory in Egypt and in the rest of the Arab world.86
Despite his prominence within the ranks of the movement, al-Ghazali was excluded from
those who were chosen to join its newly found military wing, Al-Niz}a>m al-Kha>s} (the Special
Apparatus).87 Interestingly, it was al-Banna> who refused to recommend him for military
training because al-Ghazali lacked the discipline required for military life. Al-Banna> believed
that al-Ghazali was better suited to writing and public speaking. Al-Ghazali expressed his
anger and frustration, and hinted that the decision to exclude him might be influenced by
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rumours which questioned his loyalty to the cause. Being outspoken made him a kind of
maverick in the eyes of the other members. It is this sense of independence that would
eventually lead him to part company with the movement.88
Just before al-Banna>'s assassination in 1949, al-Ghazali found himself among the many
Brotherhood activists rounded up by the government following its decision to outlaw the
organisation.89 He was imprisoned at the Al-T}ur> camp in 1948. During his imprisonment, he
could not help but notice that the Brotherhood members had not learnt from the experience
they had of the regime which cost them the life of their leader. He states, "I was saddened
while I was at Al-T}ur> that the Brothers were, in general, refusing to admit the faults of their
policies."90
Al-Ghazali was released from prison in late 1949 after the collapse of Ibra>hi>m ‘Abd AlHa>di>'s91 (1899-1981) cabinet.92 He continued his activities, and became the main spokesman
for the movement.93 Al-Ghazali was to use the space given to him in the Al-Maba>h}ith al-

Qad}a´> iyya magazine to defend the cause of the Brotherhood. During that critical transitional
period in the Brotherhood's history following al-Banna>'s assassination and the appointment
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of H}asan al-Hud}aybi> as his successor, al-Ghazali became the most important writer and
polemicist of the movement.94
The Indian Muslim writer Abu> al-H}asan Ali> Nadawi> met al-Ghazali when he visited
Egypt in early May 1951. Al-Ghazali accompanied him on a tour of the whole of Egypt. AlNadawi> would later describe al-Ghazali as "the most important writer and scholar. He is the
most trusted voice of the movement".95 When Kha>lid Muh}ammad Kha>lid published his
controversial book, Min Huna> Nabda’, al-Hud}aybi> asked al-Ghazali to write a rebuttal of it.96
It is worth noting here that al-Ghazali wrote Min Huna> Na’lam (1950) to rebut the ideas of
Kha>lid, but also used it to attack Al-Azhar's ‘ulama>´. As one writer observed, both books
represent an attack on Al-Azhar by Azharites. However, al-Ghazali was harsher than Kha>lid
in his criticism.97 He understood Kha>lid's anger at that institution, and accused the Azharite
scholars of paying lip service to Islam.98 Bayu>mi> believes that al-Ghazali's attack was one of
the reasons that led to the decline of the Muslim Brotherhood's popularity at Al-Azhar.99

AlAl-Ghazali, alal-Hud}aybi> and the July Revolution
H}}asan al-Hud}aybi> (1891-1973) was elected Murshid (The Guide) of the Muslim
Brotherhood in October 1951.100 He was a high-ranking judge before becoming the
movement's supreme leader.101 Al-Hud}aybi> was not the favourite choice of the Al-Niz}am
> al-
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Kha>s. Some of its members alleged that Ah}mad H}asan al-Ba>quri> (1907-1985), who was very
close to the Palace at the time, promoted him to the senior ranks of the Brotherhood as part
of a grand plan agreed to by King Farouk and his advisors.102 The idea was to elect a leader
who had close connections with the Palace to enable the King to counter the power of his
opponents in the Wafd Party.103
Al-Ghazali's relationship with the new leader was good to begin with. Al-Qarad}a>wi>, in
conciliatory language, maintains that the two men were on good terms upon al-Hud}aybi>'s
election. He adds that it remained cordial until the Revolution of 23 July 1952.104 AlQarad}a>wi>'s account avoids the mention of the many signs of tension which began to show
between the two. This unease may be attributed to the fact that al-Ghazali was a senior
figure in the organisation105 who was close to the assassinated Murshid. So close was he to
al-Banna> that he used to accompany him on his tours of the movement's many
branches.106Although al-Ghazali accepted the leadership of al-Hud}aybi>, he nevertheless
disagreed with him on some of the decisions he took, especially that concerning al-Hud}aybi>'s
rapport with the Palace.107 Furthermore, al-Ghazali disagreed with the movement's decision
to reject the 1923 Egyptian Constitution which he considered to be the best the country had
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ever had, and it was under this constitution that the organisation was able to be formed and
exist.108
Al-Ghazali's aversion to the cult of personality meant that he could not fully accept alHud}aybi>'s style of leadership.109 Strained relations between the two increased after the 1952
Revolution when the Muslim Brotherhood clashed openly with the Free Officers. Unlike the
Brotherhood, al-Ghazali welcomed the new leaders and the change they brought with them.
The Revolution epitomised everything he had fought for during the monarchy.110 He
supported the Free Officers because he felt they undertook to dismantle a corrupt feudal
regime. He was overjoyed and optimistic when the young and dedicated officers deposed the
corrupt and tyrannical king.111 His support, however, was not to last.
In the light of the conflict that erupted between the Brotherhood and the Free Officers,
al-Ghazali deviated from the official line that was taken by the movement's leadership. AlGhazali and a few of the older members advocated a more cautious approach towards the
new order. They feared that the Muslim Brotherhood would be forced into an unequal battle.
Furthermore, they believed in the goodwill of the new leaders, especially Nasser (19171970).112 As they had predicted, the fight first broke within the ranks of the movement itself
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when a kind of civil war ensued. Problems started following the killing of Sayyid Fa>yiz, a
senior figure in the movement. Fingers were pointed at members of Special Apparatus. The

Maktab al-Irsha>d (Guidance Council) decided to expel three members of the Special
Apparatus for aiding its leader, ‘Abd al-Rah}ma>n al-Sanadi>.113 Al-Ghazali, along with other
members, was unhappy with the decision and took action against it. Additionally, as will be
seen, other events unfolded which almost led to a schism in the movement.
On 27 and 28 November 1953 a group of angry Brotherhood rebels invaded al-Hud}aybi>'s
house intending to force him to resign, but this attempt to unseat the Murshid failed.114 A
commission set to consider the incident recommended the expulsion of twenty-one out of
around seventy mutineers. In addition, the commission advised the Majlis al-Irsha>d (the
organisation's high authority) to expel four of the most senior figures, al-Ghazali among
them,115 for allegedly taking part in the plot and being advisors to the mutineers.116 AlGhazali was enraged at what he felt was an unfair dismissal, and therefore unleashed his
attack on the Murshid in both his published and unpublished works. He accused al-Hud}aybi>
of being a Freemason, and that the International Freemasonry movement was successful in
planting him at the heart of the Ikhwa>n,117 thus reflecting the general view that the
Freemasons as group have a grand plan to control the world and infiltrate Muslim lands.
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Therefore, by associating al-Hud}aybi> with them al-Ghazali tried to tarnish the former’s
image. However, he later edited and amended some of his writings in this respect.118
Interestingly, al-Ghazali is silent on this matter in Qis}s}at H}aya>, but the incident left deep
scars, and led him to maintain a keen eye on the conflict that ensued between Nasser and the
Brotherhood. When Nasser outlawed the movement in 1954 and executed six of the
movement's leaders, the famous jurist ‘Abd al-Qa>dir ‘Au>da (1906-1954) among them, alGhazali was in a dilemma as to what to do.119 In later years, al-Ghazali and al-Hud}aybi> were
to reconcile when al-Ghazali took the initiative to visit him after his release from prison in
1971.120
The Brotherhood was in no doubt that Nasser was behind the mutiny.121 According to
Mah}mu>d ‘Abd al-H}ali>m, Nasser used al-Sanadi> to undermine al-Hud}aybi>'s leadership
following the latter's rejection of cooperation with the revolutionaries.122 Al-Qarad}a>wi> holds
a similar view. He believes that as Nasser and his colleagues were unable to contain the
Brotherhood, they resolved to create a schism within the movement and instigated members
of the Special Apparatus to occupy the Brotherhood headquarters, thereby driving a wedge
between the movement's leadership and its members. 123 No doubt Nasser benefited from this
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episode, but his plans has backfired for the mutiny enabled al-Hud}aybi> to consolidate his
power and marginalise all forces that had relations with Nasser.124
Al-Ghazali nevertheless continued to follow the ideals of al-Banna> whom he held in high
esteem, but in the interim he had to find his way in the world without the jama>’a.

Life after the Muslim Brotherhood
The ending of al-Ghazali's association with Muslim Brotherhood did not prevent him
from pursuing his da’wa activities. He kept his job at the Ministry of Religious Endowment,
and worked with the Free Officers despite his deep suspicion of them, by agreeing to be a
member of the Arab Socialist Union (Al-Itih}a>d al-Arabi al-Ishtira>ki>), the only political party
in Nasser's Egypt. He justified this decision on the basis of what al-Banna> said, "I am not
afraid to work with Satan. Let us see who will be the first to run."125 In addition, al-Ghazali
participated in a conference to revise the National Charter. 126 This was a turning point in his
life. In one sense it confirmed his views regarding Nasser, but the outcome was to satisfy alGhazali as the conference enabled him to disseminate his views to a large and varied
audience. He would, during the conference, demand that the president impose a dress code on
both men and women in order to protect society from the undesirable influences of imported
ideologies.127
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The Conference itself was seen as a step towards the adoption of socialism. The ensuing
events and the ridicule from the Left heaped on al-Ghazali would lead to a kind of battle
between Islam and the Left.128 He opines that the Islamic mood at the conference caused
discomfort to the seventy communists who attended.129 At the heart of what al-Ghazali
called a "battle" between the Islamists and Leftists was the nature of the National Charter
(1962).130 The Leftists wanted a charter to be on par with that of Eastern European countries,
while al-Ghazali and the few who supported him wanted one that preserved the Islamic
character of Egypt. He and his colleagues found support from a member of the Revolutionary
Command Council, Kama>l al-Di>n H}usayn (1921-1999). Al-Ghazali's experience with the
Socialist Union was tough, but it exposed a system which he saw was as corrupt as the old
one. The event itself confirmed his view about Nasser, whom he saw as a socialist bent on
creating a socialist Egypt.131
Al-Ghazali seems to have considered socialism as synonymous with communism despite
the fact that he himself peppered some of his arguments with socialist terminology.132 It is
worth noting that he titled his second book, published in 1947, Al-Islam wa al-Ishtira>kiyya
(Islam and Socialism), thinking like Qut}b and the leader of the Muslim Brotherhood in Syria,
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Mus}t}afa> al-Siba>‘i> (1915-1964), that socialism calls for social justice as Islam does.133 This
was before the 1952 Revolution where he and others will change their views, because alGhazali and the Muslim Brotherhood looked upon Nasser's relationship with the former
Soviet Union with suspicion. They believed Nasser was a communist who was planning to
establish a communist regime in Egypt.134Al-Ghazali says that "Egypt at the beginning of
the 1960s was moving towards communism through the enforcement of very strict laws
against the wealthy".135
Al-Ghazali opined that the decision to move against the Muslim Brotherhood in the
second confrontation with the regime was taken while Nasser was visiting Moscow in 1965.
The communist leaders warned him that the presence of a strong Islamic movement in Egypt
would threaten the future of "socialism" in the country.136 However, al-Ghazali does not
explain that the reason behind Nasser's decision to move against the Muslim Brotherhood
was mainly to do with the discovery of an alleged plot against his regime which eventually
led him to execute Sayyid Qut}}b in 1966. Contrary to the Brotherhood's belief, the
communists themselves did not believe that Nasser was a Leftist. They believed that he
strategically used socialism to undermine the bourgeoisie and capitalist forces, as well as
redistribute wealth and put it under the army's control.137 Crucially, Nasser himself expressed
his dislike for communism because of its contradiction to Islam.138
At the conclusion of the conference, al-Ghazali returned to his post as the Director of
Mosques at the Ministry of Islamic Affairs. He was to learn of his demotion to the rank of a
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mere inspector. This unsettled him as he had always believed in the system. Apart from the
security that the job gave him, he looked at it from the prism of his Islamic activism and his
commitment to the cause of Islam. He believed that the further one is promoted, the more
one can help the cause. It was this belief, therefore, that motivated him to work with Nasser
and his successor, Anwar Sadat.139
The aftermath of the conference was that al-Ghazali was banned from giving Jum’a
(Friday) sermons at Al-Azhar and from participating in any form of broadcast programme.140
This led him to believe that he was targeted by the regime in order to "besiege" and
"liquidate" him financially and morally.141 The financial effect was to hit him hard because
of his commitments.142 What added to his distress was that new editions of two of his books,

Ma‘a Allah and Al-T}a’s}ub wa al-Tasa>muh} were confiscated by the police while a third,
Kifa>h }Di>n was referred to the Interior Ministry.143
In the midst of it all, he received an official invitation from Kuwait to give a series of
lectures during Ramad}a>n.144 While in Kuwait, he gave interviews to newspapers, appeared on
state radio and television, and signed a contract with publishers to print and distribute ten of
his books.145 He started to give Jum’a sermons at the ‘Umar Makram Mosque in central
Cairo upon his return home, but he was advised to stop in order not to cause embarrassment
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to H}usayn al-Sha>fi‘i> (1918-2005) who allowed him to work on his return in public
mosques.146 During the ban, he continued to write books and give lectures in private mosques
and public clubs.147
As already mentioned, Nasser confronted the Muslim Brotherhood when he discovered
the existence of a group started and led by Sayyid Qut}b, who Nasser accused of plotting to
topple his regime. As a result, more than eighteen thousand Brotherhood members were
rounded up and imprisoned, some to perish at the hands of torturers. Although al-Ghazali had
left the movement a long time previously, he was not spared the persecution. He, like others,
was arrested and sent to the infamous T}}urra prison where he was detained for a short time.
According to al-Ghazali the reason for his arrest had nothing to do with the activities of the
secret organisation. It was rather because he refused to heed Nasser's order to condemn the
Muslim Brotherhood, reveal their terrorist record and warn the nation about them.148
Al-Ghazali's recollection of the incident indicates that he did not condone Nasser's
policies against the Brotherhood despite justifying his early collaboration with the regime on
the grounds that he would be better able to serve Islam from within, only to realise later that
it was impossible. As is written in most of the Brotherhood's literature (which has come to
be known as the "mih}na" [inquisition] produced during that period), al-Ghazali believed that
Nasser and his regime conspired against Islam and the Brotherhood. He believed that Nasser
was working to weaken Islam in Egypt. His aim was to replace Islam with communism.149
Al-Ghazali scathingly remarked that Nasser never won a battle except the one he launched
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"against his brothers, Islam and the dignity of the people".150 It seems obvious that alGhazali’s views reflect his disillusionment with the revolution as well as the attitude of the
Muslim Brotherhood who accused Nasser of working to destroy the Islamic movement i.e.
Islam.
Nasser would often feature in al-Ghazali's writings. He expressed frustration and
disillusionment with the revolution which he had hoped would bring justice and equality to
Egyptians. Instead, it brought despotism and corruption, and imposed the cult of the leader
on the nation.151Al-Ghazali would detail, in one of his books, a list of what he saw as
Nasser's betrayals of the cause of Islam.152 Due to the fact that it took three years for the
regime to change after Nasser's death, al-Ghazali's metaphor is that Nasser died in 1967 (the
Arab defeat), but he was not buried until 1970.153

With Sadat
Sadat
Nasser's departure ended an era which al-Ghazali views negatively. Al-Ghazali felt a
sense of relief at the change as he was able to resume his work. He even went to greet the
new president with delegates from Al-Azhar and the Ministry of Religious Affairs after
Sadat purged his opponents in what is known as "the Correction Movement".154 Sadat
indicated that he was pleased with al-Ghazali, and the Minister of Waqf at the time, ‘Abd al‘Azi>z Ka>mil who was given indirect orders to promote al-Ghazali to the office of deputy. AlGhazali recounts in his autobiography that he went on to work hard in order to show his
gratitude to the new president.155 He went on to initiate da’wa activities at the Ministry, to
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help support mosque libraries and organise Qur´a>nic competitions. For him, his most
important achievement was the restoration of the old ‘Amr Ibn al-‘A>s} Mosque in Cairo.156
Part of his enthusiasm for the new era was the victory of the 1973 Ramad}a>n War. Al-Ghazali
saw the war as a jiha>d157 which restored dignity and victory not only to the Egyptians, but
also to Arabs and Muslims. Sadat himself encouraged the Islamic features of the state, and
liked to be called Al-Ra´i>s al Mu’min (the Believers' President).158
While an employee at the Ministry of Waqf, al-Ghazali combined his public role as a
preacher with writing for newspapers. His articles appeared in the 1940s, and continued to
appear until his death in 1996.159 Al-Ghazali also worked in the media, and from 1946 until
1947 became editor-in-chief of Nu>r al-Islam, the official magazine published by Al-Azhar.
His career at the ministry continued with his appointment in turn as Supervisor of Islamic
affairs, Director of Training, Director for Propagation and Guidance in 1971, and then
Deputy for the Minister of Waqf for Islamic Propagation in 1981.
Despite his dedication, things started to change when al-Ghazali refused to soften his
criticism of Sadat's regime. The Minister for Religious Affairs advised him not to go too far
in his sermons, but he refused, and was therefore blacklisted.160 His problems worsened when
Sadat changed alliances, and started a campaign against the Islamists when the latter
rejected the peace treaty between Egypt and Israel. Al-Ghazali's opposition to the changes in
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Family Law,161 seen as a move to westernise the traditional family in Egypt, also incurred
the government's wrath.162 Al-Ghazali believed that Sadat's changing attitude was because of
his visits to America, where he allegedly received orders from the Americans to move
against the Islamists in order to consolidate his power.163 This is similar to the view alGhazali held about Nasser's visit to Russia, and the crackdown on the Brotherhood
thereafter. In both cases, al-Ghazali gives the impression that any move against the Islamists
in Egypt must have been done with foreign pressure. This is not dissimilar to what he said
about al-Hudaybi being in league with the Freemasons as previously discussed. However, we
need to appreciate that al-Ghazali was writing in the heat of th moment; and that his
writings reflect, to a certain degree, the mood of "the Arab street" who tend to believe that
anything that happens in the Middle East would not have happened without the intervention
of the great powers be it the former Soviet Union or the United States.

Leaving Egypt
Al-Ghazali sought an escape in the face of isolation. He decided to leave Egypt when the
Dean of the Shari>‘a Faculty at the King ‘Abd al-‘Azi>z University in Saudi Arabia invited
him to teach in Makka in 1974.164 Al-Ghazali spent seven years at the Umm al-Qura>
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University in Saudi Arabia before moving to Qatar in 1981 where he taught at the University
of Qatar until his move to Algeria in 1984.165
During al-Ghazali's time in Makka, many in Egypt protested against his self-imposed
exile. This enraged Sadat who accused al-Ghazali of inciting unrest between the Muslims
and the Copts166 This despite the fact that al-Ghazali was a member of the High Council of
the Permanent Islamic Propagation which was formed to calm down emotions after the 1981
violent sectarian clashes in the Al-Za>wiya al-Ha}mra>´ area in Cairo.167 Sadat went on to
remark that al-Ghazali had left Egypt because he was being paid a much higher salary in
Saudi Arabia. Al-Ghazali responded with an open letter published in the Al-Ahram daily
newspaper and another to Sadat himself where he made clear that he was prepared to leave
Makka and return to Egypt if his job at the ‘Amr Ibn al-‘A>s} Mosque was given back to
him.168 He went further to say that he had informed the Ministers of Waqf, Shaykh alDhahabi> (1915-1977)169 and Shaykh Muh}ammad Mutawali> al-Sha’ra>wi>170 of his preparedness
to return to Egypt on the condition that his freedom of expression was guaranteed.171

In Algeria (1984(1984-1989)
Al-Ghazali became engaged in Algerian affairs while still in Qatar. Algeria had witnessed
an Islamic revival during the 1980s with the Islamic movement gaining ground after the
death of President Houari Boumediene (1932-1978). He was a staunch socialist, a post-
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colonial leader who was one of the founding fathers of the modern Algerian republic. His
successor, Chadli Benjedid allowed the Islamists a voice.172 Many leading Muslim
intellectuals were invited to participate in an annual state organised conference on Islamic
thought.173 During one of his visits, al-Ghazali met Benjedid who invited him to live in
Algeria, hoping that al-Ghazali would play a role in moderating the rising Islamic
movement.174 There al-Ghazali found a very Westernised country where Arabic was
marginalised, and the country rife with both religious and political divisions.175 He was given
the freedom to initiate whatever da’wa work he felt suitable. When the Ami>r ‘Abd al-Qa>dir
University was officially opened in 1984, al-Ghazali was appointed president of the
university's Academic Council. In addition to his academic commitments, Benjedid also
ensured that al-Ghazali was given air time on state television.176
Unfortunately, al-Ghazali continued to face difficulties. This was partly the result of
extreme elements among the Algerian Islamists.177 The severe circumstances under which alGhazali had to work took a toll on his health. He continued to work despite suffering his first
heart attack and his family's concerns. He only resigned from his post when the situation
became unbearable.178 Al-Ghazali had spent five years between 1984 and 1989 in Algeria,
and the question arose as to where he could go next. His disciples felt that if he were to
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return to Egypt, any post he held should match his reputation abroad. They believed that his
status as the leading thinker in the Muslim world made him a good candidate for the
rectorship of Al-Azhar, or the job of the Murshid of the Muslim Brotherhood.179
T}a>ha> Ja>bir al-‘Alwa>ni> the director of the International Institute of Islamic Thought (IIIT)
speaks of a futile campaign in support of al-Ghazali to attain one of these two posts, which
came to nothing partly because both these establishments were not supportive of his
appointment. His history of criticising state policies weighed heavily against him with
regard to the post of Shaykh Al-Azhar as the appointment was by presidential decree
alone.180 This was no different in terms of the Brotherhood leadership. Although he was one
of the living members of its founding committee, he was not the most senior. Others in the
organisation also raised the issue of his 1953 dismissal from the organisation as a hindrance,
while some based their objection on the grounds that he had not spent a long enough time in
prison as others had.181 Given these obstacles, his supporters found a viable alternative for
him in the form of the IIIT.
Al-Ghazali was aware of the IIIT's work which focused on the Islamisation of knowledge.
He knew many of its members, especially its principal founder, Ismail al-Faruqi (19211986).182 The IIIT devised an ideal way to reward and accord him the place he deserved, and
help him re-settle in his homeland. They thus appointed him as president of the Academic
Council of their bureau in Cairo.183 Al-Ghazali welcomed the idea and expressed his
appreciation, especially as he was to work with many prominent scholars. His collaboration
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with the IIIT was to be the most fruitful period of his academic life. It was then that he
wrote the majority of his later and most mature works, and he would go on to publish more
than a thousand articles.184 Working with eminent Islamists he also agreed to have a video
recording of his life made. According to al-‘Alwa>ni>, al-Ghazali provided more than 15 hours
of recording which charting his early life and education. Most importantly, it is a record of
the times in which he lived from a critical point of view.185
Al-Ghazali became involved with many causes during the last years of his life. He
supported the Muslims of Bosnia in the civil war, and despite his illness travelled there to
present their politicians with a proposed constitution based on Islamic principles.186 Of note
is his close relationship with Iran. He made frequent visits to the Islamic Republic, which his
son ‘Ala>´ explained as his father's efforts to mediate and secure the release of Egyptian
prisoners captured during the Iran-Iraq war given that the Iranians had refused to heed calls
from the UN and Egyptian officials to release them. The Iranians considered al-Ghazali to be
an acceptable mediator by virtue of his delicate approach and his efforts in calling for
dialogue between the Sunni>s and the Shi‘i>s.187 The long and arduous process of negotiations
ended with the release of the captives.

The Foda affair
The one thing that stands out in al-Ghazali's career that caused much debate and
controversy is his testimony during the trial of the killers of Faraj Foda (1945-1992), writer,
human rights activist and critic of the Islamists. Al-Ghazali knew Foda as they used to
participate in debates about the nature of the Egyptian state, whether it should be Islamic or
184
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secular. They participated in a major debate in 1992 on the matter.188 Foda was assassinated
that same year by two extremists who considered him to be an apostate. Al-Ghazali's expert
opinion was sought by the defence to define the concept of apostasy. He appeared in Court
on 22 June 1993. When asked by the presiding judge of the Egyptian High Court of State
Security to comment on Foda's murder, al-Ghazali offered the view that the killing was in
fact the implementation of the punishment against an apostate, which the state had failed to
implement.
This shocked both the liberals and the establishment alike, and drew the attention of the
local and international media.189 It became a political issue which would eventually affect
the relationship between al-Ghazali and the government, as well as his relationship with
secularists with whom he had established a good rapport, and who had until then considered
him to be the voice of moderation among the Islamists, thus earning their respect.190
However, al-Ghazali would defend himself by saying that he was merely citing the shari>‘a
ruling, not giving his own view, and that he was testifying in court, not in the streets. He
expressed shock to the media reaction, and sought to defend himself during many interviews
where he said that the media inflated the matter and took his answer to a legal question as
condoning the killing.191 It is true that al-Ghazali testified in the court as an expert but other
than sanctioning the individual to punish someone accused of ridda (apostasy) he was
188
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repeating what he wrote in the 1960s with regard to those who distort Islam and its heritage
in the name of freedom of thought as being apostates and should be put to death, he says
"How can we demand of Islam to permit the apostates the right to life so that they may take
part in killing it?"192 The establishment, the liberals, the media and human right groups were
all critical of al-Ghazali. Al-Azhar in turn, issued a manifesto banning individuals from
punishing anyone regardless of the seriousness of his crime against Islam. However, alGhazali was defended by al-Qarad}a>wi> and Huwaydi> who tried to justify al-Ghazali's
testimony. Al-Qarad}a>wi>, published a detailed legal analysis of the testimony repeating what
al-Ghazali himself had said.193
According to Hatina the Foda affair illustrates the difficulty of labelling any stream of
thought with modern terms, such as "Conservative", "Moderate" or "Extremist". The idea
that they all rely on the nas}s} to defend Islam against those who transgress against its tenets
shows a camp united by one ideology.194 Furthermore, the testimony of a moderate scholar in
a case which involves extremist offenders shows a kind of affinity between the two currents
of thought. In fact, the moderate pronouncement against Foda somehow contributed
indirectly to the murder because the killers used it to justify the killing.195
Consequently, the government would no longer seek his advice on how to counter the
challenges of the 1990s jiha>d campaign against the state.196 However, al-Ghazali was to
remain active and in touch with political and cultural debate until his death. He participated
in many conferences from Amman to Riyadh, and from Algeria to Kuala Lumpur. He was
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rewarded for his services to Islam by Saudi Arabia with the King Faisal Prize in 1989. In
1991 he won the state award in recognition of his services, and in 1995 Anwar Ibrahim, the
president of the International Islamic University in Malaysia, presented him with an award
from that university.197

AlAl-Ghazali's legacy
Al-Ghazali died on 9 March 1996 in Saudi Arabia while participating in Al-Jana>driyya, a
cultural festival organised yearly in Riyadh. He received eulogies from scholars from all over
the Muslim and Arab world, and was buried in the most revered cemetery in Islam, the AlBaqi>’ cemetery in Madina. His death was reported both in the Arab and the international
press.198 His supporters and critics alike praised his services to Islam.199 Throughout this
chapter the attempt was to show that al-Ghazali combined the role of ‘a>lim (scholar) and

da>‘iyah (preacher). He writes in Ta’mula>t fi´l-Di>n wa al-H}aya>, "I never imagined in my
childhood, nor in my youth, that one day I would be a da>‘iyah."200 Nonetheless, al-Ghazali
was not a popular provocateur. Rather, he was a man with a mission who tried to chart his
career through difficult terrain. Although many liked to describe him as a thinker or scholar,
he himself felt most comfortable with the title "Shaykh" which stayed with him all his life.
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Another aspect worthy of mention is the way he used to preach and establish lines of
communication with the establishment and masses alike. He reminds us on many occasions
that he was not a follower of any school of thought, and never looked at himself as being
confined to one wave of Islamic thinking. He also made clear that he was not in any way a
rigid follower of the Brotherhood.201 He spoke of his own line of thinking based on
extracting the best from all trends in the different fields of thought, fiqh and Islamic history.
He combined this with openness in the face of modernity in the fields of knowledge and
discovery. He saw himself as a pioneer, or the one who paved the way, in this direction.202
Al-Ghazali considered independence and freedom from the confines of a specific school as
being important to his own intellectual development, whether it concerned Islam or politics.
He explained, "I am one of the Al-Azhar scholars who worked from within the ranks of the
Brotherhood for nearly twenty years. I did not take pride in being a member of this group or
that. My loyalty to Islam is more important than my loyalty to the university I graduated
from or a group that I joined".203
In summary, this exposition of al-Ghazali's life from a historical and social perspective is
an attempt to understand the main events that shaped and influenced his life. The main
themes explored relate to his Azharite education, his Islamic activism and his relationship
with the establishment. These findings are consistent, to a certain point, with his profile as
an independent and moderate voice among the Islamists. However, this study does not claim
to present a comprehensive profile of the man. Hence, what has been presented of his
personal life is intertwined with his career and influenced by his intellectual progress.
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One may be tempted to describe al-Ghazali as a maverick, but this would not do him
justice. He was neither a lone voice nor a band of his own. His life story shows that he
worked with others, maintained good relations with the ‘ulama>´, the politicians and royal
personages. One could argue that the contour of al-Ghazali's life reveals a set of
contradictions, for al-Ghazali's apparent lack of judgment led him to serve Islam by working
with people who he would later denounce. His mantra to work with the Egyptian
establishment led him to sometimes act as intermediary between two extremes – the state on
one side and its opponent, the extremists, on the other. In most cases he would lose favour
with both sides. This was tested in Egypt when he worked briefly with Nasser and Sadat.
He was among the moderates Mubarak relied on to reason with the extremists who waged
war against the government, and al-Ghazali reprised the role in Algeria, which took a toll on
his health. Al-Ghazali's boldness stands out, as does his sense of responsibility towards his
cause. It is through this that we will come to understand his legacy and place in modern
Islamic thought. When we speak of his legacy, we speak of his influence on a generation of
Muslim activists, intellectuals and writers who continue to hold to his vision and ideas.
Yu>suf al-Qarad}a>wi> stands as a living example. He, to a certain extent, is loyal to al-Ghazali's
vision, albeit in a different way. Al-Qarad}a>wi> has written about each and every issue, such as
women, democracy, the problems of s}ah}wa, h}adi>th, how to approach the Qur´a>n and so on,
that al-Ghazali tackled during his life. However, needless to say, the manner in which alQarad}a>wi> deals with these issues is different. While al-Ghazali avoided an academic and
scholastic style, the works of al-Qarad}a>wi> bear the hallmark of a writer who is interested in
details.
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Al-Ghazali is considered by many as the most distinguished scholar in "modern Islam".204
His influence extends beyond his homeland and is apparent in countries as far afield as Iran
and Malaysia. His books have been translated into many languages, among them English,
Malay, Albanian and Persian. His writings were popular in Iran before the Iranian revolution
and these, together with the books of Sayyid Qut}b are considered a major influence on the
political thought of the Iranian revolution.205
The former deputy Prime Minister of Malaysia, Anwar Ibrahim, summed up al-Ghazali's
contribution to modern Islamic thought when he spoke about himself and the youth of his
generation in Malaysia who came to know al-Ghazali through his books:
"At a time when the umma is all too prone to be swayed by the impulses of passion,
the ideas of Shaikh al-Ghazali provide a powerful counterpoise. His is the celebration of
reason over passion, balanced view over blinkered perspective, knowledge over ignorance,
intellectual rigour over indolence and sloppiness, tolerance over bigotry. These, to my mind,
are his enduring legacy, the legacy of the central motives of Islam, of the great scholars of
the past, which he has faithfully transmitted to us."206
Having discussed the life of al-Ghazali, his milieu and the forces that shaped his thought,
we now turn our attention to charting his intellectual development. This will be done by
examining his work in the field of Qur´a>nic studies that form the bases of his vision of the
204
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reformation of Islamic thought. In view of this, it is perhaps fitting to discuss the analysis of
his views on the thematic interpretation of the Qur´a>n in the next chapter, and point out that
although he was a follower of the trend started by ‘Abduh, al-Ghazali used al-tafsi>r al-

mawd}u‘> i>> (thematic interetation) to criticise the old commentaries in order to highlight
controversial issues pertaining tosunna, women and theology which would require Muslims
to re-think and re-read the main Islamic sources.
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CHAPTER TWO
AlAl-Ghazali and the thematic interpretation of the Qur´a>n:
An assessment
Introduction
According to al-Qarad}a>wi>, al-Ghazali stated that the Qur´a>n was his constant companion,
having memorised it at a young age. He continued to revisit it and delved into its meaning
throughout his life.1 It was the driving force behind his life and work, and he would often
quote from it, reminding his readers of his devotion to it which sprang from the way he
understood its role in the lives of Muslims and their beliefs. He considered it as the only
source of Islamic beliefs.2 Once he likened it to a tree where no branch could live without it.3

Reading the Qur´a>n
In addition to his devotion, al-Ghazali put great emphasis on the best way or ways to
approach the Qur´a>n. This apparent need for new approaches was, to a great extent, a
reaction to the way the Qur´a>n has been taught in religious schools, or treated by
commentators in the field of exegesis. Although he was exposed to the Qur´a>n early in life,
towards the end of his life al-Ghazali opposed the way it was taught or memorised in
Qur´a>nic schools.
Al-Ghazali felt that Muslims living with advanced technology in the modern world do not
need many "moving mus}ha} f" or "tape recorders", his synonyms for h}uffa>z} (memorisers) of
1
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the sacred text,4 as much as people who are capable of understanding the text.5 He thought
that the best way to approach the Qur´a>n was through understanding its message.6 He felt
that Muslims would sometimes shift their attention from understanding the text to merely
reciting it,7 and observed that in most parts of the Muslim world, Muslims would lose sight
of the purpose of the Qur´a>n when they look at it as a source of baraka (blessing) rather than
as a way of life.8 He once lamented, "How long will the Qur´a>n be treated as the book of the
dead where people listen to it at funerals rather than at study circles?"9
Al-Ghazali devoted three books to the study of the Qur´a>n, in addition to his own
contribution to Qur´a>nic exegesis, Nah}wa Tafsi>r al-Mawd}u‘> i> li´l-Qur´a>n al-Kari>m
(hereinafter Nah}wa). The first of these books was published when he was forty years old, and
the last just one year before his death. These four books, when taken in chronological order,
give the reader an understanding of the major themes that al-Ghazali tried to pursue
throughout his life. A close analysis of the contents of these books shows that the first,

Naz}ara>t fi>’l-Qur´a>n (1958) formed the basis of the majority of Qur´a>nic issues found in later
books. After Naz}ara>t, he published Al-Mah}a>wir al-Khamsa fi>’l-Qur´a>n (1989) and Kayfa

Nata’a>mal ma’ al-Qur´a>n (1991) respectively. This latter was the fruit of the dialogue
between him and the Syrian writer, ‘Umar ‘Ubayd H}asana. The first volume of Nah}wa, alGhazali's commentary on the first ten suwar of the Qur´a>n, was published in 1992. The
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second volume, containing his complete commentary of the whole of the Qur´a>n, was publish
in 1995.10 This last book will be examined in the next chapter.
Thematic commentary was not something new that al-Ghazali had introduced, or changed
the perceptions of. However, it is necessary to examine his contribution in light of what has
already been written. Al-Ghazali himself spoke of his debt to his predecessors, but
nevertheless emphasised the importance of this type of tafsi>r as the best method of
interpretation suitable to modern life.
This chapter will attempt to give an introduction to the state of thematic interpretation
and present, as well as follow, the various meanings of thematic commentary to see if they
relate to the unity of su>ra or theme that can be chosen and followed throughout the Qur´a>n.11
Thereafter al-Ghazali's views on the nature and importance of thematic interpretation
throughout his books will be presented. Prior to this, it is necessary to give a brief history of
modern trends in tafsi>r and the impact of Muh}ammad ‘Abduh and his school on thematic
commentary.

‘Abduh and his school
Al-Ghazali's contribution cannot be understood without referring to the works of the
Egyptian scholar, theologian, commentator and reformer, Muh}ammad ‘Abduh. It was
‘Abduh who changed the modern Muslim's approach to the Qur´a>n. It would perhaps be
natural to discuss the "‘Abduh factor" in the field of Islamic studies, and attribute the
development of modern scholarship in Islam to him. Although no one doubts his influence in
the field of theology and tafsi>r and that he laid the foundations of modern tafsi>r, some may

10
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consider this accolade undeserved. Despite not having written many books in these fields,
what few he wrote still exert a huge influence on Qur´a>nic exegesis and theology. Jansen
rightly observes that "before ‘Abduh, the interpretation of the Qur´a>n was an academic
affair. Commentaries were written by scholars for other scholars".12
One of the main characteristics of ‘Abduh's school is the preference to appeal to the
hearts and minds of ordinary Muslims through the Qur´a>n – the preference for the spoken
word, or what ‘Abduh calls mukha>t}aba>t (discourses) over the written form.13 ‘Abduh himself
remarked, "I want the Qur´a>n to be the source through which all opinions and ideas are
interpreted; not the other way round."14 This statement is reaffirmed by his disciple, Rid}a>
who stated that ‘Abduh wanted on the one hand to make "the Qur´a>n the scale by which the
true creed is value", and on the other he wanted "the Qur´a>n to be the source of the creed".15
Al-Dhahabi> sums up the main aspect of ‘Abduh's school by saying that it avoids the
influence of madhhabiyya and sectarianism in approaching the Qur´a>n. It also stays away
from ambiguous verses (mutasha>biha>t) and accepts them as they are, without engaging in
polemic details.16 By doing so, ‘Abduh and his followers have limited the scope for division
within the Muslim community. This is not to imply in any way that they have narrowed the
scope for discussion. Rather, what ‘Abduh and his diciples suggest is that the above issues
are a source of dispute (khila>f) among Muslims, and the more they discuss them, the more
disunited they will become.
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Al-Dhahabi> criticised ‘Abduh's approach to the role he accorded to reason, and the way
he commented on certain verses. He also reproached ‘Abduh for what he saw as his excessive
leaning towards the principles of the Mu’tazilites.17 By thus accusing ‘Abduh, Al-Dhahabi>
ignores a very important strand in ‘Abduh's school, which is its reliance on tafsi>r to defend
Islam against Western accusation that Islam is incompatible with science.18
Despite the controversy, over the years the method of commentary ‘Abduh and his
students generated has been universally accepted by modern Muslim scholars. It paved the
way for the emergence of new genres in tafsi>r, be it scientific, literary, ethico-social,
thematic or even secular.19 The constant advances in science and technology as well as the
scope of discoveries humanity has achieved in the twentieth century have given rise to
scientific commentaries in the field of tafsi>r.20 In addition, rapid changes in the Arab and
Muslim world have led many Islamic scholars to lay emphasis on the social, ethical and
practical message of the Qur´a>n. Scholars, al-Ghazali among them, have tried to look at ways
of relating the Qur´a>n to the daily life of Muslims.21
Due to the emphasis on the message and relevance of Islam to modern life, modern
scholars seek to present their argument from within a framework that is simple and
accessible without applying the detailed methodology of the past. In this way, the traditional
way of looking at Qur´a>nic verses as units isolated from the main theme of the su>ra has given
17
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way to emphasising the importance of the main theme in that su>ra. It is common now to find
scholars writing about one topic in the Qur´a>n such as money, women, ‘I>sa> (Jesus), Mu>sa>
(Moses), tawh}}i>d, the angels and so on. This method gives the reader a chance to follow and
understand a specific theme in the Qur´a>n.22 As will become clear later, thematic
commentaries are of different types and their proponents are far from agreed on the
methodology or terminology.23
At this stage, it is important to point out that Qur´a>nic studies in general, and
commentaries in particular, developed in the last century as a response to social and political
problems of Muslims at the local, national and international levels.24 Most among those
responsible for the huge output written in Arabic and in other languages in this area, who
never questioned the validity of the Qur´a>n as the main source of Islam, were Islamic
activists engaged in social and political activism. Their efforts concentrated on bringing the
realities of Muslim communities in line with Qur´a>nic teachings, and affirming its centrality
to Muslim life.25 Therefore any attempt to study tafsi>r in modern times should not ignore the
role of ‘Abduh's school in shaping the way modern mufassiru>n engage with the Qur´a>n. Also,
it is necessary to read modern discourse on the Qur´a>n as a reflection of the Muslim dilemma
and as part of the attempts by Muslims to find answers to the big question: What should be
done to encourage Muslims to emerge from a state of inertia? In this case the history of
modern tafsi>r is part and parcel of Muslim modernism or is}la>h}.26 Before looking at alGhazali's contribution, it is worth looking briefly at definitions of thematic interpretation
and the main representatives of this method in modern times.
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AlAl-tafsi>r alal-mawd}u‘> i>
Tafsi>r mawd}u‘> i>, generally translated as "thematic interpretation", is understood by
modern Muslim scholars as a way to look at the Qur´a>n from the perspective of the unity of
the theme either in the Qur´a>n as a whole, or the unity of the theme in its individual su>ra.
However, the exact definition of "thematic interpretation" is still contested among Qur´a>n
exegetes. Some understand unity in general terms, i.e. that the Qur´a>n as a whole is united
around one theme or more.27 Others look at it as the unity of themes, while others still
understand the unity in terms of the su>ra. What is meant by the latter is that each su>ra in the
Qur´a>n has a central theme (axis) around which other issues revolve. This is how the idea of
thematic interpretation is presented by the majority of modern Muslim scholars, most of
whom trained in traditional Islamic schools and learned the classical way of looking at
Qur´a>nic text.
The theme related hermeneutics places the interpreter at the heart of the text where he or
she performs an internal analysis of the text. This is different from other modern approaches
to the Qur´a>n such as the ones applied by Mohammad Arkoun (1928-2010) and Nas}r H}a>mid
Abu> Zayd (1943-2010) where the exegete tries to somehow distance himself or herself from
the text.28 However, proponents of this method of interpretation say that the idea of the
unity or unities in Qur´a>nic exegesis is not new. They point out that classical Muslim
scholars were aware of this idea. Some, such as al-Zarkashi> (1344-1391) spoke about it in
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detail. He devoted a whole chapter to it in his book, Al-Burha>n,29 and so too al-Suyu>t}i> in Al-

Itqa>n.30
Al-Zarkashi> wrote on the agreement and disagreement among the scholars on this issue.
He indicates the unity of theme in the Qur´a>n through what he calls "muna>saba (coherence)-

irtiba>t (co-relation)",31 and points out that the scholar ‘Izz al-Di>n Ibn ‘Abd al-Sala>m (11811262) rejected this idea. Ibn ‘Abd al-Sala>m accepted the concept in a general sense, but not
on a practical level. His reasoning is based on the idea that the Qur´a>n was revealed over a
period of approximately 23 years and in different circumstances, which makes the issue of
unity impractical.32 Al-Zarkashi> himself spoke favourably of the issue, but admits that only a
few scholars accepted ‘ilm al-Muna>saba or paid any attention to it.33
In addition to the above references, some modern scholars attempting to formulate a
history of tafsi>r al-mawd}u>‘i>> have looked for other references that belong to the classical
period. Some have tried to trace this method to the second century of the Hijra.34 Among the
classical writers who showed great awareness of the unity in the Qur´a>n was Burha>n al-Di>n
al-Biqa>‘i> in his tafsi>r, Naz}m al-Durar fi> Tana>sub al-Asma>´wa al-Suwar.35 Al-Biqa>‘i> believed
in the interrelation between the suwar of the Qur´a>n. Al-Biqa>‘i> states that he discovered the
relation between the name of the su>ra and its theme in the tenth year that he was working on
his tafsi>r. According to him, each indicates its main theme, and this in turn points to the goal
of thesu>ra. Al-Biqa>‘i> applied this idea on each su>ra (for example on Yu>suf, Ibrahim, Al-
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Baqara and Al-Tagha>bun).36 According to al-Kha>lidi>, the books written by al-Biqa>‘i> were
innovative in approach at the time, but fall short when compared with the works of modern
writers.37 These earlier works do not conform to what is today known as thematic
interpretation as it was understood by al-Zarkashi>.38
Despite the varied nature of each title, it is obvious that what some scholars meant was
not a single theme that unites the su>ra or the suwar of the Qur´a>n. Rather, they attempted to
look at the interrelation aspect in the Qur´a>n, or what is referred to by al-Zarkashi> and others
as naz}}m or muna>saba. Al-Sha>t}ibi>, for example, refers to the unity of theme in the su>ra in his

Muwafaqa>t. He attributes this idea to leading scholars (al-A‘imma). According to him, they
understood the su>ra as one unit despite the fact that it refers to many issues, "and in the end
it remains (the su>ra) a single whole linking its beginning to its end".39 Furthermore, naz}m in
traditional exegesis was considered in relation to the i‘ja>z (inimitability) of the Qur´a>n, while
unity of theme in modern exegesis is mainly concerned with meanings.40 Mir believes that
the idea of the unity of the theme or topic has replaced naz}m in modern writings. He makes
an attempt to study the idea in modern writings by highlighting the works of writers such as
Maulana Abu al-Ala Mawdudi, Fazlur Rahman and Muh}ammad Hija>zi.>41
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The idea of studying the Qur´a>n from a thematic point of view became so popular in the
twentieth century that there have been widespread calls for this method to be adopted. In
tracing the beginning of thematic interpretation in modern times we should revisit ‘Abduh.42
It was ‘Abduh and the Al-Mana>r school who first emphasised the organic unity of the
Qur´a>n, and looked at unity in the suwar of the Qur´a>n. Not only did ‘Abduh and Rid}a> speak
about unity in the su>ra itself, but they also tried to find links between the suwar
themselves.43 However, ‘Abduh's work was not consistently thematic, nor was Rid}a'> s. The
same may be said of those who adopted ‘Abduh's method as most, if not all, considered part
or a selection of suwar from the Qur´a>n in order to apply this method of interpretation.
At this stage it is worth noting that early works on thematic interpretation came from
Egypt in addition to India, Pakistan, Iran, Palestine and Syria. Indo-Pakistani exegetes were
the first to attempt to produce a theoretical background for this type of tafsi>r. Furthermore,
they tried with little success to produce complete works based on thematic interpretation.
Personalities such as Ashraf Ali Thanavi, Ami>n Is}lah}i> and H}ami>d al-Di>n al-Fara>hi>44 were
famous in this field. In the Arab world many exegetes such as Sayyid Qut}b (Egypt) and
Muh}ammad ‘Izza Darwaza (Palestine) used this method of tafsi>r while at the same time
continuing to use the traditional methods of exegesis.
In Egypt in particular, the works of Muh}ammad ‘Abd Allah Dira>z, Ah}mad Mus}t}afa> alMara>ghi> and Mah}mu>d Shaltu>t formed the model for those who adopted this form of exegesis.
Although they did not comment on the Qur´a>n completely, their works along with those of
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Albahi> al-Khuli> gave guidelines on how to approach the Qur´a>n thematically.45 In Iran the
work of Muh}ammad H}usayn al-T}aba>t}aba>’i> is notable.
The number of Egyptian scholars who adopted this style of exegesis points to the role
Egypt has played in the last century in developing new and innovative ways of
interpretation.46 Thematic interpretation is now a dominant topic in the field of Qur´a>nic
studies, where it has been taught in many universities.47 As will be shown later, this trend is
not unique to Arab and Muslim universities. There is clear evidence that the method has also
been embraced by Western universities. In short, the thematic style has become a trend with
many commentaries bearing "thematic" in their title.48
Writers who have tried to give a theoretical background to this style of interpretation,
while putting emphasis on tafsi>r mawd}u>’i>, are not breaking away from traditional
commentaries i.e. musalsal or the atomistic method (i.e. verse by verse).49However, they
advance many arguments in favour of it; one being that it allows the exegetes to have a
comprehensive idea of what the Qur´a>n says about an issue as to whether or not it is related
to belief or modern challenges. Another argument is to do with the role of the exegetes in the
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interpretation. Rather than reporting what is said about the verse, the commentator may
apply his own questions to the text.50
While thematic interpretation is accepted in its general sense, some writers nonetheless
refuse to accept the unity of the theme in the su>ra.51 While Ami>n al-Khu>li>'s Al-Tafsi>r al-

Baya>ni> (Rhetorical Exegesis) speaks about the importance of the theme in determining the
literary meaning of the Qur´a>nic words, it does not support the unity of theme in the su>ra. He
believes that the arrangement of the suwar in the mus}h}af does not adhere to the concept of
unity. This requires commentators to gather all verses on the same theme together. This
process must take into consideration the chronological order as well as the time of and the
reason for their revelation (that is asba>b al-nuzu>l) as all are necessary to the understanding of
thematic meanings.52
In their search for a theory or manhaj, writers on al-tafsi>r al-mawd}u‘> i> emphasised that the
modern interpreter must be well-versed in traditional methods as well as have a deep
understanding of the condition or situation of the time of revelation in order to connect the
time of the Prophet to the time of the exegete. One of the most important points that any
exegete must remember is that when this method of tafsi>r is applied, the Qur´a>n should not
be approached with preconceived ideas, but that it should be taken as the starting point for
the endeavour as the experience of ‘Abduh indicates. He achieves this aim by presenting the
overall meaning of the verse.53
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It is clear thus far, from the bulk of writings on thematic interpretation, that this approach
to the Qur´a>n has taken root, but the question that needs to be answered still remains – can
this approach be termed ‘tafsi>r’ in the strict sense of the word, or can we not do without
traditional commentaries?54 The answer to this question is linked to the ability of those who
adopted this method to develop techniques that will help establish links between suwar in a
way that is different from traditional commentaries. As the discussion above shows, most
writers tend to view the su>ra differently from al-Ra>zi> for example, or other traditional
commentators. However, as the approach is evolving, the lines between what is mawd}u’> i>
(thematic) and what is mawd}i‘i> (verse by verse) are not clear. While commentators approach
the su>ra by highlighting its main theme or themes, some prefer to follow the old method of
interpreting verse by verse. Those who have managed to apply the latter method have only
been successful in applying it to the short suwar. As for the long suwar, the only give a
general impression of what the suwar intended to say.
Dira>z in his important reading of su>ra Al-Baqara has divided it into sections.55 Qut}}b56 and
Mawdudi57 have done the same, and at times each followed his own logic. In this case
thematic interpretation is a useful method to relate the Qur´a>n to the life of the Muslim. It is
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a method that gives the modern commentator the freedom to appreciate the Qur´a>n from a
literary point of view.58 It is a useful way to deduce lessons from the Holy Book for the
purpose of teaching young Muslims. In the age of advanced media and information
technology, thematic interpretation serves as a good tool to highlight the major themes of
the Qur´a>n to wider audiences.
According to Fad}l Abba>s, this type of tafsi>r was known to the early generation of
Muslims. However, they felt no need to apply it as they had memorised the Qur´a>n, and
possessed the ability to relate the particular verse to the specific theme. He goes on to say
that the reason Muslims in modern times feel a need to follow this method is due to the
motivation to defend Islam against attacks from external forces.59
The last issue that needs to be addressed is related to whether this method has emerged as
a reaction to Western criticism of the Qu´ra>n. While some emphasise the indigenous origin
of this approach, others believe that it was really the case.60 In the case of H}ami>d al-Fara>hi>
there is evidence that his interest in naz}m was a reaction to claims made by the Orientalists
that the Qur´a>n lacks cohesion and that its verses and its suwar were put together without
any systematic arrangement.61 Thus, al-Fara>hi> embarked on the study of the Qur´a>n with the
aim of exploring the connection between the verses and the suwar. He devoted his life to this
cause, and included his findings in his small book Dala>’il al-Niz}a>m (The Evidence of

Cohesion).62 Dira>z, who was the first to apply this method, has mounted criticism on the
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Orientalists whom he accused of failing to understand the Qur´a>nic style of tackling more
than one topic in the same su>ra.63
The idea of disjointedness or incoherence of the Qur´a>n is no longer an issue with many in
Western academia. Now, while accepting the text as it stands, scholars are paying more
attention to the content of the Qur´a>n.64 The tendency to approach the Qur´a>n from a textual
perspective or contents-based approach rather than historically (i.e. arrangement and
collection) can be found in a number of publications such as the work of Neal Robinson,

Discovering the Qur´a>n: A Contemporary Approach (1996);65 Jacques Jomier, The Great
Themes of The Qur´a>n (1978);66 and Anton Wessels, Understanding the Qur´a>n (2000).67
It becomes clear from the above presentation that al-tafsi>r al-mawd}u‘> i> gained an
acceptance among modern Muslim scholars even though the field itself is still developing its
own terminology and methodology. Many works written in Arabic in the past few decades
have been examined, and it has been found that some considered certain suwar while others
looked at the Qur´a>n as the manifestation of one theme. Others still looked at only one word.
The general view about these works is that they are full of repetitions, and tend to generalise
when it comes to the question of themes. One of the latest contributions is published
publication by Sharjah University, in the United Arab Emirates.68 It is the result of team
work, and consists of ten volumes.
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The same university organised a conference on 24-26 April 2010 where around 52 papers were discussed
covering many aspects of thematic interpretation. Some of the papers were accessed from the website:
http://uqu.edu.sa
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The Tafsi>r Centre at that university oversaw the preparation of this project. Each scholar
who contributed was given chapters of the Qur´a>n with a list of rules to follow in order to
maintain the consistency of the work. However, the editor of the volumes acknowledges in
his introduction that this was not always followed due to various reasons including the fact
that although the project was set in motion in 2004, it was only recently published.69 The
work attempted to apply a very strict methodology, but it was usually lost in the vastness of
the information the contributor wanted to convey to the readers. It was an all-male team
with no female presence, and only represents the Sunni perspective.70 At this stage, it is
necessary to present al-Ghazali's views on the thematic interpretation as discussed in his
books. In presenting his views the endeavour would be to avoid repetition and superfluous
information.

AlAl-Ghazali and thematic interpretation
Al-Ghazali made many statements on the importance of thematic interpretation of the
Qur´a>n, and sometimes pointed to its organic unity. However, in most cases what he meant
was the organic unity of the su>ra. Hence, al-Ghazali emphasised the importance of both

mawd}u’> i> > and mawd}i‘i> (verse by verse) where he believed that they both may be used to
serve Islamic da’wa, and that they are both capable of serving Islam and expressing their
goals.71 Elsewhere he spoke further about the importance of thematic commentaries to the
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Al-Tafsi>r al-Mawd}u‘> i> li Suwar al-Qur´a>n al-Kari>m, with Mus}t}afa> Musalam as chairperson of the team, Tafsi>r
Centre for Qur´a>nic Studies, Sharjah University, Sharjah, 2010.
70
Ibid., p. j.
71
Al-Qarad}a>wi> took the same view on thematic interpretation, but refrained from describing this way of
commenting on the Qur´a>n as tafsi>r in the traditional sense. Nevertheless, he wrote some books following the
general type, such as his analysis of the concept of patience in the Qur´a>n. See Al-S}abr fi´l-Qur´a>n, Maktabat
Wahba, Cairo, 1989, pp.4-6.
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field of Qur´a>nic studies,72 and predicted that the future is for these two types of
commentary.73
Al-Ghazali's statements on the nature of thematic interpretation imply that modern
scholarship on the Qur´a>n has no choice but to embrace it. When it comes to his definition of
thematic interpretation, we see the same definition given by others, sometimes with a
different twist. However, in most cases al-Ghazali maintains that each su>ra is linked
thematically from the beginning to its end, and that its opening always leads and confirms its
ending. He speaks of unseen threads that link the meanings of the su>ra together.74 Al-Ghazali
found thematic interpretation attractive as it is easy to understand and suits the spirit of this
age,75 leading him to express a desire to present a complete and full commentary of the
Qur´a>n.76
Another reason why al-Ghazali supported thematic interpretation is because it relieved
him from the pedantic nature of the traditional tafsi>r where the commentator is forced to
study the verse in relation to the one that precedes or follows it. Furthermore, thematic
interpretation freed him from reading unnecessary details in the old commentaries. Despite
his appreciation of classical exegetes, he was critical of many aspects of their tafsi>r, mainly
their reliance on some weak and fabricated ah}a>di>th as well as on many baseless reports.77
While assessing the major schools of commentary, he criticised the technical nature of the
major commentaries of these schools.78
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Al-Ghazali, Nah}wa Tafsi>r Mawd}u‘> i> li´l-Qur´a>n, p.6.
Al-Ghazali, Tura>thuna> al-Fikri>, p.129. See also Qis}s}at H}aya>, p.129.
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Al-Ghazali, Khut}ab al-Shaykh al-Ghaza>li>, Vol. 5, p.189.
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Ibid.,Vol. 5, p.147.
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Al-Ghazali, Khut}ab al-Shaykh al-Ghaza>li>, Vol. 1, p.18.
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Al-Ghazali's attitude reflects his own feelings towards the way exegesis was taught at
Al-Azhar. He called upon the latter to form a committee with the aim of expunging what he
describes as "rubbish" from classical commentaries.79 Unlike classical tafa>si>r which are full
of details, whether linguistic, theological or fiqh, one of the main features of thematic
interpretation is to eschew detailed analysis and its concentration on the overall message of
the su>ra.80 Al-Ghazali believes that thematic interpretation is capable of providing a
comprehensive understanding of reality. He believes that by identifying the themes of the

su>ra and understanding its aims, we will be able to form an intellectual foundation for that
comprehensive view of reality.81 According to al-Ghazali, a comprehensive approach is
needed in modern times to replace the atomistic understanding of the su>ra; an understanding
which blinds the commentator from diagnosing the problems of modern societies. He
criticises exegetes who believe that each su>ra in the Qur´a>n is an amalgam of verses with no
cohesion between them.82
When al-Ghazali speaks of an all-encompassing approach to the Qur´a>n, he is driven by
the belief that the unity of the su>ra, short or long, usually conforms to the overall meanings
of the Qur´a>n which, according to him, revolve around four themes: description of the
universe, evoking the past by bringing to life ancient history to remind the reader of bygone
nations, the present where the Qur´a>n speaks of the obligations of human beings towards
their creator, and finally, the hereafter where the Qur´a>n reminds the reader of things to
come in the afterlife – signs of the Day of Judgment, the collapse of the natural world and
the road to heaven or hell.83
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Moreover, reading the suwar of the Qur´a>n from a thematic point of view helps the reader
to have, as al-Ghazali believes, an overview of a su>ra and its themes. In this regard, thematic
reading is a roadmap which helps the reader to understand that what is being read as the su>ra
is followed verse after verse. In the introduction to his tafsi>r, he gives another view on
thematic interpretation where he says that this type of commentary will assist the reader of
the Qur´a>n to look at the su>ra as a "photograph" from top to bottom, so that the threads that
go through it would be found to tie it all together.84 He also speaks of an axis that connects
each su>ra from beginning to end and vice versa.85
It is clear that al-Ghazali understands thematic interpretation as a way to throw some
light on the major themes of the su>ra. He says, "Thematic interpretation was something I
became interested in as a way of helping people to glance at the Qur´a>n very quickly, a form
which is suitable to this age and fulfils the needs of the people. Added to that, the awareness
of the people will be enhanced later when they consult their mus}h}af combined with another

tafsi>r."86 This statement indicates al-Ghazali's belief that thematic interpretation does not
replace al-tafsi>r al-al-mawd}i‘i> (the traditional method), i.e. that they both complement each
other.87
This is true if one looks at the major commentaries which have been published during the
last decades of the twentieth century in many parts of the Muslim world such as Nigeria, the
Sudan, Malaysia, Indonesia, Iran, Turkey and Egypt. The majority belong to the musalsal
(traditional) type of tafsi>r.88
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The number of books, lectures, talks, articles and khut}ab show that al-Ghazali was
engaged in Qur´a>nic commentary from the beginning as student, activist and writer.
However, his contribution may be looked at in the context of Egypt which emerged as a
centre of thematic interpretation in particular, and traditional tafsi>r in general. In this case he
was following a rich tradition which spans from ‘Abduh to Shaltu>t. Al-Ghazali pointed to
the importance and continuity of ‘Abduh's school when he said that the works of Al-Mana>r,
al-Banna>, Shaltu>t, Muh}ammad Fari>d Wajdi>, Abba>s al-‘Aqqa>d were not possible without the
efforts of al-‘Afgha>ni and ‘Abduh.89 Al-Ghazali expressed his debt to them and others.
Unlike most of them, he had the time to complete his commentary as a few of them managed
only a few juz’ of the Qur´a>n.
However, while al-Ghazali agrees with them on the method and the goals of this type of

tafsi>r, he differs in the emphasis. For example, al-Ghazali eschews the details and
concentrates on the "lessons" that may be deducted from the suwar. This is compared with
Shaltu>t who as will be shown in the next chapter, also paid much attention to the details, so
that he clearly sets the aims and the goals of the su>ra. Shaltu>t's interest in the maqa>s}id of the
Qur´a>n is seen in his short book, Ila> al-Qur´a>n, in which he discusses the characters and the
aims of twenty-six suwar. Accordingly, the general aims of the Qur´a>n may be summed by
three words: creed, ethics and laws.90

Conclusion
To sum up the discussion thus far, an attempt has been made to show how the idea of
thematic interpretation of the Qur´a>n evolved in modern times and became popular in the
field of Islamic studies. The role of ‘Abduh and his school in changing the way Muslim
89
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scholars approached the Qur´a>n has been highlighted, and an attempt made to give a
comprehensive, albeit brief, presentation of the notion of theme in the Qur´a>n. This chapter
provides a discussion on its historical origins and modern attempts to formulate theoretical
bases for it, and highlights the reason why this approach to the Qur´a>n has become the
method many scholars working in the field of Qur´a>nic studies prefer. Al-Ghazali's views on
the theme in Qur´a>nic studies are described, indicating that he showed an interest in this
method from the start of his career. He believed that it was suitable to serve his aims as a
public speaker, and enabled him to speak to a wider audience. If we are to speak of alGhazali's early engagement with tafsi>r mawd}u’> i>, it may be said that his interest was
motivated by a desire to present a complete commentary on the Qur´a>n, a dream which he
later fulfilled. In light of this, his tafsi>r, Nahwa Tafsi>r Mawd>u’> i> li’l- Qur´a>n al-Karim will be
analysed and discussed in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER THREE
AlAl-Ghazali's contribution to thematic interpretation:
Analysis and discussion of Nah}wa Tafsi>r Mawd}u’> i>

li´
li´l-Qur´a>n alal-Kari>m
In his works, al-Ghazali adopted both methods of thematic commentary – one that
follows a theme throughout the Qur´a>n, and one that looks at the organic unity throughout
the su>ra. It is this latter method that he adopted for his own book on tafsi>r, which represents
three decades of experimentation in the field of Qur´a>nic commentary. Nah}wa Tafsi>r

Mawdu>‘i> li´l-Qur´a>n al-Kari>m1 (hereinafter, "Nah}wa") is also a fulfilment of what he
expressed in the conclusion of his book, Naz}ara>t fi>’l-Qur´a>n (1957). In it he wrote, "When I
wrote these thoughts, I hoped that it would be part [i.e. the introduction] of a better
commentary, one that is suited to the understanding of our time and its ways of deduction,
which reflects the spirit of the Qur´a>n. Most importantly free, as much as possible, from
syntactic argument, rhetorical methods and the bickering of the dogmatic theologians and
their counterparts – the philosophers. I am not sure if I will be able to do so in the coming
days."2
As Nah}wa has never before been subject to an analysis in English, this chapter will
attempt to an assessment in the light of al-Ghazali's early works and of the modern tafsi>r
tradition of the twentieth and early twenty-first centuries. The structure, method, themes
and aims of this tafsi>r to identify any merits or weaknesses will be examined. However, a

1

There are two English translation of al-Ghazali’s tafsi>r, the first by Ashour al-Shamis, Thematic
Interpretation on the Qur’an published by IIIT, Washington, 2000. The second is published by Da>r al-Taqwa>
under Journey Through the Qur'an: Content and Context of the Suras, London, 1998.
2
Al-Ghazali, Naz}ara>t fi´l-Qur´a>n, p.230.
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historical insight would be useful to show that Nah}wa is the product of al-Ghazali's
continuous engagement in Qur´a>nic commentary.

Background
Nah}wa may be taken as the culmination of the effort that al-Ghazali started when he was
an ima>m at Cairo's ‘Amr Ibn al-‘A>s} Mosque in the early 1970s, where he started to focus on
the unity of suwar of the al-Qur´a>n.3 He would focus on one su>ra during each Friday khut}ba.
Al-Ghazali's efforts ceased when he was banned from giving the khut}ba in 1974.4
Nevertheless, his interest in commentary remained intact, and he continued to comment on
the Qur´a>n either privately or through his public speeches,5 especially on Algerian state
television.6 He also tried his hand at writing articles on the subject, an attempt which may be
looked upon as part of his tafsi>r mawd}u’> i>’.7
It may be useful at this stage to draw a parallel between his complete tafsi>r and his
weekly sermons which focused on a particular su>ra. He used to present his thoughts on the

su>ra under different titles – naz}ara>t (insights), ta’a>li>m (instructions)8 or ta’mula>t
(contemplations)9 in these sermons. Some of his sermons have been collected and published

3

‘Amr Ibn al-‘A>s} Mosque was the main venue where he delivered the majority of his khut}ab. However, he
delivered others elsewhere in Cairo such as at the Al-Nu>r Mosque in Al-‘Aba>siyya, Mus}ta} fa> Mah}mu>d Mosque
in Al-Muhandisi>n, Al-Fath} Mosque in Al-Ma‘a>di> and the famous Al-Sayyida Zainab Mosque.
4
The first su>ra al-Ghazali commented on was Al-Baqara in 1973. See Khut}ab al-Shaykh al-Ghaza>li>, Vol. 4,
p.79.
5
In some of his public lectures in Egypt, al-Ghazali drew lessons from some of suwar of the Qur´a>n such as AlAnfa>l and Al-Tawba. See Muh}ad> }ara>t fi> Is}la>h} al-Fard wal al-Mujtama@, pp. 213-229.
6
See ‘Amma>r al-T}al> ibi>, Al-Shaykh al-Ghaza>li> Kama> ‘Araftuhu, Isla>mi>yat alMa’rifah, p.50.
7
An earlier version of his comments on su>ra Al-T}ala>q appeared in his book, Tura>thuna> al-Fikri,> pp.132-134.
The same with a slight change is included in Nah}wa, pp.465-468.
8
See Al-Ah}a>di>th al-Jaza>‘iriya where he commented on selected verses from Al-Nisa>´, pp.61-66.
9
The suwar al-Ghazal commented on during these sermons include Al-Wa>qi‘a, Muh}ammad, Al-Fath}, AlMumtah}ana, Al-‘Imra>n, Al-Baqara, Al-Nisa>´, Al-Shu‘ara>´, Al-Ru>m, Al-Ah}za>b, Al-Zumar, Ya> Si>n, Al-Najm and
Al-H}ashr.
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in a series of books during his lifetime and after.10 The sermons, at least those which have
been published, provide a different point of view from that which he recorded later in his

tafsi>r. Readers of al-Ghazali's tafsi>r would perhaps be tempted to compare it with his
sermons. Despite the fact that the issues he tackled recur in both his khut}ab and tafsi>r, there
are nevertheless many differences between them in terms of the length of the commentaries,
the topics tackled and most importantly, the audience.11 While his published tafsi>r is aimed
at attracting the educated, the sermons were delivered orally at different mosques to the
masses.12

Nah}wa represents only part of his contribution to the field of thematic interpretation as
al-Ghazali used to cite Qur´a>nic verses in his books and to rely on the Qur´a>n in his speeches
as well as the short pieces he wrote for the press. This enabled him to experiment on the
theme in a general sense, the verse,13 and even on a word.14 Among the topics he dealt with
outside his tafsi>r are the role of su>ra Al-Nu>r in building the Muslim family15 and the Jews
according to the Qur´a>n.16 Despite the fact that his engagement was continuous, it should
not be understood as a conscious or deliberate effort on al-Ghazali's part as believed by some

10

They were edited in five volumes between 1987 and 1991 by one of his students, Q}ut}b ‘Abd al-H}ami>d Q}ut}b.
They cover his sermons between 1972-1973, and were all published under the title Khut}ab al-Shaykh
Muh}ammad al-Ghaza>li> fi> Shu’u>n al-Di>n wa al-H}aya>, Da>r al-‘Itis}a>m, Cairo.
11
Some call this method of commentary "al-tafsi>r al-shafa>hi>" (oral). It is adopted by personalities such as
Muhammad al-Maki> al-Bas}ri>, Muh}ammad al-Sha’ra>wi and ‘Abd al-H}ami>d Ibn Ba>di>s. See Ah}mad Ibn ‘Uthma>n
Rah}ma>ni>, Mana>hij al-Tafsi>r al-Mawd}u‘> i> wa ‘Ala>qatuhu bi´l-Tafsi>r al-Shafa>hi>, Al-Jida>r li´l Kit}}a>b al-A>lami>,
Amman, 2008, pp.2-3.
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Vol. 2, p.7.
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Al-Ghazali, Al-H}aqq al-Murr, Vol. 2, pp.87-88.
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Such as his attempts to follow words such as ulu> al-Alba>b (the people of knowledge) and H}ikma (wisdom),
Tila>wa (recitation). See Kayfa Nata’a>mal ma‘a al-Qur´a>n, p.23 and 102, and Al-H}aqq al-Murr, Vol. 2, p.88
respectively.
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Al-Ghazali, Min Maqa>la>t, Vol. 2, p.141.
16
Al-Ghazali, Al-H}aqq al-Murr, Vol. 2, p.103-106
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of his students who tend to classify the majority of his work as examples of thematic
interpretation as suggested by a recent paper.17
The writer of the said paper has divided al-Ghazali's engagement with thematic
interpretation into four stages. The first period goes back to his first book Al-Islam wa

Awad}a’> una> al-Iqtis}ad> iyya 1947-1950. The second covers 1950s and 1960s where most of his
works illustrate his interest, mainly in one Qur´a>nic theme. The third spans the 1970s
through to the 1990s, during which al-Ghazali devoted most of his works to unity in the

su>ra.18 According to H}ami>d, this period witnessed al-Ghazali's systematic engagement in
thematic interpretation which manifests through his khut}ab and his work in Algeria.19 The
fourth is the last period which continued until his death in 1996 during which al-Ghazali
completed his efforts by writing his tafsi>r. This classification may give an impression that alGhazali intentionally followed the method of thematic interpretation in his writings from the
beginning of his career, which is incorrect. Nevertheless, it is true that al-Ghazali stated in
many of his works that his main source has always been and will always be the Qur´a>n. The
fact that he always tried to discuss certain issues from a Qur´a>nic perspective reflects this
attitude.
In order to do it justice, the best way to approach Nah}wa will need to be found, followed
by a discussion of some selected issues al-Ghazali tried to emphasise throughout his
commentary be it social, theological or fiqh related. His method of tafsi>r, how he approached
each su>ra and whether he was consistent in his approach, will be looked at. An attempt will
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Afa>f ‘Abd al-Ghafu>r H}ami>d, Al-Tafsi<r> al-Mawd}u‘> i> fi> Mu’lafa>t al-Shaykh Muh}ammad al-Ghaza>li>, a paper
presented to the symposium on the thematic interpretation of the Qur´a>n, University of Sha>rjah, 25-26 March
2010, accessed on 16 January 2011 at this website: uqu.edu.sa.
18
Ibid., pp.13-17.
19
During the Algerian period he gave three lectures at the Islamic centre in Algiers between December 1984
and January 1985, which were eventually published in a book entitled Al-Mah}a>wir al-Khamsa fi´l-Qur´a>n alKari>m. According to H}ami>d the same centre published a booklet entitled, Examples of the Thematic
Interpretation of the Qur´a>n, apparently based on al-Ghazali's lectures. See H}ami>d, p.16.
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be made to discuss major factors which influenced him, and to compare his tafsi>r with that of
his contemporaries as well as to assess his impact and legacy in the field of Qur´a>nic
exegesis.

Why "Nah}wa"?
Al-Ghazali's tafsi>r, unlike other commentaries in the field, bears the word "nah}wa"
(towards) which implies a call for the adoption of this method of commentary.20 The call is
itself significant as the al-Ghazali acknowledges the limitation of this method of tafsi>r. In

Nah}wa, al-Ghazali continues an already established tradition in thematic interpretation, but
he presents his work as a "new study of the Qur´a>n, I presented some examples of what I
have written before".21 He says that since embarking on the study of the Qur´a>n seriously, he
is convinced that there is a need for this type of commentary.22 In the introduction, he briefly
sets out the method which he adopts throughout the book. He prepares his reader from the
outset that his method contains many gaps that need to be filled by the reader.23 By doing so,
al-Ghazali aims at seriously engaging Muslims to study the Qur´a>n meaningfully rather than
merely casually reading it.24 In taking on such a "huge mission" as al-Ghazali describes it, he
tries to convey to his reader a sense of inadequacy on his own part and fear of being unable
to do the Qur´a>n the justice it deserves.25 He is also very specific on the type of tafsi>r he
adopts in his book when he says that this book is only concerned with the unity in terms of

su>ra rather than topic.
20

When al-Ghazali's commentary was initially published in 1992, it was only on the first ten suwar of the
Qur´a>n. The second publication in 1995 contained his full commentary on all suwar of the Qur´a>n, including the
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Al-Ghazali, Nah}wa Tafsi>r Mawd}u‘> i> li Suwar al-Qur´a>n al-Kari>m (the complete work), Dar al-Shuru>q, Cairo,
seventh edition, 2005, p.5.
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The introduction indicates that Nah}wa seems to be the al-Ghazali's own reflections and
appreciation of the Qur´a>n, and his decision to go ahead with this project was for his own
sake rather than for the reader.26 Nevertheless, al-Ghazali was guided in this case by the
pioneering work of Muh}ammad ‘Abd Allah Dira>z which he considers the first in the field of
thematic interpretation as Dira>z was the first to apply thematic interpretation to Al-Baqara
in his book Al-Naba´ al-‘Az}i>m.27 Al-Ghazali commented that Dira>z presented it as "one
beautiful bouquet, and I believe everyone knows that is this the first thematic interpretation
of one whole su>ra".28 In reading Nah}wa, three main issues worthy of discussion are
identified. These are al-Ghazali's comments on the rhetorical and structural style of the
Qur´a>n, his comments on social and theological concerns, and his reliance on scientific
commentaries. The choice of these issues is not arbitrary: the first helps in the understanding
of his method of thematic interpretation, and the second and third represent all that he
fought for throughout his career, namely the place of reason in Islam, the state of Muslims in
modern world, social justice, freedom and political system in Islam.

Texture, style and Qur´a>nic discourse
An examination of Qur´a>nic discourse reveals that it is characterised by a unique
independent texture that is realised through two inseparable constituents – rhetorical and
linguistic. The focus here is not to discuss Qur´a>nic style from a linguistic or rhetorical
stance since thematic interpretation, at least from al-Ghazali's perspective, avoids
unnecessary discussion of these topics. However, the reader of Nah}wa will notice that alGhazali does not avoid commenting on the Qur´a>n's unique style. For example, he comments
on the way the Qur´a>n uses the phrase "bi kuli nafs" (every soul) presenting the lexical
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meaning of the phrase in an abstract or general manner regardless of whose soul and what
race or nationality it is.
Take for example Verse 3:25 which reads, "When every soul will be paid in full for what
it has done, and they will not be wronged." According to al-Ghazali, divine justice is not
based on race.29 He comments that "the human soul in general will receive what it sows, as
all human beings will be gathered (on the Day of Judgment) unclothed with nothing to cover
themselves except the cloth of piety, if they were from the righteous".30 Another of his
observations in Al-‘Imra>n is of an interruption in the narrative. The su>ra has two themes,
namely the People of the Book and the impact on Muslims of the defeat of the 625CE Battle
of Uh}ud. However, al-Ghazali notes that the interruption in the narrative occurs when the
Qur´a>n, in Verse 3:121, suddenly changes its course from speaking about the circumstances
of the Uh{ud defeat to speaking about riba> (usury). Al-Ghazali ponders over the significance
of this shift and opines that the interruption is aimed at purifying the hearts of Muslims from
any deviation so that they may deserve victory. He writes that "religious battles are not a
victory for a person or persons. Rather they are a victory for a noble cause and good
conduct".31 Al-Ghazali observes that the same type of interruption occurs at the end of Verse
3:172 of the same su>ra, but the shift here is incomplete. The Qur´a>n speaks about the Jews at
one point and then shifts abruptly to idol worshipers until the end of the su>ra. The change of
tone here is important as both the Jews and idol worshipers in question pose the same threat
to the new Muslim community in Arabia.
A point to note is that Al-‘Imra>n ends with a nida>’ (declamatory, emphatic direct call).
Generally speaking, nida>’a>t in the Qur´a>n use phrasal ties such as "ya>" or "ayyuha>"32 to
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directly address various entities, including al-Nabi> (the Prophet), al-mu’minu>n (the believers)
and al-na>s (mankind), with a specific command or reminder.33 Thus, the use of "ya"> in Al-

Ma>’ida serves the main object of the su>ra in that each reference to the believer is followed by
an instruction, insight, guidance or clarification.34 All of God's covenants in the su>ra are
therefore presented to the believer in the form of binding obligations.35
However, the use of "ya>" in Al-Anfa>l is slightly different. Here the purpose of "ya>" is to
remind Muslims after the 624 CE Battle of Badr victory that their gains would not have been
possible without divine intervention. The su>ra contains six such direct calls addressing the
believers rather harshly and firmly, seeking to remind them of the virtues of humility and the
suppression of arrogance, and to warn them against the un-Islamic behaviour of quarrelling
over the spoils of war (Verses 24-29). In some cases, as in Al-Ah}zab, the nida>’ is used to
tackle social problems where five nida>’a>t directly address the Prophet and six the believers
mentioned in the su>ra.36
Al-Ghazali's discussion of nida>’and its usage in the Qur´a>n is similar to Shaltu>t, even
though the latter goes on to analyse the different meanings and contexts where it is used.
Shaltu>t lays much emphasis on the calls from the beginning of his tafsi>r. He points out that

nida>’ occurs after the Qur´a>n creates the "jaww" (mood) or state in which the believers are
ready to heed the call of Allah. The nida>’, therefore, serves to emphasise the unity and the
distinct character of the Muslim community.37
Another point related to Qur´a>nic discourse is that al-Ghazali speaks about taqri>ra>t
(affirmations) and talqi>na>t (instructions), which recur in Al-An’a>m. Al-Ghazali's definition
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of "taqri>r" is "stating a clear judgment concerning the belief in the oneness of God" as in
Verse 6:1 which reads, "Praise belongs to God who created the heavens and the earth and
made darkness and light, yet the disbelievers set equals to their Lord." Verse 6:3 emphasises
this thus: "He is the God in the heavens and on the earth, He knows your secrets and what
you reveal and He knows what you do."

Talqi>na>t, in turn, are commands or instructions for the message to be conveyed using the
imperative verb "qul" (say) which occurs forty-four times in Al-An’a>m.38 Al-Ghazali notes
that the Qur´a>n uses the verb "qul" once or twice in the same verse and sometimes four times
as in Verse 19. The employment of this verb occurs in the context where God is giving
instructions to his Prophet on how to conduct a debate with the polytheists.39 According to
al-Ghazali, the verb is used here in order to support His Prophet while he debates with the
doubters.40
Shaltu>t in his definition of talqi>n draws attention to the power of h}ujja (proof), whereby
the Qur´a>n throws it at the face of the doubters so they cannot escape from it.41 Although the

talqi>n and taqri>r styles are used in other suwar it is, however, used as in Al-An’a>m. The
reason, according to Shaltu>t, is that the Qur´a>n needs to establish the truth by using strong
proof against a strong enemy who goes to extremes in rejecting the message.42 However,
contrary to al-Ghazali and Shaltu>t, Sayyid Qut}b looks at taqri>r to be part of the shakhs}iyya
(personality) of the su>ra. For example in his introduction to Al-Ma>’ida, Qut}b says that taqri>r
is the most characteristic of the su>ra from the start to the end.43
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Other structural and syntactic features of the Qur´a>n concern the way God speaks to
mankind in general, and to the prophets in particular. He speaks directly by using the
majestic "We" in the first person to represent Himself. The aim is to question, alert, warn
and direct mankind. The Qur´a>n is full of dialogue between Allah and his prophets, such as
with Mu>sa>, Ibra>hi>m and Muh}ammad. Al-Ghazali observes while commenting on Al-An’a>m
that God speaks to mankind in the third person singular (i.e. "He") as in Verse 6:97: "It is He
who made the stars," as well as uses relative clauses (sing/mas).
According to al-Ghazali, the use of this third person singular pronoun serves to alert the
reader, and to affirm the overwhelming presence of the unseen God as if He is speaking to
the reader directly.44 The uniqueness of Al-An’a>m stems from these stylistic and syntactic
features which highlight an example of the inimitability of the Qur´a>n.45 By highlighting
this, al-Ghazali is pointing to a rhetorical practice in the Arabic language which is called
"‘iltifa>t" (turning from one thing to another). The Qur´a>n uses this grammatical shifts, for
instance, from third to second to first person, from singular to the majestic plural, and in the
tenses of the verbs.46
One interesting point in Nah}wa is al-Ghazali's attempt to link the whiteness of the
Prophet's hair with the way God addresses him in su>ra Hu>d. He points to a h}adi>th reported on
the authority of Abu> Bakr who asked the Prophet, "What makes your hair so white?" The
Prophet answered, "It is Hu>d and its sisters."47 Al-Ghazali tries to understand the reason
behind the Prophet's concerns, which in effect amounts to fear, and dismisses the argument
which links this fear to the stories of the fate and punishment of the ancient nations which
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the su>ra mentions.48 Al-Ghazali believes that the way the Prophet is addressed in Hu>d may
explain the Prophet's fear. In Hu>d, God reminds the Prophet of his mission through syntactic
devices which address the Prophet directly. On many occasions throughout the su>ra, God
issues such reminders to the Prophet as: "So perchance you (Prophet) may give up a part of
what is revealed unto you, and that your breast feels straitened (oppressed) by it," (11:12).
This sense of responsibility is conveyed to the Prophet through using the second personal
pronoun, suffixed or independent, or both as in: "These accounts are part of what was beyond
your knowledge [Muh}ammad]. We revealed them to you. Neither you nor your people knew
them before now, so be patient: the future belongs to those who are aware of God," (11:49).49
Although he does so in passing, al-Ghazali does nevertheless look at one of the Qur´a>nic
structures namely reiteration. According to Abdul Raof reiteration is "a major hallmark of
Qur´a>nic discourse".50 It plays a significant role in the realisation of cohesion from a lexical
perspective. This is illustrated by Verses 14:32-34. Al-Ghazali observes that repeating the
word "lakum" (to you) five times here serves to highlight the idea that "the believers in this
world are independent rather than dependent, and God is saying to them that the world is
theirs so that they may do whatever they wish to do".51 Accordingly, the lexical cohesion is
achieved by both "lakum" (to you) and "sakhar" (to make use).
At times al-Ghazali takes the repetition of one word as a clue to the central theme of the

su>ra. For example, he links mercy with the birth of ‘Isa> (Jesus), noting that the God's name
Al-Rah}ma>n is mentioned sixteen times.52 This is similar to the concept of al-birr (goodness)
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in the verse "Goodness does not consist of turning your face towards the east or west,"
(2:177) which is identified by Shaltu>t as the central theme of the su>ra.
Shaltu>t directs the reader's attention to what he calls "wasit}at al-‘iqd" (the central note)
or the axis that unites the two main goals of the su>ra – the first is devoted to explain the
nature of those opposed to Muh}ammad and his message by invoking their history, and the
second is devoted to specifying the types of goodness with which they should build their
society. Shaltu>t chooses this verse as it marks a new direction of da’wa, namely the change
of the Qibla (direction of prayer) from Jerusalem to Makka, and what good that brought to
the Muslim community in Madina.53
Al-Ghazali on his part identifies "al-taqwa>" (piety) in Al-Baqara, which is mentioned
thirty times as the central theme of the su>ra. The word "taqwa>" may also mean "al-birr".54
Therefore, the theme of piety runs through the su>ra from the beginning where God thrice
mentions the pious through to the su>ra's conclusion (2:281). Al-Ghazali reminds his readers
that this verse about taqwa> was the last of the Qur´a>n to be revealed to Muh}ammad.55 Here
al-Ghazali echoes what Rid}a> had said in Al-Mana>r that the theme "al-taqwa>" is what links

su>ra Al-Baqara with su>ra Al-‘Imran. Rid}a> says in the introduction to the commentary of the
latter, "Amongst the ways of links between this su>ra and the one preceding it is that it starts
with what the previous one had concluded – that is the commandment of having taqwa>."56
Suffice to say that the discussion of structural and rhetorical aspects of the Qur´a>n in

Nah}wa is not systematic, and is used as a means to draw attention to the power of the
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message, the difficulties faced by the Prophet Muh}ammad in debating with his people, and
the divine intervention that supports him through words rather than miracles.

Theology
Tawh}i>d is the major theme which recurs in works of modern tafsi>r from ‘Abduh to the
present.57 This is because tawh}i>d is at the heart of the Qur´a>n and because Muslim
commentators have to varying degrees tried to relate its message of the Qur´a>n to the
context of the society in which they live. In this case al-Ghazali is no different. In addition to
the major theological themes (mainly those related to tawh}i>d) presented throughout his

tafsi>r, al-Ghazali highlights others which are related to practices, (especially modern ones)
which Muslims follow that have a negative impact on their beliefs.
One of these issues is al-wala>’ wa al-bara>’, (loyalty and dissociation) where Muslims are
urged to affirm their loyalty to God, and sever ties with the unbelievers. Al-Ghazali, while
commenting on Verse 5:57, says that the principle of al-wala>’ wa al-bara>’58 is based on the
idea of love and hatred for the sake of God, providing that it is not based on desire and does
not lead to the unjust treatment of others. This does not in any way mean that Muslims
should cease any contact with non-Muslims as the last verse in Al-Mumtah}ana implies. In
effect, differences should not entail hatred. Al-Ghazali links this idea to the politics of the
superpowers whose aim is to protect their interests. If one were to be loyal to the
superpowers, one's faith would be jeopardised.59
Al-Ghazali is brief in his comments on such issues. This is due to the fact that most of
them are tackled in all his books. They include issues such as bid’a (corrupted and false
57
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religiosity), and free will and predestination. For example, when he comments on Verses
7:178 and 4:186, he concludes that none implies predestination. He says, "Human freedom is
beyond doubt, else human beings would not be responsible and accountable for their acts,
and the whole existence would be turned into a meaningless farce."60
He provides a cross reference to Verse 19:75 which confirms choice in determining
human fate.61 The endings of these verses and that of Verse 4:185 support the idea that the
behaviour of wrongdoers would lead them to their bitter end in the Hereafter. These and
other verses help al-Ghazali to emphasise that misunderstanding the proper meanings of the
verses may be damaging, or may be considered as a bad omen that has led to the collapse of
the Muslim empire. This is clear from his comment apropos the verse "Whoever comes
before God with a good deed will receive a better reward; whoever comes with an evil deed
will be punished only for what he has done," (28:84).
Al-Ghazali points out that the verse speaks about the nature of faith and alludes to the
idea of irja>’ (to defer) which, according to him, was a major factor in the destruction of the
Muslim empire. He opines that faith is not a mere utterance, as the Murji‘a used to believe.
Rather, it requires actions or deeds. Here al-Ghazali points out that the spirit of the Murji‘a,
an early Muslim sect, is still alive today among some Muslims who believe that they are
saved by merely professing the words of tawh}i>d.62 In the realm of faith al-Ghazali says that
theoretical knowledge is insufficient, citing the fact that Ibli>s refused to obey God's
command despite knowing about the oneness of God.63
Al-Ghazali's economical treatment of al-qad}a´> wa al-qadar is similar to Shaltu>t who
argues that human beings are neither predestined nor free. Instead, God created human
60
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beings with the ability to do good and evil. In reading the verses on this matter, Shaltu>t
concludes that human beings have the choice to be led to good or evil, and if he chooses one
or the other, God will not interfere or prevent him from what he has chosen.64 According to
Shaltu>t, God has the power to compel all of mankind choose the straight path, as well as the
power to lead all of mankind astray. He created them thus to distinguish between the
thankful and the ingrate. Shaltu>t further explains that the concept of free will is all about
God's justice and God's wisdom, and that there is a difference between human free will and
God's knowledge which is infinite.65
In similar vein, Qut}b felt that the issue is not a complicated matter. After analysing the
Qur´a>nic verses on free will and predestination, Qut}b concluded that the verses indicate that
"everything that happens in this world happens by the will of God. At the same time human
beings wish to act and to be rewarded or punished accordingly". According to Qut}b, as there
is no contradiction between the Qur´a>nic verses on this issue, there should be space for
human freedom were his deeds do not contradict the will of God.66
The above themes, which are related to the nature of ima>n (faith) and what constitutes
true faith, run throughout al-Ghazali's tafsi>r whether in relation to the way Christians and
Jews have seemingly distorted their religions by projecting fabricated forms of their belief,
or to the way some Muslim practices have deviated from the true message of the Prophet.67
For al-Ghazali the true religion is one that is determined by revelation (wah}y) which in turn
protects reason. Thus, whatever contradicts reason is not religion.68 Therefore, any
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fabrication or innovative practices by so-called "religious" Muslims would fall well outside
true religion.69

Social and political issues
The most important aspect of Nah}>wa is perhaps its emphasis on the social, moral and
political message of the Qur´a>n.70 Al-Ghazali is not unique in his approach as most twentieth
century tafa>si>r focus on them, and al-Ghazali's tafsi>r falls under the category of the literary
social trend in commentary.71 Most issues he mentions in his tafsi>r are the same issues he
wrote about and championed all his life. These include women's rights and family life,72
political tyranny73 and the effect of modern ideologies on Muslims.74 Al-Ghazali avoids
going into details, and explores such issues in the context of prophetic experiences
throughout history which are mentioned in the Qur´a>n.
Qur´a>nic stories of the prophets, where those who are fond of the art of argument (jadal)
for the sake of it are mentioned, as are those who refuse to forsake ancestral practices, and
others still possessed of arrogance and self-importance resulting from their positions of
power, wealth and physical strength, offer glimpses of the many different facets of human
nature and behaviour.75 The story of Thamu>d, for instance, is used to demonstrate the risk of
corruption that wealth poses; the story of the Seven Sleepers in Al-Kahf of political tyranny;
and the story of Lu>t} (Lot) of moral bankruptcy.
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The story of Yu>suf is told by al-Ghazali through the prism of politics and the
management of the economy. It provides an example of good leadership and crisis
management. Verses 12:55 and 56 specify the criterion of a good leader. When Yu>suf
(Joseph) asked the Egyptian king to appoint him as Secretary to the Treasury, he cited his
capability to manage the economic crisis caused by the seven years of draught, his
qualifications being his knowledge and his trustworthiness. Al-Ghazali infers from this that
it is right that the most able and capable people step forward and offer to lead.76 Al-Ghazali
says that Yu>suf was not only pious, but also an expert in economics and administration.
Therefore, it is a matter of public interest and benefit to employ him rather than someone
less able.77
Similarly, the example al-Ghazali draws from Luqma>n78 shows how the collapse of
familial relationships is likely to cause offspring in modern societies to neglect their filial
duty, and condemn their parents to a life in geriatric residential homes.79 He also tackles the
issues of polygamy and adoption in the light of su>ra Al-Ah}za>b.80 These issues serve to
highlight al-Ghazali's concerns apropos the rights and status of women in Muslim society,
and the need to protect the family collapse and from immorality.81
Al-Ghazali's reflections on social issues were that of a da>‘iyah rather than a faqi>h, and in
the stories above it is the moral lesson that comes to the fore. In rare moments did al-Ghazali
engage his reader in matters of fiqh. For instance, he highlights su>ra Al-T}ala>q as an example
76
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of how seriously Islam views t}ala>q (divorce). Unlike other issues, he considers t}ala>q as a
social illness from a legal viewpoint where he criticises repugnant social practices as being
associated with it. He opines that the responsibility for these deviances falls on corrupt
scholars who have come to accept certain kinds of illegal divorces such as the so-called al-

t}ala>q al-bid’i>.82 He also points to how Muslim men today misuse and abuse the t}ala>q,
resorting it for any trivial reason.83
Al-Ghazali's comments on su>ra Al-T}ala>q are more concerned with the legalistic aspects of
the su>ra. He believes that the su>ra presents the conditions where t}ala>q would be legally
binding. T}ala>q should not be pronounced while the woman is menstruating or has just given
birth, should be witnessed by two men, and the wife should not leave her house. Al-Ghazali
reminds his reader that the legal rules presents are not his independent views, but are those
which he has gathered and selected from established scholars without giving any detail about
them.
Additionally, al-Ghazali does not omit to discuss issues of social behaviour and their legal
implications for the family and society at large.84 He condemns the policy of birth control as
fruitless because the problem is not with the rate of birth, but sloth, which breeds overreliance on charity.85 He also comments on social customs (which, according to Qur´a>nic
teachings should be conditioned by moderation), the proper dress code, the etiquette of
eating and the manners of socialising86 as well as the manner of spending money.87
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One of the issues on which al-Ghazali gives an independent view (ijtiha>d) concerns the
special prayer during war, s}ala>t al-khawwf (fear prayer). This prayer is normally performed
during battles and Verse 4:102 teaches the Prophet how to perform it. Based on the verse and
around seven ah}a>di>th the fuqaha>´ present different ways of how it should be performed.
However, they agree that the prayer must be performed by one ima>m because, according to
the verse, the Prophet is asked to lead the prayer.88 Al-Ghazali believes that the statement in
the verse applies only to the Prophet because it is inconceivable that someone else would
lead the prayer in his presence. Moreover, prayers today may be held in the battlefield by
several groups by different a´imma and at various times without fear of being taken
unawares by the enemy.89
The lack of legal discussion in Nah}wa is in stark contrast to Shaltu>t who paid much
attention to issues of fiqh, taking every opportunity to discuss in detail and in the spirit of
the su>ra any legal question. Most of the questions he addressed are subject to debate among
Muslim scholars and relevant to Muslim daily life. For example, Shaltu>t tried to give Islam's
position on imported meat from non-Muslim countries, the permissibility of eating the food
of Ahl al-Kita>b, al-qawa>ma (stewardship) in the house, and whether the Muslim who kills a
non-believer is subject to punishment.90 Shaltu>t, as he comes up with new rulings, displays
the knowledge of the traditional ‘a>lim in his discussion of such issues, but at the same time
demonstrates the qualities of a man who understands the needs of modern day Muslims.
Some of Shaltu>t's views, such as the killing of non-believer by a Muslim, have been
adopted by al-Ghazali.91 That said, it is not suggested that al-Ghazali lacks understanding of
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the legal concerns of the needs of his society. On the contrary, his tafsi>r is full of comments
on the reforms which Muslims societies are in need of.
Furthermore, one may attribute the rarity of legal issues in Nah}wa to al-Ghazali himself
as he did not devote any of his books to fiqh, and he tackled few legal questions. Those he
did mainly relate to women's issues and the economy.92 This explains the lack of any legacy
from him related to fata>wa,> unlike Shaltu>t or ‘Abd al-H}ali>m Mah{mu>d, who were both

Shaykhs of Al-Azhar; or even al-Qarad}a>wi> who wrote many books on matters of fiqh and
gives fata>wa> on regular bases on Al Jazeera satellite television channel and on his website.
One thing that al-Ghazali did do in terms of fiqh issues is that he gave prominence to the
views of Ibn H}azm on certain issues which were not widely accepted by salafi> scholars.
Examples of these issues are his views on women’s role in public life, women’s testimony
and Ibn H}azm’s view on singing. Moreover, it is noticed that the Azharites, at least Shaltu>t
and Abu> Zahra, are mindful of legal issues in their tafa>si>r.93 In Zahrat al-Tafa>si>r for instance,
Abu>> Zahra speaks the language of a faqi>h especially when it comes to verses of ah}ka>m
(laws). One such example is his comments on Verse 2:221, especially on the rules that
constrain marriage between Muslims and non-Muslims.94
Despite being Azharite al-Ghazali's tafsi>r suggest that he read the Qur´a>n as most Islamic
activists do – as a book of da’wa and reform where the message and lessons of the book take
precedence over details of fiqh. However, al-Ghazali does not go as far as Qut}b who was
accused by some of calling for the deferment of the discussion on legal issues at the da’wa
stage. Qut}b made the building of a Muslim community, as imagined by him, a pre-
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conditioned of the implementation of shari>‘a.95 Muslims, according to Qut}b, are still at same
stage as they were in Makka when the Qur´a>nic message lay emphasis on the idea of the
Oneness of God, and that detailed legal issues would have to wait until the hijra to Madina
(or the Madani> stage). Qut}b's supporters argue that he had never called for the abrogation of
the shari>‘a. Rather he called for a proper understanding of the meanings of fiqh, where he
differentiated between scriptural fiqh and dynamic fiqh (fiqh al-h}araka).96 It is this latter that
is needed at this stage of da’wa.
The discussion on Qut}b brings to mind al-Ghazali's concerns with political issues which
are apparent throughout his tafsi>r. As mentioned previously, according to al-Ghazali the
issue of tyranny (as evident in the stories of the Pharaohs97 and Qaru>n in su>ra Al-Qas}as})
embody Capitalism and its oppressiveness.98 It is noted that al-Ghazali employs the same
political and ideological language found in Qut}b's Fi> Z}ila>l.

Scientific signs
Scientific allusions and facts which try to connect the natural world (as well as human
nature) to the world of the Qur´a>n abound in Nah{wa. Al-Ghazali relishes the opportunity to
link modern scientific achievements to the Qur´a>n.99 Where science and technological
achievements are concerned, he seizes the opportunity to provide factual background to the
particular verse, or marvel at God's great design. Science provides al-Ghazali with a tool to
prove the relevance of religion to modern life and the existence of God. This is to say that
the "Work of God" (Nature and its fixed laws) is identical to the "Word of God" (Qur´a>n).
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He also uses science to urge Muslims to return to their roots and understand the true
meaning of the Qur´a>n.100
Conversely, Shaltu>t, al-Ghazali's teacher was against the scientific interpretation of the
Qur´a>n. In the introduction to his tafsi>r, Shaltu>t clearly states his rejection, his main
argument being that the Qur´a>n, the Unchangeable, should not be subject to changeable
theories.101 However, al-Ghazali does not rely on science to prove the inimitability of the
Qur´a>n, but relies instead on empirical sciences, borne of his awareness of scientific theories,
such as the Quantum Theory, to advance the understanding of the mysteries of the
universe.102 Nevertheless, his belief in science as a way to appreciate God's creation and
unlock the mysteries of the world is not uncritical as illustrated by his scepticism of claims
made by geologists of their discovery of a human skull millions of years old.103
Al-Ghazali recognises that this is a scientific age where human beings are able to
establish certainties about the world. However, in the midst of massive achievements, there
is a need for mankind to pause and ponder on the sublime power and great wisdom behind
Creation,104 and acknowledge human limitations. Commenting on the last verse of Luqma>n,
al-Ghazali compares limited human knowledge to God's infinite wisdom by illustrating that
the science of meteorology is based on forecasting rather than determining the weather.
Humans may have the ability to forecast a likely outcome on the balance of probability, but
this is different from determining a definite outcome.105 Knowledge of the universe is a way
to understand the sunan or laws of nature which the Qur´a>n enjoins upon mankind to
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understand and explore, thus underscoring al-Ghazali's position that science is a way to
appreciate the Qur´a>n as a force of positive change in the life of a Muslim.106
Al-Ghazali's views on science and the Qur´a>n reflect in many ways the views of the AlMana>r school, mainly of al-Afgha>ni>107 and ‘Abduh,108 about the role of science in proving
that Islam is not against modernity. Although ‘Abduh is accused of interpreting the Qur´a>n
in the light of modern science, he did not go as far as T}ant}a>wi> Jawhari> for example. Other
scholars like Mus}t}afa> al-Ra>fi‘i>109 for instance, support this approach without relying on it too
much. However, Shaltu>t's rejection of the scientific interpretation of the Qur´a>n reflects the
views of other scholars who are uncomfortable with it. They include al-Dhahabi>110 and Ami>n
al-Khu>li>.111 It is worth noting that despite criticising those who link the Qur´a>n to scientific
discovery Qut}b, in Fi> Z}ila>l al-Qur´a>n, mentions some books which explain how science leads
to the discovery of God.112

The methodology of Nah}wa
Al-Ghazali's statement in the introductory chapter of Nah}wa that he would select the
most prominent theme in each Qur´a>nic su>ra to guide the reader, yet leave lessons to be
drawn by that reader, affects the way he approaches each su>ra. He seems unconcerned with
following a clear set of rules characteristic of today's commentaries which are of the same
ilk.113 For example, the practitioner of thematic interpretation would emphasise the
importance of drawing up a plan before embarking on the process of commenting on the
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Qur´a>n. Scholars vary on the nature of the conditions a student should fulfil before beginning
to comment on a specific su>ra, but agree on the general principles, such as the need to
introduce the su>ra and determine its goals and divide the long suwar into sections.114
While Nah}wa does not adhere to these strict conditions, and sometimes combines tafsi>r

mawd}u‘> i> with tafsi>r mawd}i‘i> (verse to verse commentary),115 at a closer look one can see that
al-Ghazali is aware of these conditions without stating them. He is mindful of the
relationship between opening themes and those at the end.116 Efforts to examine the
uniformity between the central issue and others that come in between are also apparent in

Nah}wa.117 Although these efforts are not obvious at the beginning, they become more
apparent as his presentation unfolds, and his attempt to create a link between the opening
verse with the final ones becomes clear.
Very often al-Ghazali addresses the central issue in the middle of a discussion where he
directs the reader's attention to the main theme of the su>ra. This is in contrast with one of
the sermons he delivered, where he clearly specifies the subjects of the su>ra he was
commenting on and the themes it contains from the outset.118 Instead, in Nah{wa, he analyses
the stylistic features of the suwar, or provides their historical context (i.e. their Makki> or
Madani> identity).119
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In most cases al-Ghazali uses the first verse to open the discussion on further issues.120 In
long suwar such as Al-Imra>n, Al-Nisa>´ and Al-‘Ara>f he speaks as Qut}b does in Fi> Z}ila>l of the
main axis in them and follows this to the end. Commenting on Al-Baqara, al-Ghazali looks
at it as a multi-layered su>ra in that it remained open-ended and incomplete until the last days
of revelation.121 He identifies within it many issues such as the family, the pillars of Islam
and the differences between the true believers (the pious), the blasphemous and the
Hypocrites. This he also does with Al-Tawba which he says revolves around purging Arabia
of polytheism and fighting the Hypocrites.122 In Al-Nisa>´, for example, he identifies two
main themes namely the family (the small community) and society as a whole. They in turn
revolve around a main axis, namely social relationships.123
Contrary to al-Ghazali, Shaltu>t introduces the su>ra by explaining its name and goals. He
sometimes pauses to discuss some issues which are subject to debate among scholars such as
the meaning of "al-muqat}a’a>t" (the opening letters of the suwar),124 something al-Ghazali did
not feel he needs to address. Then Shaltu>t proceeds to identify the central theme or was}it}at

al-‘iqd (central note). Around it he discusses many issues, be they ethical or legal, such as the
significance of banning riba> (usury),125 the family,126 and war and peace in Islam.127
According to Zebiri, by giving an overall picture of the su>ra Shaltu>t feels free to explore its
main topics.128
One of the salient features of thematic interpretation is the attempts by the commentators
to match the opening verse with the closing verse in order to show that they share the same
120
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theme. This is obvious in Nah}wa and Shaltu>t's Tafsi>r. Al-Ghazali says that su>ra Ibra>hi>m
starts and ends with a warning, and su>ra Al-Nah}l emphasises the importance of striving for

da’wa (spreading the message), and ends with a call for striving for the perfection of the soul
through ‘iba>da (worship). As for Shaltu>t, he pays attention to nida>’ which unites su>ra Al-

‘Imra>n from the beginning until the end.
Another strategy employed by thematic commentators is the attempt to match the su>ra
with the one that follows or precedes it. For example, al-Ghazali notes that Al-R’ad and

Ibra>hi>m share the same theme,129 namely the nature of the truth.130 He also notes the same
similarity between Al-An’a>m, Yu>nus and Al-Isra>’ as they share the same goal of trying to
prove the existence of God through His creation.131 This cross-referencing helps to
demonstrate unity within the su>ra, as well as the relationship between one su>ra and another.
Interestingly, al-Ghazali refers to the commonality between suwar briefly and shares this
point with Shaltu>t, who makes a constant effort to find the affinity between the suwar in
terms of themes, such as his attempt to link Al-An’a>m with the four preceding suwar.132
Shaltu>t's detailed analysis of the relationship between Al-Anfa>l, and the preceding su>ra, Al-

Tawba gives us a clear indication of the importance of this method in the realm of thematic
interpretation. According to Shaltu>t both suwar tackle the issue of war, so he brings his
reader's attention to what he calls "al-jaw" (the mood), in which the su>ra was revealed.
Shaltu>t then proceeds to give an overview of the overall themes of the su>ra and explains
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them. While doing so, he tries to rebut some opposing ideas about the nature of war in Islam,
especially the ones which claim that Islam was spread by the sheer power of the sword.133
Shaltu>t is mindful that the many issues he tries to discuss may divert the attention of the
reader as he presents them. However, he always takes his reader back to the beginning of the

su>ra.134 He also addresses matters of theology such as the effects of sin on faith.135 Shaltu>t
ends his comments by explaining the nature of nida>’a>t (calls) in Al-Anfa>l.136 Needless to say
that al-Ghazali and his teacher were following ‘Abduh and Rid}a> because linking suwar of the
Qur´a>n is one of the main features of the Al-Man>ar school. Thus we find Rid}a> listing in the
introduction to the third su>ra, Al-‘Imra>n six matters through which it is connected with the
preceding su>ra, Al-Baqara. One of these matters is that "each of them is engaged in debates
with the People of the Book, the former goes at length in argument with the Jews, and the
Christians were briefly mentioned while the latter did the reverse".137
Al-Ghazali's Nah}wa also shares with modern tafa>si>r their attempts to minimise the role
of traditional exegesis, and in this his attitude reflects the Al-Mana>r school's criticism of
classical tafa>si>r for their lengthy discussions, which were not closely related to the verses
they were commenting upon.138 Furthermore, ‘Abduh did not pay much attention to
traditional tafsi>r and the reports about the occasion of revelation.139 An example of how
classical commentators go too far in their discussion of some topics is Abu> al-Su’u>d's (14901574) detailed description of the banquet God sent to Jesus and his apostles mentioned in Al-

Ma>’ida. Shaltu>t felt that this description is full of exaggerations and trivialities and devoid
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of reason.140 The Al-Mana>r school's criticism of classical tafa>si>r does not absolve its
founders, especially Rid}a,> from the same charge levelled against those who write pages on
subjects that have no connection to the verses at hand. He seems very keen to rid the side of
Islam of the criticism of Western scholars.141
Modern commentators' attitudes to the old commentaries reflect the centrality of the
Qur´a>n itself in their work, as the source of tafsi>r. Zebiri explains in the case of Shaltu>t that
cross-referencing indicates Shaltu>t's reluctance to judge the Qur´a>n by any criteria apart from
itself.142 This kind of inter-textuality stems from the fact that different parts of the Qur´a>n
explain each other, and relating parts of the Qur´a>n to each other is considered by Ibn
Taymiyya as the best way to comment on the Qur´a>n.143 Al-Ghazali uses this method
throughout his tafsi>r. For example, in commenting on (2:231) which explains the rules of
divorce, he cross-references this verse with others from Al-Nah}l, Al-Ru>m and Gha>fir.144
Al-Ghazali does not use this method excessively, unlike Muh}ammad Mutawali> alSha’ra>wi> who relies on it extensively in his tafsi>r.145 He uses it to draw the attention of his
readers. For example, his comment on Verse 2:164 which starts with "In the creation of
heaven and earth", al-Sha’ra>wi> takes his readers on a journey where he brings verses from
fifteen su>ra, and relates them to the meaning of this verse. In recalling all these verses, alSha’ra>wi> tries to compare them in terms of structure and the meaning of the vocabulary.146
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Being a linguist, he follows the different meanings of words through their different usage in
the Qur´a>n.147
Finally, by choosing not to follow a rigid method or a set of rules, al-Ghazali wanted to
give himself the freedom to present his thoughts in a loose way without violating the spirit
of thematic interpretation experimented on by ‘Abduh, Rid}a> and their followers such as
Shaltu>t and Dira>z. By doing so al-Ghazali keeps his voice alive and continues speaking to his
reader without being forced to give a detailed analysis such as in the case of the most recent

tafsi>r published by the University of Sharjah in 2010, which tends to expand the scope of
analysis and has its share of problems, one of which is that the tafsi>r was written by a
committee of scholars who followed the same framework and the same set of rules which
they agreed upon, but in the final analysis, the tafsi>r presents us with different voices.
Nevertheless, this tafsi>r also reflects the latest developments in the field of thematic
commentary, a development which points to a more rigid and systematic approach.

Influences and sources
Before elaborating on scholars who and literary sources that influenced al-Ghazali, it is
important to note that his interpretation of the Qur´a>n reflects the intellectual and political
atmosphere in Egypt during the second half of the twentieth century. When he wrote his
commentary at the back of his mind were Arab defeats in battlefields and strife in the fields
of knowledge. These are reflected in Nah}wa where al-Ghazali speaks about Muslim unity,
Muslims being slaughtered in Bosnia and their mosques being razed to the ground (the Babri
Mosque in Ayudya, India in 1992 for instance). He speaks about the crisis of modern
civilisation and the damage it has caused to the wellbeing of the world.148
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Al-Ghazali refers to the work of Muh}ammad al-Madani> (1907-1968) in su>ra Al-Nisa>´ on
many occasions without naming him.149 However, the major influence and inspiration for

Nah}wa are works in this field by his Shaltu>t and al-Banna>, although the book does not
expressly mention them. Al-Ghazali considers Shaltu>t as the leading light in the field of
thematic interpretation, mainly of the general type i.e. following a theme throughout the
Qur´a>n.150 Al-Ghazali acknowledges his indebtedness to al-Banna> in an article where he
summarises the latter's method as one based on contemplation, dhawq (taste), reflections and
reading with understanding.151
The influence of both these scholars helps in the task of tracing the genesis of alGhazali's tafsi>r back to his student days in Alexandria.152 As the discussion above shows,
Shaltu>t's influence on al-Ghazali is more pronounced. Student followed teacher in taking an
independent view when differences arose on certain issues.153 However, Shaltu>t shows this
tendency more often, such as in Al-A’ra>f, Verse 7:46, "A barrier divides the two groups with
men on its heights recognising each group with their marks." Both Shaltu>t and al-Ghazali
believe that these people are "the du’a> and the martyrs who spread the message of the
prophets and the messengers of Allah".154
They also agree on the question of the death of ‘Isa> (Jesus) who they believe died as any
human being does, and accept the view of Ibn H}azm who believes that ‘Isa> did not ascend to
heaven in body and soul. Although they differ on the use of scientific evidence in explaining
the Qur´a>n, they share the idea that the Qur´a>n is a moral source for all practical and
theoretical solutions, and that the Qur´a>n is "a book whose ultimate goal is to open the
149
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hearts and the minds of the believers".155 Similarities between them does not mean that alGhazali did not take a different stance on other issues such as the origin of Gog and Magog,
who al-Ghazali believes are from China rather than being Tatar or Mongol, which is the view
taken by Ibn ‘A>shu>r.156 Al-Ghazali's logic is that their names sound like Chinese.157
This leads to the question as to the type of sources al-Ghazali consulted in writing

Nah{wa. As mentioned above, al-Ghazali consulted few classical and modern tafa>si>r, but he
followed the line of ‘Abduh and Rid}a> and showed an interest in the work of the Tunisian
scholar, Al-T}a>hir Ibn ‘A>shu>r, Al-Tah}ri>r wa al-Tanwi>r. In respect of the sunna al-Ghazali
cites, we find dozens that criticise particular social practices, or emphasise the merits of the

suwar discussed. Occasionally, al-Ghazali expresses his reservation regarding some ah}a>di>th
related to Makki> and Madani> suwar.158 Despite this, he cites some ah}a>di>th from Mu’jam al-

T}abara>ni> which contains ah}a>di>th of different categories,159 though on the whole, al-Ghazali
quoted many ah}a>di>th as well as misquotes some.160 This reflects al-Ghazali's views on sunna
and its status with regard to the Qur´a>n, as will be explained in the next chapter.161 Apart
from the main sources discussed above, al-Ghazali also mentions a number of secondary
sources. He mentions books he has read,162 television documentaries he has seen,163
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newspaper articles and even other media reports, such as the Voice of America radio
programme.164
It is important to point out at this juncture, that al-Ghazali's writing style and his
educational approach to the Qur´a>n is similar to that of al-Banna>. In some cases, al-Ghazali's
literary style suggests that he may have been inspired by Egyptian romantic writers such as
Mus}t} }afa> Lut}fi> al-Manfalut}i> (1976-1924).165 We also know that although al-Ghazali admired
Qut}b's literary style, he was nevertheless critical of the latter's commentary, Fi> Z}ila>l,
describing it as “shallow from scholarly point of view”.166 Being a poet himself and with a
penchant for both classical and modern Arabic poetry, al-Ghazali quotes many Arabic poems
in Nah}wa, but does not attribute many of them to the poets who wrote them.

Conclusion
As previously mentioned, al-Ghazali's tafsi>r has been translated into English, and is well
received among Arab readers and Muslims in Southeast Asia and the West. It is the subject
of many academic studies in Egypt, Algeria and Malaysia, to mention just a few.167 He
followed a trend in tafsi>r which he felt is suitable for educating the masses. Some of his
disciples consider him a pioneer in thematic interpretation, a claim which al-Ghazali never
made.168 Perhaps what they mean by this is his continuous effort to endorse and promote this
kind of tafsi>r, and his long engagement with tafsi>r spanned nearly half a century. Moreover,
al-Ghazali was able to achieve this because of his academic work in many countries, along
164

Nah}wa, p.191.
Ibid., p.96.
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Khalafallah, Rethinking the Islamic Law, p.101. See also John Calvert, Sayyid Qutb and the Origins of
Radical Islamism, Hurst And Company, London, 2010, pp.204-205.
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To this researcher’s knowledge, the last MA study on his efforts on tafsi>r was submitted to Al-Azhar
University by Ramad}an> Khami>s al-Ghari>b. Mas’u>d Falu>si> also wrote a book on the efforts of al-Ghazali in
Qur´a>nic studies in 2000 under the title Al-Shaykh al-Ghazali Ra>‘id al-Tafsi<r> al-Mawd}u‘> i>, Da>r al-Wafa>´, Egypt,
2000.
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This claim is not only made by al-Ghazali's disciples, but also by Qut}b's followers. Al-Kha>lidi> in his
numerous books on Qut}b made this claim and ‘Adna>n Zarzu>r held the same belief in his book, ‘Ulu>m al-Qur´a>n.
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with his extensive travels over Arab countries and beyond. Al-Ghazali was therefore able to
engage with a large number of people, and was able to publicise his views on thematic
interpretation which he did at conferences, from the altars of the mosques, during lectures, in
newspapers and books, and on radio and television.
Despite the fact that al-Ghazali was merely following a trend he was nevertheless an
authentic voice in this field of study. Thematic interpretation during his life and after his
death continued to grow as it became an independent field of inquiry worthy of study and
impartation. Recent developments point to a tendency to canonise the field by introducing
rules and laws on how to study suwar from a thematic viewpoint. The term "mawd}u’> i>" is
usually used by the majority of scholars, but others use alternatives. For example, the
Sudanese scholar H}asan al-Tura>bi> uses "tawh}idi>" (unified) instead.169 In his commentary, Al-

Tafsi>r al-Tawh}i>di>, al-Tura>bi> speaks about a unified approach to the Qur´a>n which is no
different from what other scholars have expressed, except in language and presentation.170
Al-Tura>bi> seems to emphasise the importance of "maqa>m" or the context in understanding
the structure of the Qur´a>n.171
In summarising, this chapter has attempted to chart al-Ghazali's efforts in the field of
thematic interpretation of the Qur´a>n. Although focus has been on Nah}wa, an attempt has
been made to present the development of his ideas on thematic interpretation from a
chronological point of view. It traces his work on this subject from before he wrote Nah}wa.
These efforts were cemented when he started to rely on this form of tafsi>r while preaching. It
is argued here that his use of tafsi>r mawdu>‘i> helped him to achieve his dream of writing his
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According to Kha>lidi>, "al-tafsi>r al-tawih}i>di>" is another name for "al-mawd}u‘> i>". Tawh}id> i> is used because the
commentator gathers the verses in one theme, then arranges them in order to infer from them different
meanings and facts. See Al-Tafsi>r al-Mawd}u‘> i>, pp.47-48.
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H}asan al-Tura>bi>, Al-Tafsi>r al-Tawh}i>di>, Saqi Books, Vol. 1, 2004.
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M. A. S. Abdel Haleem, The Qur’an: A new translation, pp.xxx.
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tafsi>r. Nah}wa is interesting in that al-Ghazali manages to comment on the whole Qur´a>n in
just one volume, thus defying the traditional route of commentary.
In order to analyse Nah{wa, the first part of this chapter has been devoted to following his
early and formative period when his books included sections and chapters on themes and
certain topics of the Qur´a>n. It is found that in the majority of his talks and public speeches,
al-Ghazali preferred this form of commentary because it enabled him to draw live lessons
from the Qur´a>n, and relate it to the lives of his audience. His views on thematic
interpretation which he presents in his books have also been discussed. Attention has been
drawn to his sermons as an important part of the maturation of his views on tafsi>r. His
sermons have later been discussed as a source of comparison to Nah}wa, and to draw a
parallel between them and his tafsi>r.
The second part of this chapter focuses on al-Ghazali's tafsi>r. Nah}wa is considered as a
culmination of his efforts. An analysis some of the themes al-Ghazali tried to emphasise has
been attempted. The reading of his tafsi>r in the light of modern tafa>si>r mainly in Egypt has
also been attempted. Al-Ghazali's book shares the main social and political concerns with
these tafa>si>r. It bears similarities with that of Mah}mu>d Shaltu>t's, but is different in terms of
focus and detail. Al-Ghazali's contribution to thematic studies is unique in its presentation
which makes it a book of reflection on the Qur´a>n. The way al-Ghazali presents his work in
this form brings to mind other efforts by him in his attempt to produce an alternative
narrative which serves the purpose of his da’wa, which may be taken to be the call of the
ideology of the Muslim Brotherhood. The thoughts behind Nah}wa and the other books that
he wrote are always either to help the cause of da’wa or to dispel some misconceptions about
Islam. In the field of Qur´a>nic studies, al-Ghazali did not cause any controversary or was
subject to criticism from the any of Islamic circles, but it is his writing on sunna that did not
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indear him to many especially the salafi scholar in Saudi Arabia and elsewhere. Next chapter
will discuss his views on hadi>th.
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CHAPTER FOUR
Weak and solitary ah}adi>
>di>th: Issues of chain and text
Before the publication of his book, Al-Sunna al-Nabawiyya Bayna Ahl al-Fiqh wa al-

H}adi>th1 (hereafter Al-Sunna) in 1989, al-Ghazali wrote constantly about the relationship
between sunna and fiqh.2 Al-Sunna caused a stir among Muslim intellectuals all over the
Arab world and later the rest of the Muslim world following its translation into other
languages. It is no surprise that those most critical of the book were the salafi>s, al-Ghazali's
long-time critics.
In Al-Sunna, al-Ghazali attempts to test his maxim of the interdependent nature of h}adi>th
and fiqh, i.e. la> h}adi>th bidu>n fiqh wa la>fiqh bidu>n h}adi>th, a thesis he tries to test in many of
his books.3 Al-Sunna is nevertheless the only book al-Ghazali devotes entirely to the subject
of h}adi>th. It gives rise to numerous questions about his credentials as a muh}addith.4 It is
apparent that Al-Sunna is not a book of theory. Rather, it is a book concerned with the
implications of misunderstanding Prophetic ah}a>di>th.

Al-Sunna's popularity, however, stems from the kinds of issues that al-Ghazali chose to
explore including, inter alia, modern challenges, women, music, the jinn, free will and
predestination (qad}a´> wa qadar), and above all, the implications of misunderstanding sunna
relating to the Qur´a>n. Unfortunately, the book does not achieve all its aims and objectives
as al-Ghazali faced fierce criticism from his most vitriolic opponents who were quick to
1

This book is translated into English by Aisha Bewley and is called The Sunna of The Prophet: The People of
Fiqh versus the People of Hadith, Dar al-Taqwa, 2001.
2
Al-Ghazali used the term "fiqh" in the same way as jurists do. He was trying to highlight the differences
between two schools (the school of fuqaha>´ and muh}addithu>n) and the way they deal with h}adi>th. See Kaifa
Nata’a>mal ma’ al-Qur´a>n, p.69.
3
Al-Ghazali, Dustu>r al-Wah}da al-Thaqafiyya Bayna al-Muslimi>n, p.27.
4
Al-Ghazali compiled another book on hadi>th, Min Kunu>z al-Sunna which comprises mainly of a selection of
ah}a>di>th.
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accuse him of being a rationalist influenced by the West and an "anti-sunna" apologist.5
They pointed to inconsistencies and his eclectic approach to the sunna despite the fact that
al-Ghazali never claimed to be a scholar of h}adi>th in the technical sense.6
This chapter will attempt to depict al-Ghazali's ideas on the sunna as presented
throughout his books. An overview of the way he perceived sunna and its relation to the
Qur´a>n will be provided, after which an overview of the nature of the sunna and its authority
will be assessed. Some issues deemed to be problematic, namely the authority of weak

ah}a>di>th (al-h}adi>th al-d}a‘i>f), solitary ah}a>di>th (h}adi>th al-a>h}a>d or khabar al-wa>hid) and the
relationship between fiqh and sunna, will be identified and examined from his perspective. It
is hoped that by tackling these issues the development of his views on sunna could be
followed in order to discover if, at some stage, he changed some of his views.
Before al-Ghazali's overall thoughts on sunna are introduced, it is perhaps important to
note that Al-Sunna completes the shifts that had taken place in his writings on sunna.
Comparatively speaking, it is his strongest book in tone and language. The shift in tone may
be said to have occurred in the early seventies. Prior to that al-Ghazali was more measured,
and strived to ensure that his sources were sound. He would frequently seek the help of
Muh}ammad Na>s}ir al-Di>n al-Alba>ni> (1914-1999), the renowned muh}addith to check the
authenticity (s}ih}h}a) of ah}a>di>th he quotes in Fiqh al-Si>ra, his biography of the Prophet.7
A survey of the first seventeen books he published between 1947 and 1957 show that alGhazali presented his views on sunna in a confident and calm manner, knowing that he was
writing for an audience or readership who would not attack him even if they disagreed with
5

There are many pieces of evidence to show that al-Ghazali was provoked by the Saudi salafi>s and meant to
vent his anger and pour out his frustration on them. See for example, Al-Sunna al-Nabawiyya, pp.15, 22, 29,
129 and 149. See also Sir Ta’khur al-Musli>mi>n, pp.116-118.
6
Al-Ghazali, Al-H}aqq al-Murr, p.93.
7
However, al-Ghazali did not accept some of al-Alba>ni>'s rulings due to al-Ghazali's views regarding al-h}adi>th
al-d}a‘i>f. See Fiqh al-Si>ra, pp.10-14.
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him. This may explain the absence of criticism of the salafi>s in his early books as his strong
views toward extreme and ritual salafi>s developed later.8 This coupled with rise of Islamism,
which led to the emergence of various militant groups, compelled al-Ghazali to address the
challenge they posed. It should be considered that in the 1950s and the 1960s the Saudis, as
representatives of the salafi>s, were fighting for the same cause as the Muslim Brotherhood.
During this period, al-Ghazali directed his criticism towards Saudi rulers. He eventually
changed his views while working in Saudi Arabia in the late 1970s when he came to know
the salafiyya representative there better. Al-Ghazali explained how during his seven years
there he managed to change his old stereotype about the country.9

The authority of the sunna
The authority of the sunna is one of the most debated issues amongst both Muslim and
non-Muslim scholars in modern times. The root of this debate may be traced back to the
eighteenth century when Muslim revivalists found themselves facing the challenge of the
issue of bid’a. They had to make great efforts from this period onwards to affirm the
authority of sunna.10 It must be made clear that apart from some who doubted sunna or some
aspects of it, the majority of past or present Muslim scholars believe that the sunna is the
secondary source of belief and law in Islam. However, uncertainty has always surrounded the

s}ih}h}a and function of sunna in relation to the Qur´a>n. Debate in this regard has continued
vibrantly throughout the nineteenth and twentieth centuries to present times.

8

Al-Ghazali was critical at the time of the Ans}ar> al-Sunna al-Muh}ammadiyya. This group was established in
1926 by Muh}ammad H}a>mid al-Faqi>, an Azharite who was closer in thinking to Egypt's salafiyya than the
salafiyya of Saudi Arabia. See Min Huna> Na’lam, p.97 and Sir Ta’khur al-Muslimi>n, p.63.
9
Al-Ghazali, Al-Islam wa al-Awda>´ al-Iqitis}ad> iyya, pp.7-8.
10
Daniel Brown, Rethinking Tradition in Modern Islamic Thought, Cambridge University Press, 1999, pp.2127. See also Jonathan C. Brown, H}adi>th, Muhammad's Legacy in the Medieval and Modern World, Oneworld,
Oxford, 2009, p.240
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Many factors have influenced the debate, including internal and social factors or those
arising from the course of Muslim intellectual life during the period known as "the age of

taqli>d". Other factors relate to Western influences on the Muslim world – whether
colonialism or missionary activities – and above all, the influence of Western scholarship on
the way Muslim intellectuals look at their Islamic heritage; that is, the impact of Orientalism
and its critical approach to Islamic traditions.11 Although Western influence has been
immense, this does not merit great emphasis as the fundamental debate on the function of

sunna pre-dates these Western-Muslim encounters.
It may be opportune at this juncture to briefly consider the above in light of those who
either totally or partially reject the sunna. Some sunna rejectionists have been associated
with such groups as the Ahl al-Qur´a>n in India or rationalist thinkers such as Sayyid Ahmed
Khan (1817-1898).12 Muslim modernists in Egypt, including those associated with
Muh}ammad ‘Abduh's camp had their own perspective on the sunna. While not rejecting it
totally, they tried to critically engage and understand ah}a>di>th rationally, judging those that
are problematic either in accordance with their understanding of the Qur´a>n, or in some
cases, interpreting them in the light of scientific facts.13
Al-Ghazali's views on the authority of the sunna sometimes appear contradictory.
However, all show that its authority is directly linked to knowledge of the Qur´a>n. In
asserting this, al-Ghazali reduces the authority of the sunna to a matter of mere
understanding. To him, sunna is not a matter of applying rules and conditions established by
scholars who claim expertise in the field (‘ulu>m mus}t}alah} al-h}adi>th) or of merely memorising

11

One of the popular books that deals with the Orientalists and h}adi>th is by Mus}t}afa> al-Siba>‘ i>, Al-Sunna wa
Maka>natuha> fi´l-Tashri>’ al-Islami>, published in 1949 with many later editions. See also M. M. Azami, Studies
in Early H}adi>th Literature, American Trust Publication, 2001 (especially Chapter Five).
12
Ibid., pp.45-46.
13
Such as Rid}a>'s attitude towards the insect h}adi>th. See Al-Mana>r, Vol. 29, pp.48-49.
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thousands of ah}}a>di>th.14 Rather, to study and become a "true scholar" of prophetic sunna, alGhazali believed one would need to acquire "fiqh" (proper understanding).15 In turn, the
acquisition of fiqh requires in-depth study of the message of the Qur´a>n.16 Al-Ghazali
therefore puts emphasis on the organic relationship between the Qur´a>n and sunna17 which he
feels is needed to counter those (i.e. the salafi>s) who emphasise on studying sunna more than
the Qur´a>n.18 Al-Ghazali asserts his belief that true sunna originates from the Qur´a>n, and on
this point he echoes Ima>m Sha>fi‘i> who raised this in his book, Al-Risa>la.19 Al-Ghazali
affirmed that he believes "like most of the well-established scholars, that the rulings of s}ah}i>h}

ah}a>di>th were originally taken and deduced from the Qur´a>n. The Prophet inferred divine
support and heavenly elucidation from them".20 Al-Ghazali explains later that the Prophet
was, in his life and his actions, the embodiment of the teachings of the Holy Book.21
The Prophet's teachings, utterances, actions and affirmation are all a reflection of his deep
understanding of the Qur´a>n.22 Al-Ghazali may be contradicting himself as on the one hand
he speaks about the divine nature of the sunna, and on the other he speaks of the relation
between actions and the understanding of the Qur´a>n. One explanation of this possible
contradiction may be attributed to his style of writing, but it may be that al-Ghazali is trying
14

In Al-Sunna al-Nabawiyya (p.20) he said that "a little recitation of al-Qur´a>n and lots of reading of ah}a>di>th
will never give a very good picture of Islam". See also Al-Islam wa al-T}a>qa>t al-Mu‘at}ala, p.58 and al-Qarad}a>wi>,
Kayfa Nata’a>mal ma’ al-Sunna, p.27.
15
The term is used here differently from the way it is used by jurists as the word itself is often used to mean
"laws". However, al-Ghazali and other modern scholars go beyond this narrow usage. They point to the way
that the Qur´a>n uses it as the verse "these people are devoid of understanding," (59:13).
16
Al-Ghazali, Laysa Mina al-Islam, p.27 and Kayfa Nata’a>mal ma’ al-Qur´a>n, pp.61-62.
17
A similar point may be found in S}ubh}i@ al-S}al> ih}'s ‘Ulu>m al-H}adi>th wa Mus}t}alah}u, Da>r al-‘Ilm li´l-Mala>yyi>n,
Beirut, 1987, pp.301-306.
18
In Humu>m Da>‘iyah, al-Ghazali said, "Neglecting the Qur´a>n and the failure to understand its meaning is a
mental and psychological infirmity which will not be cured by an addiction to reading books on sunna," (p.23).
See also S}ali>h,} ‘Ulu>m al-H}adi>th wa Mus}t}alah}u, p.301.
19
Muh}ammad bin Idri>s Sha>fi‘i>, Al-Risa>la fi> Usu>l al-Fiqh (Treatise on the Foundation of Islamic Jurisprudence),
translated by Majid Khaduri, Islamic Texts Society, 1987, pp.58-60 and pp.111-112.
20
Ibid., p.208.
21
On the authority of sunna and its relationship with the Qur´a>n, see Ibn ‘Abd al-Birr, Ja>mi’ Baya>n al-‘Ilm wa
Fad}lihi> Da>r al-Kutub al-‘Ilmiyya, Beirut, 1978, Vol. 2, pp.188-190; Abu Isha>q al-Shat}ibi>, Al-Muwafaqa>t, Subhi>
al-S}ali>h}, ‘Ulu>m al-H}adi>th wa Mus}ta} lah}u, pp.291-294 and pp.301-303; and Muhammad Jama>l al-Di>n al-Qa>simi>,
Qawa>‘id al-Tah}di>th, Da>r al-Kutub al-I’lmiyya, Beirut, (n.d.) p.58.
22
Al-Ghazali, Min Huna> Na’lam, p.207 and Kayfa Nafham al-Islam, p.150.
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to draw the attention to the difference between Muhammad the infallible (i.e. ma’s}u>m), a
"man who was divinely inspired and rightly guided"23 and would never have said anything
which would contradict the core message of the Qur´a>n;24 and Muh}ammad the human being
(bashar). To this end al-Ghazali quotes a lengthy passage by Shaykh Muh}ammad al-Madani>
which differentiates between two types of prophetic actions i.e. those that reflect
Muh}ammad's mission as a Prophet which must be taken as acts of shari>‘a, and ones which
reflect his actions as a human being.25
Accordingly, al-Ghazali's emphasis on the complete conformity between the Qur´a>n and

sunna (between what he calls practical and theoretical) means that a h}adi>th will never
convey a message that contradicts the spirit of the Qur´a>n, and if this were the case such a

ha}di>th would never be accepted.26 This standpoint is further cemented when al-Ghazali
observes the way ah}a>di>th are misused by those claiming to defend them. In one of his
attacks, he commented that h}adi>th is as an excuse to spread anarchy.27
Al-Ghazali was eager to establish the interrelation between the Qur´a>n and sunna for two
reasons. Firstly to be in a position to be able to engage the critical evaluation of sunna, and
secondly to be part of a process which would enable him to find ways to understand a h}adi>th
to use for the good of the Muslim community. He was convinced of his position because a
vast collection of h}}adit>h containing hundreds of thousands of ah}a>di>th exists and some may
be of questionable value or used in the wrong context.28 Yet, here lies the crux of the matter
where al-Ghazali finds himself in deep water. In one fell swoop he simultaneously attempts
23

Al-Ghazali, Min Maqa>la>t al-Ghaza>li>, p. 217.
Al-Ghazali reflects the views of Abu> H}a>mid al-Ghaza>li>, Ibn H}azm and Abu> al-Baqa>´ (who considers the
sunna as a form of wah}y [revelation] in his Kuliyya>t). They differentiate between two types of wah}y – the
recited (Qur´a>n) and the inspired or taught to Muh}ammad by the Angle Gabriel. See al-S}al> ih},‘Ulu>m al-H}adi>th,
pp.301-303 and al-Qa>simi>, Qawa>‘id al-Tah}di>th, pp.58-59.
25
Al-Ghazali, Kayfa Nafham al-Islam, pp.151-154.
26
Al-Ghazali, Al-Islam wa al-T}aq> a>t al-Mu‘at}ala, p.58.
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Al-Ghazali, Sir Ta’khur al-Muslimi>n, p.115.
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Al-Ghazali, Kayfa Nafham al-Islam, p.153.
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to deal with both his grievances – against the Ahl al-Qur´a>n group in Egypt29 whose claims
he finds worthless and unable to withstand academic scrutiny,30 and against forces that
manipulate prophetic ah}a>di>th to suit their aims.31 As will become evident, al-Ghazali was
more concerned with the latter. As for the Ahl al-Qur´a>n in Egypt, he was aware of their
writings especially that of their lead intellectual Ah}mad S}ubh}i> Mans}ur> who is said to have a
love-hate relationship with al-Ghazali. It is worth noting that Mans}ur> claims that al-Ghazali
appropriated many of his views in Al-Sunna.32 He was a harsh critic of al-Ghazali with
regard to the Foda affair where he tried to expose al-Ghazali's contradictions in terms of
freedom of expression.33
In establishing the Qur´a>n-sunna relationship, al-Ghazali believed that he would be able
to question the s}ih}ha{ (authenticity) of prophetic ah}a>di>th. As he had planned, he went on to
question the s}ih}ha} (authenticity) and value of many ah}a>di>th, according to the criteria he set,
as the following examples will show. One of the ah}a>di>th al-Ghazali felt uncomfortable with
is the one narrated by ‘Abd Allah bin ‘Awn who wrote to Na>fi’ (mawla> of ‘Abd Allah Ibn
‘Umar), a companion of the Prophet, inquiring about whether it is allowed to attack one’s
adversaries unawares. Nafi’ replied that it was practiced by the Prophet and he cited the
campaign against the tribe of Bani> al-Mus}tl} aq (6H/628CE) where, according to Na>fi’,
Muslims raided them while they were "heedless (gha>ru>n) and their cattle were being watered
at the watering place".34 The h}adi>th is s}ah}i>h} (authentic) and is reported in both Bukha>ri> and
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Al-Ghazali, Laysa Mina al-Islam, p.39.
Al-Ghazali, Mi‘at Su’a>l ‘an al-Islam, Vol. 1, p.240.
31
He lamented the tendency of some groups to accept some fabricated ah}ad> i>th and to find some bases to
strengthen weak ah}a>di>th while they misunderstand the meaning of s}ah}ih> } ones. See Sir Ta’khur al-Muslimi>n,
p.115.
32
Al-Ghazali was full of praise for Mans}ur> , and included excerpts of Mans}ur> 's book as an example of how
Muslims should re-read their history with a critical eye. See Tura>huna> al-Fikri>, pp.108-113.
33
Ah}mad S}ubhi> Mans}ur> , Hadd al-Ridda (p.3 of the electronic copy accessed on 17 June 2012).
34
Al-Ghazali, Al-Sunna, p.103; Fiqh al-Si>ra, pp.10-11 and Jiha>d al-Da’wa, pp.12-16.
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Muslim35 which unfortunately, according to al-Ghazali, depicts the Prophet as a leader bent
on waging war rather than making peace.36 Al-Ghazali rejects it and argues that it
contradicts the essence of the Qur´a>n which affirms human choice and opposes compulsion
in religion – "la> ikra>ha fi> al-di>n," (2:256).
Al-Ghazali highlights the same contradiction found in the h}adi>th known as "g}}hara>ni>q"
which claims that the Prophet added verses in praise of Makkan idols to su>ra Al-Najm.37
According to al-Ghazali the whole h}adi>th contradicts the essence of the revelation which
affirms the Oneness of God. The idea that the Prophet praised the Makkan idols seems
bizarre to al-Ghazali. Likewise, the verses they claim to have been added contradict Verse
53:21-23.38
Despite the fact that sunna is the second source of Islamic law, al-Ghazali reiterates that

sunna by its nature varies both in s}ih}h}a and meaning. Additionally, in order to give it due
importance, al-Ghazali affirms the status of sunna as "the second pillar of the religion",39
albeit with a reminder that sunna "needs someone knowledgeable of its isna>d (chain of
narration) capable of understanding its contents and, above all, well-versed in the Qur´a>n, its
meanings and its purposes".40 This said, al-Ghazali always believed that differences exist
between the Qur´a>n and sunna, not least because the Qur´a>n stands as eternal proof of
Muh}ammad's prophethood. This merits a more focused discussion on sunna in the next
section.
35

S}ah}ih> } Bukha>ri>, Kita>b al-‘Itq, 2541 and S}ah}i>h} Muslim, Kita>b al-Jiha>d, 4519.
Another example of a h}adi>th which contradicts the Qur´a>nic verses (17:15), (6:131), (32:3) and (34:44) is one
reported on the authority of Abu> Hurayra where the Prophet pleaded with God to allow him to pray for his
mother.
37
Ibn H}ajar al-‘Asqala>ni>, Fath} al-Ba>ri> bi Sharh} S}ah}i>h} al-Bukha>ri>, Da>r al-Raya>n, Cairo, Vol. 8, pp.293-294.
38
Al-Ghazali lashed out at Ibn H}ajar al-‘Asqala>ni > regarding this story. See Tura>thuna> al-Fikri>, pp.157-158 and
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The status of sunna with regard to the Qur´a>n
It is accepted by all believing Muslims that the Qur´a>n that exists today is exactly as
revealed to the Prophet fifteen hundred years ago despite contrary arguments from sceptics.
However, the consensus breaks down in respect of sunna despite all efforts to protect it from
corruption and fabrication. Fabricated ah}a>di>th are rejected and strict criteria have been set to
regulate the assessment of others, yet the task of separating the s}ah}i>h} from the mawd}u’>
(fabricated) is still beset with problems. Al-Ghazali does not question h}adi>th collection and
compilation methodology41 provided any word attributed to the Prophet must be judged
according to the Qur´a>n in order to prove its s}ih}ha} .42
The problem is not what the Prophet has or has not said, rather it lies with the h}adi>th
itself and those who attribute ah}a>di>th to him. Al-Ghazali supports his view by referring to
Abu> Hani>fa (93-179H/712-795CE) who said, "My rejection of reports contradicting the
Qur´a>n, and which someone attributes to the Prophet, is not a rejection of the Prophet
himself, but a rejection of the person who falsely reports from him. In this case the
accusation falls upon him (the one who reports falsely), not the Prophet."43 Based on this, alGhazali tries to present his case on sunna.
As explained, al-Ghazali's approach to sunna is motivated by many factors such as
Muslims' misunderstanding of it, the spread of ah}a>di>th that leave a negative impact on
Muslim life thereby further distorting the image of Islam and finally, the lack of proper
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understanding of the function of sunna. Al-Ghazali was aware from the start that the
distortion of sunna affects the approach to the Qu´ra>n and its message.44
Taking these concerns together, al-Ghazali advocates an approach to sunna based on four
aspects. The first is the acceptance of ah}a>di>th deemed by experts to be weak, provided they
do not contradict basic beliefs, and as long as the h}adi>th itself remains within the boundaries
of established knowledge regarding ethics and morality. The second calls for an evaluation of

ah}a>di>th deemed s}ah}i>h} by experts, but where their meaning contradicts the message of the
Qur´a>n. In applying this, he rejected some ah}a>di>th s}ah}i>h}a when he wrote Fiqh al-Si>ra, the
biography of the Prophet. The third calls for a proper understanding of the time and context
of the occasion on which the h}adi>th was reported, or ah}a>di>th that the experts term "asba>b

wuru>d al-h}adi>th".45 Al-Ghazali believes that by collating the variations, the scholar would be
in a position to see that the emphasis shifted from one issue to another according to the time,
place and the priorities of the Muslim community. The fourth lays much emphasis on
teaching the important elements of the faith while discarding the less important issues.46 On
one occasion, al-Ghazali asserted that Muslims need only know a few ah}a>di>th to manage
their religious life.47 He said, "Muslims ought to be taught what is important and relevant to
their needs, and according to their mental capacity. Reports which give details of the Day of
Judgment (known as ah}a>di>th al-fitan), free will and predestination will not benefit the
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masses who are not mentally capable of studying them."48 In this al-Ghazali echoes Rashi>d
Rid}a> who questioned the relevance of such ah}a>di>th in the life of Muslims.49
Al-Ghazali attempts to show how varying reports differ in their meaning and the
emphasis through the example of ah}a>di>th concerning the question "What deed does Allah
like best?" On one occasion the Prophet responded that the best deed is reading the Qur´a>n.
On another, he mentioned that the best deeds are first, to perform prayers on time; second, to
care for one's parents; and third, jiha>d.50 A further report states that the Prophet said that the
deeds Allah likes best are first, the articles of faith; the second, jiha>d; and third, a blessed
H}ajj.51
In interpreting these ah}a>di>th al-Ghazali means to show how sunna serves the maqa>s}id
(goals) of the Qur´a>n.52 His aim is to show that each of these narrations is meant to alert
Muslims to the most important ethos needed at any particular time. The Prophet, in giving
these different responses, was taking into account the circumstances of the people and their
needs. Al-Ghazali concludes that each of these narrations should not be taken in isolation,
and that Muslims should extract the moral of the h}adi>th, and prioritise their needs according
to their situation.53 It seems obvious, therefore, that al-Ghazali tried to determine the proper
approach to sunna – an approach guided by Qur´a>nic teachings. However, despite the
safeguards he tried to put forward, al-Ghazali still ran into problems. One of these concerns
his treatment of weak ah}a>di>th. He is seen by his opponents as trying to use ah}a>di>th belonging
to this category while rejecting those proven to be s}ah}i>h}.
48
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Weak h}adi>th
Critics of h}adi>th differentiate between two types of h}adi>th. Those with a strong sanad are

s}}ah}i>h} and those with a discontinuity in the chain of narration or a chain with a questionable
narrator are d}}a‘i>f (weak). Weak ah}a>di>th, popular among preachers, ascetics, Sufis and to a
certain extent qus}sa} >s} (storytellers),54 are therefore defined in relation to s}ah}i>h} h}adi>th. Thus,
any h}adi>th lacking the classification of s}ah}i>h} is deemed to be weak.55 However, this is not as
clear-cut as it may seem due to the introduction by scholars of h}adi>th of an array of different
classifications of weak ah}a>di>th varying in strength within ‘ilm al-jarh} wa al-ta’di>l (critique of
the reliability of h}ad>ith narrators) according to the requirements of the then established
theory of h}adi>th criticism.
The views of these scholars on the status of weak traditions may be divided into three
strands, namely the total rejection of the use of or reference to weak ah}a>di>th,56 the rejection
of these ah}a>di>th in matters of law (but allowing their use in matters relating to fad}a’> il al-

‘ama>l [good deeds] or wa>’iz} [preaching]),57 and lastly the elevation of these weak ah}a>di>th to
the status of s}ah}i>h} by tracing the different narrations – for example, where there is more than
one report on the same issue, the scholar would be able to determine the origins of the h}adi>th
and accord it more substance.58
Weak ah}a>di>th also have their origins in books on si>ra (the Prophet's life) and his magha>zi>
(expeditions). They later became integrated into history books. The existence of a vast
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volume of weak ah}a>di>th led Muslim scholars to introduce a new field of h}adi>th criticism
known as "takhri>j", where other reports are sought to corroborate a h}adi>th to enable it to
reach the status of s}ah}i>h.59 Some scholars even went so far as to set conditions on how weak

ah}a>di>th could or should be used. These include, inter alia, the condition that a h}adi>th must
not be too weak, not be related to belief and laws, and not state something contrary to
common sense.60
Taking these constraints into consideration, al-Ghazali understands the limited role of
weak ah}a>di>th within these requirements. However, he then deviates from it by saying that
the criteria of s}ah}i>h} and d}a‘i>f is not so much related to the chain, rather it is linked to the

matn itself. In order to judge the h}adi>th, one must look closely at the text. If, for example, a
h}adi>th praises honesty and lambasts falsehood then, according to al-Ghazali, there is no harm
in accepting it as it does not add any new information or knowledge.
Sometimes a h}adi>th has a weak sanad, but its matn either confirms or complements a
Qur´a>nic virtue. In this situation al-Ghazali poses the question why a h}adi>th should be
judged to be weak on the basis of a defect in its chain while the matn is sound? Al-Ghazali
does not suggest that conditions laid down by scholars should not be taken into
consideration. Rather, he suggests that there are ways to strengthen an al-qari>b al-d}a‘i>f (a
relatively weak h}adi>th) with other strong aha>}di>th with similar meanings, even if they have
different chains of narrators.61 He further argues that weak ah}a>di>th are not related to
practical aspects of life and, as such, scholars through the ages have tolerated and used them
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in da’wa.62 Al-Ghazali sees no harm in using "words" attributed to the Prophet within the
roles agreed by the ‘ulama>´.63
The realm in which weak ah}a>di>th have been confined to is that of preaching. In this alGhazali brings into the discussion his experiences as a da>‘iyah. He explains that the nature of
preaching is based on stirring the audience's emotions, and opening their hearts using every
means at the preacher's disposal, including the use of fact or fiction. According to al-Ghazali,
when he worked as a preacher he "worked hard to establish the meaning of the h}adi>th on a
solid base, and then use it in the right place".64 This alludes to his view that not everyone is
capable of using h}adi>th d}a‘i>f, therefore, only the knowledgeable should have the authority to
use them responsibly in the right context and only on issues other than faith and law.65
Additionally, the preacher must possess proper knowledge of the religion, its principles, its
goals and, most importantly, the true sunna of the Prophet. Al-Ghazali recognises that it may
be problematic for a preacher to take a weak h}adi>th on its own where there may not be
conformity with the general teachings of the faith.66 In such situations, his view is that it
would be "better to close the gate".67
Al-Ghazali, it would seem, feels that lay Sufis are more attached to weak ah}a>di>th,68
leading scholars to call for a ban on the use of weak ah}a>di>th.69 While al-Ghazali values their
view, he nonetheless believes that even s}ah}i>h} ah}a>di>th should not be taught without a broad
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understanding of the maqa>s}id (aims) and us}ul> (principles) of Islam. He also emphasises the
need to support s}ah}i>h} with other highly established and sound reports namely from the
Qur´a>n and mutawa>tir.70 According to him, "If we accepted a riwa>ya (weak report) and
afterwards find one which is stronger, then we should only accept the authentic report until
we have a stronger one to support it."71 He therefore considers the criteria used by scholars
to rule on a h}adi>th as s}ah}i>h} or d}a‘i>f to be one and the same. This said, only the s}ah}i>h} should
be accepted when there is stronger evidence.72
Al-Ghazali's idea that a weak report should not be accepted until a stronger one to
support is found, is confusing. If there is stronger evidence, why should weak reports be
accepted? Again al-Ghazali seems to neglect the muh}addithu>n's view on the relationship
between s}ah}i>h} and mutawa>tir, for if every s}ah}i>h} h}adi>th is to be judged in the light of the

mutawa>tir, then all ah}a>di>th would end up being rejected because the majority of them are
narrated through a single chain, and only a few are judged to be mutawa>tir. In order to
illustrate al-Ghazali's understanding and application of d}a‘i>f, the debate on the religious
basis for the celebration of the night of Sha’ba>n, will be assessed in detail.

Night of Sha’ba>n celebrations
Celebrating the night of the fifteenth of Sha’ba>n is an area where al-Ghazali tries to
convince people that weak ah}a>di>th may be effective without having a negative impact on
belief, and that it may even enhance faith as well as encourage believers to remember the
Almighty.73 For many years, Muslims around the world have been accustomed to observing
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particular rituals such as fasting and holding special gatherings to mark the occasion.74 This
is an issue which has long divided the scholars due to the lack of ah}a>di>th s}ah}i>h}a to indicate
that this night should be celebrated.
All the ah}a>di>th cited in support of this observance are weak and do not have the status of

s}ah}i>h.} 75 These include ah}a>di>th which say that the night mentioned in Verse 3 of Al-Dukha>n
is in fact the night of Sha’ba>n. Al-Ghazali says that the night in question is Laylat al-Qadr,
and he cites Ibn Kathi>r on this matter,76 all of which means that no authentic religious basis
for the observance of the night exists when in Islam any "religious" festivity must be
justified on solid grounds. Regardless, while accepting that Muslims who mark this night go
beyond what is accepted, al-Ghazali also indicates that the issue merits a closer look at the

ah}a>di>th used to validate the celebration.
He gives some indication that there is a religious basis for it, even if it is gleaned from a
number of different narrations. He points to the fact that most of the ah}a>di>th reported in alMundhiri>'s (581-656H) Al-Targ}{hi>b wa al-Tarhi>b supports, albeit theoretically, the
observance.77 The underlying message is similar to ah}a>di>th reported in S}ah}i>h> Muslim in
which the Almighty at a particular time of the night answers the prayers of his servants.78
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Al-Ghazali remarks that as the observance concerns prayer and contemplation, there is no
harm in marking this night.79
Al-Mundhiri> reports that the only issue al-Ghazali has with some of these ah}a>di>th is the
amount of dubious detail they go into in respect of belief and the Hereafter, going so far as to
designate those who will be rewarded by God, and those who will incur His wrath.80
However, al-Ghazali seems to accept the reports that speak generally of God's blessings on
this night, such as the one attributed to ‘A>´isha who is reported to have said that the Prophet
told her that Jibri>l came to him and told him that "this is the night of Sha’ba>n where Allah
saves many from Hellfire, and He will not look at the unbeliever, the one who harbours
hatred in his heart and causes troubles in the society".81 Al-Ghazali says that by excluding
such people from the blessings of the night, Allah is urging Muslims to purge society from
what he calls "crimes".82
Al-Ghazali believes that as long as the spirit and traditional acts of the night are
acceptable in themselves, there can be no harm in observing them if it is merely considered
as an act of devotion. However, problems arise when it is considered to be an extra special
moment, more so than at any other time when God's benevolence would prevail upon the
good. Thus al-Ghazali appears to be torn between favouring the night on the basis that

ah}a>di>th supporting it do not contradict other authentic ah}a>di>th on the benefits of nightly
vigil, and being well aware that more importance than it merits is attached to it, particularly
as a special night of salvation.83
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The above discussion shows that al-Ghazali judges ah}a>di>th on celebrating the night of
Sha’ba>n on the basis of their meaning rather than the soundness of the isna>d. His approach
runs against the way the muh}addithu>n read ah}a>di>th on this issue. For them all aha>di>th
concerning this night are d}a‘i>f, munkar (odd), or wa>hi> (unfounded>).
Unlike al-Ghazali, Shaltu>t argues that any religious celebration must be based on na>s}s}
(text).84 The latter is not against the celebration, but rejects attaching a religious label to it
as he believes that all ah}a>di>th cited to support it are weak, if not fabricated.85 He additionally
believes that prayer and supplication pertaining to that particular night have no religious
basis, and leads to the distortion of the true meaning of the Qur´a>n.86 Shaltu>t states that the
verses which are often quoted by supporters of the celebration are taken out of context.87
Al-Ghazali's approach to the use of ah}a>di>th d}a‘i>fa is true to his approach where the
meaning of ah}a>di>th becomes more important than the chain. In such a case, however, he does
not generate controversy as he limits the use of weak traditions to the realm of preaching. He
may be forgiven for taking this stand but for the fact that he goes too far in testing his
approach when using it to tackle the function of a>h}a>d ah}a>di>th where he becomes unstuck
because he rejects some ah}a>di>th considered to be authentic. Al-Ghazali's views on h}adi>th al-

a>ha} >d warrant further discussion below.

H}adi>th alal-a>ha} d>
Ah}a>di>th al-a>ha>d are one of the issues that al-Ghazali tried to tackle, and which has
probably courted the most heated response from the salafi> camp who disagree with him as
84
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will be explained below. The disagreement revolves around the status (h}ujji>yat) of a>h}a>d in
matters of creed. It should be said that the debate intensified when al-Ghazali published Al-

Sunna. The controversy the book created still remains long after al-Ghazali's death.
Al-Ghazali laid out his views on khabar al-a>h}a>d on many occasions.88 He reiterated the
same idea over and over again, but the gist of his thinking on this issue emphasises his view
that any h}adi>th belonging to this category only yields a z}ann (strong probability) of what the
report is stating. This is compared with the mutawa>tir which yields yaqi>n (certainty). As
such, a>h}a>d can only be used in fiqh, and has no role to play in ‘aqi>da (faith). To him, any

h}adi>th reported by one or two narrators, and whose s}ih}h}a has been established comes second
in strength after the Qur´a>n and the mutawa>tir. He opines, "The destiny of the world of Islam
should not hang on a h}adi>th which was reported by only one or two persons."89 According to
al-Ghazali, any h}adi>th ah}a>d should be rejected if it contradicts the mutawa>tir.90 On one
occasion al-Ghazali even said that he refused to link the future of Islam to the "insect"

h}adi>th91 and the h}adi>th where Mu>sa> (Moses>) was reported to have poked the eye of the Angel
of Death.92 He reaffirms his view by saying, "Our ‘ulama>´, the majority of them, believe that
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h}adi>th al-A@h}a>d wa al-H}adi>th al-Mutawa>tir," Al-Mana>r, Vol. 11, No. 6,(1908), pp.456-457.
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a>ha} >d h}adi>th are a source of law in terms of furu>’ (branches), but it will be dismissed if we
have a stronger source."93
According to al-Ghazali, "a stronger source" includes the general meaning of the Qur´a>n,
a strong analogy (qiya>s) and the like.94 In order to show how the narrator's short memory
could affect the strength of the h}adi>th, al-Ghazali gives as an example a report on the number
of ‘umra the Prophet performed during his life. It is established that he performed four, all of
which were during the month of Dhu al-Qa‘ida.95 However, ‘Abd Allah Ibn ‘Umar, one of
the Companions said that the Prophet performed one of them in the month of Rajab. ‘A>´isha
rejected his claim, saying that the Prophet never did such a thing.96 In commenting on this,
al-Ghazali remarks, "How can ah}a>d yield certainty?"
Al-Ghazali, in limiting the function of this type of ah}a>di>th, asserts that he was merely
reporting the classical views on a>h}a>d.97 He argues against those who take a>ha} >d to mean
certainty as with mutawa>tir. He rejects the view which is attributed to Ibn al-S}ala>h} (577643H/1181-1245CE) that a>h}a>d yields certainty.98 Al-Ghazali says that this view is neither
accepted by the majority of the ‘ulama>´, nor is it popular among them.99 However, he also
points out that the H}anbali> school of fiqh employs a>h}a>d in both ‘usu>l (fundamental) and furu>’
(details/branches)100 because the H}ana>>bila and their followers of ahl al-h}adi>th concentrate on
the soundness of the sanad, and ignore conditions relating to the matn such as the absence of

shudhu>dh (irregularities) and the absence of ‘illa qa>dih}a} (hidden defects).
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Al-Ghazali gives four reasons to support his view on the status of a>ha} d> . The first concerns
the narrator or narrators. He raises questions on the capacity of their memory because, as
human beings, they are prone to forget or ignore some details of the report.101 Further,
reporters often differed in the way they report one single event. The second is based on
analogy and relates to measures taken in order to ensure equity of the shari>‘a. For example,
judges ask for two witnesses (shuhu>d) to establish the legal process. If this is deemed
necessary in worldly affairs, what more in faith?102 The analogy here might not convince the

muh}addithu>n, but this is al-Ghazali's way of showing that a>h}a>d cannot be taken as evidence
for matters of faith. It is worth pointing out here that the muh}addithu>n say that there are
many differences between shaha>da (testimony) which is presented to courts of justice and

riwa>ya which, according to the scholars of h}adi>th, is the transmission of a report to a
muh}addith, but not a judge. Al-Suyu>t}i> in Tadri>b al-Ra>wi> discusses twenty-one differences
between the two. For example, they are different in that a particular number is necessary in

shaha>da, but not in riwa>ya.103
Al-Ghazali's third reason relates to the way fuqaha>´ of the madha>hib disagree between
themselves on one issue, namely the way they come to know of a report or miss another. He
says that some of them may have heard of the a>ha} >d, while others may have heard, but have
forgotten it.104 In this situation, al-Ghazali asks whether this is the right way to report
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matters of faith.105 He likens a>ha} >d to a press report, or an interview conducted by one or two
reporters with a head of state.106
As for the fourth reason, al-Ghazali points to the fact the al-mutawa>tir is contents (matn)
"protected", whether in part or wholly, while in the case of a>h}a>d some "have been rejected by
the fuqaha>´ on the basis of their strength".107 According to him, a>ha} >d is very good evidence
in itself, as long as there is no other stronger report to override it. For example, Ima>m Ma>lik
(80-150H/699-767CE), may have preferred the practice of the people of Madina over an ah}a>d
report.108 Also, the Ah}na>f may take analogy as a stronger source of law, rather than an a>h}a>d

h}adi>th with a questionable sanad.109
Despite the fact that al-Ghazali has a seemingly strong argument, it is obvious that
approaches to ah}a>di>th al-a>h}a>d presented in his writings are very similar to the method
employed by the fuqaha>´ as opposed to the muh}addithu>n.110 He seems to accept the H}anafi>
line on a>ha} >d. Abu> Hani>fa refused to employ a>h}a>d on issues relating to what is h}ala>l
(permissible) and what is h}ara>m (prohibited) because he believed that such matters needed
proof which carries absolute authority.111 Al-Ghazali also seems to be guided by what he had
acquired at Al-Azhar, where he was taught only one line of argument – that a>h}a>d has no
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absolute power and only works in matters of furu>’.112 Given al-Ghazali's view on a>h}a>d, it
would be useful therefore to analyse its treatment by the fuqaha>´ and muh}addithu>n.

A>ha} d> according to the muh}addithu>n and fuqaha>´
It is important to note from the outset that the jurists were the first to classify ah}a>di>th
into mutawa>tir and a>h}a>d, while the muh}addithu>n based their classification of the s}ih}h}a of the

h}adi>th on whether it is s}ah}i>h} or d}a‘i>f. Although a>ha} >d can mean any h}adi>th reported by one
transmitter, most scholars accept that a>ha} >d is any h}adi>th that does not fulfil the requirements
of the mutawa>tir. As such, it is possible that an ah}a>d ha}di>th is transmitted by one or more.113
As for the strength of a h}adi>th, this may be judged according to its matn – s}ah}i>h>, d}a‘i>f or

h}asan, or in accordance with the number of transmitters – mashhu>r, ‘azi>z or ghari>b.114
The strength of a h}adi>th is therefore subject to much debate among scholars. The jumhu>r
(majority of the ‘ulama>´) believe that a>h}a>d yields only a z}ann, which means that the h}adi>th
should not be followed or applied in practical matters.115 This is the opinion of the H}anafi>
and Sha>fi’i> schools of fiqh, together with the majority of the Ma>liki>s. However, Ah}mad Ibn
H}anbal, Abu> Da>wu>d al-Z}a>hiri> and Ibn H}azm believed that a>h}a>d yields a certain knowledge
which entails ‘ilm and ‘amal (application/practice).116
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As highlighted previously, among the fuqaha>´ who accept the authority of such a>ha} di>th,
some tend to prefer certain practices over a>ha} >d on the basis of strength. This explains Ima>m
Ma>lik's preference for ‘amal ahl al-Madi>na over a>h}a>d. The logic behind this is that the
Madani> practice is more reflective of the Prophet's teachings.117 Nevertheless, both the

fuqaha>´ and muh}addithu>n laid down five conditions in order for a>ha} >d to be accepted as
evidence in shari>‘a, three of which relate to the transmitter in terms of his intelligence,
manners and so on as well as the consistency of the chain. Two of the conditions are to do
with the nature of the matn in that the h}adi>th should be free from shudhu>dh (irregularity or
contradiction with other strong sources) and ‘illa qa>dih}a.118 Al-Ghazali believes that these
last have not received due attention from the scholars.119
Since content criticism forms the centrepiece of al-Ghazali's approach to sunna, he is very
strict in respect of a>ha} >d, and even rejects some ah}a>di>th deemed s}ah}i>h} by h}adi>th scholars. AlGhazali's consideration of a>ha} >d forms part of his attempt to lay down a strong theoretical
foundation for his position based on practical issues. Al-Ghazali's views on a>h}a>d should be
understood in the context of the debate in Egypt regarding the authority of sunna in general
and a>ha} >d in particular. This debate began roughly at the beginning of the twentieth century
and first appeared in Al-Mana>r magazine. It also involves other scholars who came under the
influence of ‘Abduh. They all reject, albeit in different ways, the use of a>h}a>d to prove
matters of faith.120 Some, like ‘Abduh reject certain ah}a>di>th which do not conform to reason.
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He rejected, for example, ah}a>di>th about sih}r (the spell put on the Prophet by a magician)121
because they contradict the Qur´a>n and the spirit of its message.122 His student Rid}a> rejected
the h}adi>th which speaks of the splitting of the moon even though it is reported in Bukha>ri>
and Muslim.123
Rid}a,> in applying matn criticism on this and similar ah}a>di>th, felt that the muh}addithu>n
were lenient in their acceptance of the different reports of the h}adi>th, and that they were
motivated by the zeal to increase the numbers of the miracles of the Prophet because it is
easy to convince the lay Muslim in this way more than through the Qur´a>n.124 Shaltu>t, on his
part, has some reservations about the punishment of the renegade.125 He considers the h}adi>th,
"man badala di>nahu> fa uqtulu>h" (whoever reneges on his belief, kill him) used to punish the
renegade as a>ha}>d, while the revealed Qur´a>nic verse (2:217) does not specify any punishment
except for the nullification of the deeds of the renegade in the Hereafter. 126
Al-Ghazali, being seen as continuing ‘Abduh's views, is rejected by the followers of
Muh}ammad Ibn ‘Abd al-Wahha>b who accuse him of being a rationalist and follower of the
Qur´a>nis. Their views are not surprising, and could have been ignored had al-Ghazali not
engaged them in a long and heated debate. Both sides traded accusations and did not spare
anything at their disposal to rebut, and at times discredit, each other. The war of words took
its final shape when al-Ghazali published Al-Sunna. This resulted in a stream of publications
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in response which attacked the book and what they deemed to be anti-sunna views. Two
examples of how al-Ghazali was attacked follows in the next section.

The Reaction
Among the many books published to rebut al-Ghazali's views, two were written by Saudi
scholars, each one representing a trend within the Saudi salafi> movement. The books are Fi

H}iwa>r Ha>di>’ Ma‘a al-Shaykh Muh}ammad al-Ghaza>li> (1988) and Kashf Ma>wqif al-Ghaza>li>
min al-Sunna wa Ahliha> (1988).127 The first is by Shaykh Salma>n Ibn Fahad al-‘Au>da who
represents what is known as "masha>yikh al-s}ah}wa" (the Shuyu>kh of the Awakening),128 and
the second by Rabi>’ Bin Ha>di> al-Madkhali> who represents a group called "Al-Ja>miyya",
known for their close relationship with the late Saudi Crown Prince Na>yif Bin ‘Abd al-‘Azi>z
(1934-2012).
The founder of this group is Muh}ammad Ibn Ama>n al-Ja>mi> (1930-1995). It emerged
before (or during) the first Gulf War in 1990 to counter the rise of the S}ah}wa leaders. It is
interesting to see the way they tried to rebut al-Ghazali's views as they were politically, and
to a certain extent ideologically, at opposite ends. Despite their differences, they were united
in their condemnation of al-Ghazali, and one can infer from their criticism the following
points they shared:
1.

his lack of knowledge of h}adi>th due to him being a wa>’iz},129

2.

their accusation that he disrespects the scholars of h}adi>th,130

3.

his selective approach in accepting weak h}adi>th while rejecting a>h}a>d,131
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4.

he follows his own desires by accepting and rejecting as he pleases,132

5.

his emotional style affects his judgment of the sunna,133

6.

they consider him a rationalist as well as an Ash‘arite,134 and

7.

he sows the seeds of division among Muslims.135

On the question of a>h}ad>, al-‘Au>da and al-Madkhali> follow the same method to examine
al-Ghazali's views. However, their tone as well as the manner in which they presented their
case differ. Al-‘Au>da rejects that a>ha} >d means only z}ann, and states that h}adi>th scholars never
differentiated between a>ha>d and other ah}a>di>th concerning ‘aqi>da.136 He advances a
proposition that ah}a>di>th which deals with shari>‘a also carry elements of belief, meaning that
when one follows the injunctions instilled in the report, one in fact obeys God.137 Al-‘Au>da
adds that any a>h}a>d h}adi>th may yield certainty if there is strong evidence supporting it.138
However, the presence of strong evidence may lead the faqi>h to reject a>ha} >d, as was the
practice of the fuqaha>´. As for al-Madkhali>, he argues that the strength of a>h}a>d stems from
the acceptance of the umma of the h}adi>th, that the h}adi>th is known to the muh}addithu>n and,
above all, is supported by the Qur´a>n.
In order to prove the weakness of al-Ghazali's argument and to expose what they see as
the lack of his knowledge of h}adi>th, al-‘Au>da and al-Madkhali> examined most of the ah}a>di>th
rejected by al-Ghazali on the bases of being a>h}a>d. It is worth looking at what follows to
show the differences between al-Ghazali's approach and that of al-‘Au>dah and al-Madkhali>.
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Wailing
Wailing for the dead
One of the a>h}adi>th which al-Ghazali criticised is one reported in Bukha>ri> and Muslim
which states that "a dead person is punished by the wailing of his family".139 Al-Ghazali
reports ‘A>´isha's objection of the h}adi>th and how she reminded those who reported it that it
contradicts the Qur´a>nic verse "no soul will bear another's burden," (39:7). According to alGhazali what ‘A>´isha did should be the basis of how we judge sunna in relation to the
Qur´a>n.140 However, despite ‘A>´isha's objection, al-Ghazali comments upon the hadi>th by
saying that it is "still in al-S}ih}a>h}".141
Al-‘Au>da and al-Madkhali> believe that ‘A>´isha's view does not represent the majority and
even if she rejected it many of the s}ah}a>ba did report it. Al-‘Au>da in particular points out that
the "wailing" in the h}adi>th does not mean the punishment of the deceased, but that the
deceased will be in pain when he hears their wailing for him, a point al-‘Au>da believes alGhazali failed to understand. Al-Madkhali> on his part says that al-Ghazali has no right nor is
he even qualified to reject a h}adi>th which has been accepted by the whole umma. He goes on
to present a long-winded rebuttal without structuring his argument as al-‘Au>da did by
representing his argument in six points. At times it is difficult to follow al-Madkhali>'s
argument because he thinks that his strength lies in how many references he cites.142
Al-Ghazali defends his position by accusing his critics of lacking proper methodology in
approaching sunna, and emphasising that he is merely conveying the views of the early

h}adi>th scholars.143 He said the rejection of one or two h}adi>th does not amount to a rejection
of sunna. While al-Ghazali rejects the role of a>ha} >d in matters of ‘aqi>da, he says that the
139
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founders of the four schools of fiqh rejected some ah}a>di>th on the basis of strong evidence.144
He further says that his approach does not deviate from the criteria agreed upon by the

muh}addithu>n, and which is articulated by Rashi>d Rid}a> who said, "It is necessary to
differentiate between laws which are sanctioned by the Qur´a>n, and those which are based on

a>ha} >d and the analogies of the fuqaha>´. Anyone who rejects the former will be considered a
ka>fir (unbeliever), while he who rejects any of the latter will have to find a reason for the
rejection. It is reported that many mujta>hid have views which are in stark contrast to

s}ah}ih}."145
The most important point in the salafi> criticism of al-Ghazali is their inherent failure to
understand the evolution of al-Ghazali's ideas. They therefore tend to overlook the
intellectual phases he experienced throughout his life. It is fair to say that al-‘Au>da
acknowledged this, but did not follow it up throughout his book, especially when he
presented al-Ghazali's view on women.146 The same defect is noted in al-Madkhali>'s criticism
which accuses al-Ghazali of supporting socialism even though al-Ghazali later changed his
views.147
Al-Ghazali may well have put himself in an awkward position by assuming that he is able
to tackle a sensitive issue such as sunna by merely relying on his reputation as an
international ‘a>lim and a moderate voice.148 Al-Ghazali's valiant efforts to defend his stand
notwithstanding, it has fallen on his long-time friend and erstwhile student, al-Qarad}a>wi> to
further clarify his position and defend his approach.
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Al> i>'s defence of alAl-Qarad}aw
al-Ghazali
As stated at the beginning of this chapter, al-Ghazali's views on sunna were defended by
an array of books written to ward off salafi> attacks, but al-Qarad}a>wi> is foremost in defending
him. Al-Qarad}a>wi>'s Kayfa Nata’a>mal ma’ al-Sunna was commissioned by the same institute
(IIIT) that commissioned al-Ghazali before him, and is seen as an attempt to clarify and
defend al-Ghazali's position.149 Al-Qarad}a>wi> generally acknowledges the fact that his friend
and teacher is harsh and impatient in tackling issues related to sunna, and may have gone too
far in rejecting some valid ah}a>di>th.150 However, he nevertheless strongly defends the manner
in which al-Ghazali treats a>ha} >d. He purports to demonstrate that al-Ghazali's views on the
issue are not at odds with the majority of the ‘ulama>´151 (meaning h}adi>th scholars), and he
went so far as to say that there is a body of evidence from Ah}mad Ibn H}anbal which supports
al-Ghazali's views on a>h}a>d. Al-Qarad}a>wi> says that Hanbali> scholars' disagreement on ‘a>h}a>d is
due to different reports from Ibn H}anbal himself on the status of a>h}a>d, but according to alQarad}a>wi> research has led him to conclude that the leading Hanbali> scholars are of the view
that a>h}a>d yields only strong a possibility.152 Consequently, al-Qarad}a>wi> believes that matters
of ‘aqi>da have to be based on yaqi>n (certain knowledge).153
Al-Qarad}a>wi> does not go as far as his teacher, and tries to take a neutral stance
concerning sensitive issues. Al-Qarad}a>wi>'s endeavour to present a convincing argument
fights shy of courting controversy154 as in the case of the h}adi>th "inna abi> wa aba>ka fi>’> l-na>r".
149
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In response to a question as to where his father was, the Prophet is said to have replied, "My
father (parents) and yours are doomed to Hellfire." This h}adi>th is reported in S}ah}ih> }

Muslim,155 but is rejected by al-Ghazali on the grounds that its meaning contradicts certain
Qur´a>nic verses.156 Al-Qarad}a>wi> states that the reason for his neutral stance is that "when it
comes to s}ah}i>h} ah}a>di>th I prefer not to rule it out in case there are hidden meanings I am not
able to discern".157
It would appear that al-Qarad}a>wi> is in total agreement with al-Ghazali's methodology,
but differences lie in the way al-Ghazali tries to address thorny issues. On a>ha} >d, al-Qarad}a>wi>
does not disagree with al-Ghazali on some of the decisions he has taken in respect of certain

aha>di>th Looking at the overall discussions in his book, Kayfa Nata’a>mal ma’ al-Sunna, close
similarities between the two may be found.

The role
role of the muh}addith and the faqi>h
Al-Ghazali's understanding of the role of a>ha} >d is linked to the way he understands the
relationship between fiqh and h}adi>th. In order to clarify his position, it is necessary to revisit
his emphasis on the separate roles of the muh}addith and the faqi>h regarding sunna. AlGhazali makes it very clear that they function in separate realms. At times he would speak of
their roles as being complementary,158 while at other times he would emphasise the
superiority of the faqi>h over the muh}addith.159 This may be taken as his approach to the
reinstatement of the role of the faqi>h in reading sunna.160 The importance of ah}a>di>th to the
study of law forms the basis upon which modern Muslim scholars have re-read and re-
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evaluated ah}a>di>th as a way of both implementing shari>‘a and questioning certain practices.
Al-Ghazali's interest may be understood in this light, but his concern with h}adi>th and law
should not be separated from his overall concern with sunna itself, as understood and
practised by those who claim to champion its cause.
As previously mentioned, al-Ghazali sometimes uses the term "fiqh" in the generic sense,
especially when he speaks about the function of sunna in relation to the Qur´a>n.161 When a
question arises about fatwa>, he speaks specifically about the vital role of the fuqaha>´ in
understanding sunna. He believes that by using h}adi>th appropriately, fiqh scholars make

ah}a>di>th more accessible to the layman in a way which enables answers to be obtained
concerning life's daily challenges.162 In this way al-Ghazali gives jurists a key role in
understanding sunna. He rationalises this saying that only a trained faqi>h would be able to
interpret a specific report in light of the Qur´a>n. Accordingly, the faqi>h is the one capable of
understanding h}adi>th according to fiqh al-maqa>s}id.
Al-Ghazali is aware that the role of the faqi>h is important as long as it leads him to
intervene and settle differences that arise in the reading of ah}a>di>th concerning minor issues
in shari>‘a. This is contrary to important matters of al-Sunan al-‘Amaliyya (‘aqi>da and
worship) which are all based on mutawa>tir reports, and therefore never subject to debate.163
According to al-Ghazali debate occurs on secondary matters such as how the Prophet used to
drink, eat or dress. He opines that raising such trivial issues is unnecessary, and accuses
"shallow people"164 of exaggerating their importance. An example is the way Muslims should
drink. The majority of ah}a>di>th indicate that the Prophet used to drink while sitting, but there
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are cases where he was seen drinking while standing.165 In this case the fuqaha´> rule that it is

sunna to drink while sitting, but that it is not unlawful to drink while standing. They feel
that the ah}a>di>th are not decisive. The same may be said about how Muslims should use the
bathroom, and whether they should eat with their hands or cutlery.166
The danger in al-Ghazali's approach to the role of the faqi>h is, in effect, that it encourages
the call to madhhabiyya,167 which revivalist scholars since the eighteenth century have tried
to eliminate, and which they hold responsible for the decay of the Muslim umma. It is a wellknown fact that the different reports on and the different ways of understanding sunna in the
early history of Islam has led to the emergence of the main schools of fiqh. The division
between what is known as the school of Ahl al-H}adi>th and Ahl al-Z}a>hir (traditionalists or
literalists), and Ahl al-ra’y (the people of reason) reflects the scholars' attitudes to sunna.168
Al-Ghazali is not in favour of any particular madhhab, but holds views on both the h}adi>th
and ra’y schools.169 Like most modern revivalists, he gives his readers the impression that he
is not in favour of any school of fiqh. However, his arguments demonstrate his tendency
towards favouring Abu> H}ani>fa, although it does not preclude his support for Ibn Taymiyya.
He also supported the talfi>q (eclectic) school which takes from other schools what is suitable
in the relevant context and environment, without being wholly obliged to follow any specific
school of law.170
Al-Ghazali's view of the faqi>h as one better suited to interpret h}adi>th appears to some as
absurd as the fuqaha>´ themselves were renowned for not being careful on the issue of the
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s}ih}h}a of ah}a>di>th. Their books, especially those produced from the tenth century onwards, are
filled with ah}ad> i>th without isna>d, weak traditions, or even fabrications.171 Giving the fuqaha>´
the lead role in sunna interpretation is therefore not closing the gap between them.
Al-Ghazali's keenness to emphasise the role of the faqi>h over the muh}addith has to do
with his quarrel with certain representatives of the sala>fis> and how they scorn the founders of
the schools of fiqh. To a certain extent it has also to do with young sala>fi and how they
understand sunna.172 According to al-Ghazali their attitude to the founders of the schools of
law is compounded with disrespect characterised by hostility.173 He also feels that this group
tends to give preference to the commentaries of the people of Ahl al-H}adi>th over the
Qur´a>n.174 At this stage it is important to seek another viewpoint in order to contextualise alGhazali's approach, for which reason al-Qarad}a>wi>'s view on this matter will be assessed
further.

Al> i> and his guidelines
Al-Qarad}aw
Al-Qarad}a>wi>, agrees in principle with al-Ghazali that the role of the faqi>h differs from
that of the muh}addith apropos the sunna. It should be noted when discussing the role of faqi>h
and muh}addith that the discussion concerns jurists who take the views of their madhhab to
the letter. Here, al-Qarad}a>wi> lays the blame on both the fuqaha>´ for their lack of knowledge
of h}adi>th and the muh}addithu>n for their lack of understanding of the tools of the faqi>h. He
calls upon each to learn in depth the details of both fields of religious studies. As a way of
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clarifying their roles, al-Qarad}a>wi> sets guidelines for the faqi>h on how best to approach

sunna which in principle are no different to what al-Ghazali says in terms of, for example,
understanding sunna in light of the Qur´a>n, collecting all ah}a>di>th on one theme,
understanding the different reports of the same h}adi>th and analysing the reports according to
time.175 Both al-Ghazali and al-Qarad}a>wi> are in total agreement about the need for an
exegetical approach to sunna, but not without a slight difference between them.
Al-Ghazali begins with the assumption that any faqi>h who deals with sunna is himself a

muh}addith, thus reviving an old tradition whereby the scholar is both an established faqi>h
and a muh}addith. He also shows more tolerance towards the fuqaha>´ "whose knowledge in

sunna is not extensive, than he does to the muh}addithu>n who he feels lack legal insight in
their approach to the Qur´a>n".176 Unlike al-Ghazali, al-Qarad}a>wi> is more realistic and tends
to speak of a separate role for each – the jurist to deal with already accepted ah}a>di>th,
therefore leaving the business of validation of ah}a>di>th to the muh}addith. In this way he
differentiates between fiqh al-dira>ya and fiqh al-riwa>ya.177

Final comments and conclusion
Matn or content criticism178 as it is commonly referred to by the modern scholar, is not
new. It has been practised by rationalists179 and traditionalists alike.180 The trend has
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continued to the present day.181 Therefore, it is perhaps necessary to assess al-Ghazali's
views in light of this method, and to see the significance of his contribution to modern
scholarship. One way to understand al-Ghazali's contribution is to place him within the
traditions of ‘Abduh, Rid}a> and Shaltu>t. They are renowned for their views on the status of

ah}a>di>th al-a>ha} >d in particular, and the sunna's authority in general. Although al-Ghazali
continues the traditions of ‘Abduh's school, he nevertheless registers his disagreement over
some of their views albeit in passing without giving details,182 and he pointed in the same
manner to some of Shaltu>t views.183 As the discussion shows al-Ghazali applied matn
criticism in the same way as ‘Abduh where the meaning of h}adi>th should not contradict both
reason and the Qur´a>n. The way al-Ghazali presents his ideas take into account the criteria
established by ‘Abduh which shows that he (al-Ghazali) continued the traditions of Egypt's

salafiyya school. Although al-Ghazali was very close to ‘Abduh's ideas, Detlev believes that
al-Ghazali (as well as Rid}a)> represents what he calls "the conservative wing" of ‘Abduh's
thought as he tends to interpret his ideas in favour of traditions (i.e. nas}s)} . However, alGhazali is always seen as being close to ‘Abduh's rationalism more than Rid}a'> s conservatism,
albeit in his second phase of thought, as pointed out by ‘Amara.184
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As previously mentioned, some of the representatives of the salafi> school in Saudi Arabia
accuse al-Ghazali of being a rationalist-modernist, but only to a certain extent.185 Others
label him as a member of the anti-sunna movement.186 The heart of the problem lies in the
failure of this group to differentiate between the spirit of ‘Abduh and his disciples, and the
tendency of some scholars to overrule sunna. It is difficult to speak of a unified school that
binds together ‘Abduh's and Rid}a'> s ideas on this issue. Accordingly, any attempt to compile a
list of those who adhere to Rid}a's and ‘Abduh's school is a limited exercise.187 Rather than
simply identifying al-Ghazali with the different camps such as the modernists and the
revivalists,188 it is perhaps more beneficial to place al-Ghazali in the context of twentieth
century debate on sunna to be able to pin down his motivation. Al-Ghazali felt that he
needed to defend sunna against literalists and anti-sunna forces against the liberal camp, thus
convincing himself that by defending sunna he was, by default, defending the Qur´a>n.
Al-Ghazali's first preoccupation is how sunna is understood and used by certain groups.
His second is the need for proper fiqh and the rehabilitation of the faqi>h as the standard
bearer of ah}a>di>th. The third concerns the function of sunna in the modern world, an issue that
brings to the fore his fear of Western intellectual or military interference in the Muslim
world. This fear colours his attitude towards ah}a>di>th that deal with irrelevant issues such as
whether Moses had poked the eyes of an angel.189 He believes that rather than concern
themselves with these issues, Muslims should worry about the "enemy" who is busy trying to
185
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lay siege on the land of Islam.190 It is by highlighting these concerns that his contribution
may be placed in the context of the twentieth century debate on sunna.
Additionally as shown, al-Ghazali's thinking is that the threat to sunna comes not only
from anti-sunna forces in Egypt, but also from defenders of sunna themselves, whom he
accuses of appropriating sunna to suit their purpose. This leads him to underscore the
importance of understanding the Qur´a>n before engaging in sunna. This means that the s}ih}ha}
of the h}adi>th is no longer an important condition for its acceptance. The discussion of alGhazali's views on sunna shows that they were shaped, especially in the final stage of his
career, by his relationship with the salafi>s. This explains his responsive approach to their
practices. This is contrary to his early writings on sunna which are characterised by the lack
of tension. The discussion also shows that al-Ghazali called for the contextualisation of

h}adi>th reports and understanding them thematically. Al-Ghazali advanced a minimalist
approach where ordinary Muslims ought to be taught only what is relevant to their daily life.
This said, al-Ghazali's approach suffered from many setbacks due to the hostility he
garnered. He opened himself to criticism from many quarters, and his critics were quick to
highlight his lack of knowledge in h}adi>th and fiqh. Ironically, the controversies he created
assisted him in drawing attention to the challenges faced by Muslim scholars. They also
underline the limitations of the scholars who deal with their opponents by attacking them.
Finally, al-Ghazali's writings on sunna provide a case study of how the modern Muslim
scholar may understand modern problems through the prism of traditions, as long as there is
courage and the ability to re-read and re-evaluate a particular stance whenever required.
Having discussed al-Ghazali’s views on the Qur´a>n and sunna, his efforts on tafsi>r and
how to understand the sunna of the Prophet in the light of the Qur´a>n from a critical point of
view, we turn our attention in the next chapter to examining the practical issues where the
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lack of fiqh of the Qur´a>n and sunna has led to the distortion of the essence of Islam as well
as to the prevalent sense of futility which are related to the way Muslims understand their
belief, the role of Sufism and other aspects of ‘aqi>da.
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CHAPTER FIVE
Issues of Muslim theology as reflected in alal-Ghazali's writings
Introduction
In his book Muqaddima, Ibn Khaldu>n (d.1406) discussed kala>m (dogmatic theology) in
terms of its function and usefulness.1 According to his understanding, kala>m is deemed
unnecessary for "contemporary" students because the enemies of Islam "have been
defeated".2 Ibn Khaldu>n opines that the infiltration of theology by philosophy has led to
confusion between the two disciplines, thus making theological works untenable. He adds
that Muslim theologians needed kala>m to defend Islam against the heretics.3 However, his
statement does not sound the death knell for kala>m. Rather, it indicates the level of its
decline as a discipline during Ibn Khaldu>n's time.
One may perhaps disagree with Ibn Khaldu>n and argue that kala>m has continued in Shi‘i>
traditions for example, but his remarks should be understood in their historical context.

Kala>m at the time of Ibn Khaldu>n had lost its appeal to Sunni> theologians due to a number of
factors. One such factor is the dominance of anti-kala>m forces, namely the people of h}adi>th,
the rise of the Sufi orders, the blurring of the boundaries between theology and philosophy,
and Sunni> credal solidarity.4 The impact of kala>m on Islam is one of the main issues al1
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Ghazali kept coming to in his writings. He blames kala>m of all that went wrong in Islam and
therefore casts the role it played in an unfavourable way.
This chapter will attempt to present al-Ghazali's views on kala>m and explore other main
themes of theology that appeared in his writings. It is acknowledged here that al-Ghazali,
like most scholars who were traditionally taught, was not trained in philosophy. However,
his writings reflect a certain degree of concern for the state of Islam as a religion and set of
beliefs. In addition to kala>m, this chapter will discuss free will and predestination, Sufism,

Salaf and Salafiyya. Before doing so a brief historical background on the state of Muslim
theology in modern times will be outlined.

Muslim modernists and theology
In modern times, many Muslim scholars blame kala>m for the decline of Muslim
intellectual life, arguing that kala>m is no longer the science which celebrates reason although
its practitioners, the Mutakallimu>n, were seen as the champions of rationality and free will in
Islam. Therefore, modern Muslim scholars try to avoid discussing theological questions
based on kala>m methodology, such as proofs, rebuttals and expositions. They believe that

kala>m was the source of disunity in the umma, became irrelevant to the practical life of
Muslims and failed to solve any problem as well as complicated the simple faith of Islam.
Therefore, they endeavour to present ‘aqi>da by stating the articles of belief – araka>n al-ima>n
or us}ul> al-di>n. In order to avoid using the term "kala>m" they use other substitutes such as

tawh}i>d, ‘ulu>m al-wah}y (revelation) and al-ila>hiyya>t (theology) to denote this field of study.
In the nineteenth century, Muslim reformers sought to reconcile Islam with the spirit of
modern science. In order to defend Islam against accusations from Western intellectuals, the
reformers lay emphasis on the inherited rationalism in Islam. ‘Abduh was especially
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concerned with liberating Islamic thought from the shackles of taqli>d. His treatise on the
Muslim faith, Risa>lat al-Tawh}i>d set the tone for the way in which Muslim intellectuals
examine Islamic theology.5 Although he condemned, to a certain degree, the ways of the
theologians (mutakallimu>n) in his book, he nevertheless retained elements of Mu’tazilite
methodology.6 According to Shaykh ‘Abd al-H}ali>m Mah}mu>d (1910-1978), ‘Abduh was the
first scholar in modern times to embrace the Mu’tazilite spirit, but he presented his ideas in a
disguised way, and made them seem as if they belong to the salafiyya before Ibn Taymiyya's
time.7 ‘Abduh paved the way for a new style of writing on Muslim theology. According to
some, ‘Abduh's book though important, is not so much a book on theology as it is a book
about Islam and Muslims in the modern world.8
Meanwhile in the Indian subcontinent, Sayyid Ahmed Khan called for a new kala>m.
Addressing a Muslim gathering in Lahore in 1884, he said "Today we are, as before, in need
of a modern theology – jadid ‘ilm al-kala>m – whereby we should refute the doctrine of
modern sciences, or undermine their foundation, or show that they are in conformity with
Islam."9 According to Fazlur Rahman, Khan believed that without reforming kala>m, Islam

5

Originally a series of lectures he delivered while exiled in Lebanon, at the newly established Sult}a>niyya
School in Beirut. The book was later published by his student, Rashi>d Rid}a> in 1897. The English translation
was published in 1966 under the title Theology of Unity (translated by Ish}a>q Musa‘ad and Kenneth Cragg),
George Allan and Unwin, London, 1966.
6
For a critique of ‘Abduh's book, see Fazlur Rahman, Islam and Modernity: Transformation of Intellectual
Tradition, University of Chicago Press, Chicago, 1995, p.153; Zaki Badawi, Refomers of Egypt, p.20, Elie
Kedouri,, Afghani and ‘Abduh: An Essay on Religious Unbelief and Political Activism in Modern Islam, Frank
Cass, London, 1966, p.2 and Albert Hourani, Arabic Thought in the Liberal Age, p.141.
7
‘Abd al-H}ali>m Mah}mu>d seems to differentiate between "original" salafiyya known before Ibn Taymiyya and
the one he represented. The idea seems to be strange, but it fits his view on the three currents in Islamic
thought. the literalists represented by Ah}mad Ibn H}anbal; al-Bas}ir> iyu>n (those having insight), represented by
al-H}ar> ith al-Muh}sabi> (781-857) the rationalists represented by the Mutazilites. Accordingly, Ibn Taymiyya
represents a continuation of Ibn H}anbal's school. See Qad}iyat al-Tas}awwuf, p.232-233.
8
Mark Sedgwick, Muhammad ‘Abduh, Oneworld, Oxford, 2010, pp.63-64. See also Jeffery Halverson,
Theology and Creed, pp.55-56.
9
Christian Troll, Sayyid Ahmed Khan: A Reinterpretation of Muslim Theology, University of California Press,
1978, p.311.
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would be in real danger. He added that both Khan and ‘Abduh did much to resurrect
Mu’tazilite rationalism.10
Muslim scholars in the twentieth century sought to present tawh}i>d in a modern and
simple style. Rather than revisiting the old debates, they tried to project a theology based on
the Qur´a>n and link it to the universe – the new theology should embrace the "Book of
Revelation" and the "Book of Creation". This means that it takes its inspiration from the
revealed Book and takes into consideration scientific discoveries which are mainly made by
the West. As previously mentioned, Muslim scholars have realised that there is a need for an
approach to present and teach theology to the masses which would have an extensive
outreach. Any quick survey of modern Muslim writings on creed will clearly demonstrate
that scholars followed a clear and similar format in explaining the Muslim creed to both the
masses and intellectuals alike.11 By "clear format" it is meant that they explain the five
principles of faith: believe in God, the Angles, the Books, the Prophets, and the Day of
Judgment. Within these principles they discuss other issues with regard to the nature of jinn,
life in heaven and punishment in hell. In discussing these issues the reference point is the
Qur´a>n and al-ah}a>di>th al-s}ah}i>h}a
The majority of books have titles that link ima>n with modern sciences.12 Most, if not all,
would pepper their arguments with scientific facts that are used to prove the relevance of
religion to modern times.13 With little understanding of the intellectual basis of modern
sciences, Muslim religious scholars depended on books written by leading Arab scientists
10

Fazlur Rahman, Islam and Modernity: Transformation of Intellectual Tradition, University of Chicago Press,
Chicago, 1995, p.153.
11
For example, this tendency is clear in the writings of Sayyid Sa>biq, ‘Abba>s Mah}mu>d al-‘Aqqa>d in Egypt and
Muh}ammad Sa‘i>d al-Bu>ti} > in Syria.
12
Books written by Zaghlu>l anl-Naja>r (Egypt) and ‘Abd al-Maji>d al-Zanda>ni> (Yemen) fall into this category.
13
One such book that had an impact on the relation between science and faith was written by Maurice Bucaille,
The Bible, the Qur'an and Science: The Holy Scriptures examined in the light of modern knowledge, translated
from French into English by Alastair D. Pannell as well as by the author. Al-Ghazali later defended Bucaille
when a journal published by the Papal Institute in the Vatican criticised his views on the scientific signs in the
Qur´a>n. See Al-T}ari>q Min Huna>, pp.89-101.
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and those translated from other languages (mainly English), to try and prove the existence of
God and the impact of scientific discoveries on the belief in God in a godless age.14 Not
surprisingly books written by Western scholars who found faith through science have been
widely circulated in the Arab world.
Among the many translated books published in several editions, one may perhaps
mention Man Does not Stand Alone (1944) by Abraham Cressy Morrison.15 Another, The

Evidence of God in an Expanding Universe edited by John Glover Monsoma and published in
New York in 1958, was widely circulated in the Arab world. In it forty American scientists
declared their affirmation of religion.16 Alexis Carrel's (1873-1944) book published in 1935,

L’homme cet inconnu (The Unknown Man),17 is without doubt the most famous book which
has exerted its influence on the Muslim scholars, and found popularity among the Islamists.18
Among those who kept referring to its views was Sayyid Qut}b,19 his brother Muh}ammad
Qut}b and Muh}ammad al-Ghazali.20

Between ‘Abduh and alal-Banna>
Al-Ghazali's views on theology were formed by his traditional learning at Al-Azhar, but
two books left their impact on him. These were ‘Abduh's Risa>lat al-Tawh}i>d and Al-‘Aqa>’id

14

Among the leading scholars were Ah}mad Zaki> (1894-1975), the first editor of Al-Arabi, one of the most
celebrated Arabic magazines published in Kuwait since 1958. In his books, Ah}mad Zaki> tries to simply present
science to the masses. One of his books that follows this approach is Ma‘a Allah fi´l-Sama´, which ran into
many editions.
15
The translator, Mah}mu>d S}al> ih}} al-Falaki> gave it the new title of Al-‘Ilm Yad’u> li´l-Ima>n’. It was originally
published by the Islamic Research Council at Al-Azhar, but has since then appeared in many editions. One of
these is by Da>r al-Qalam, Beirut, 1965.
16
The Arabic edition was translated by Al-Dimirda>sh ‘Abd al-H}ami>d Sarh}a>n and Muh}ammad Jama>l Al-Fandi>,
published under the title Allah Yatajala> fi> ‘As}r al-‘Ilm, Da>r al-Qalam. The last edition is dated 2004.
17
The book was translated into Arabic by Shafi>q ‘Asad Fari>d under the title Al-Insa>n Dha>lik Al-Majhu>l.
18
Yussef Choueiri believes that al-Nadawi> was the first to give a glimpse of the book to the Islamists. See
Islamic Fundamentalism: The Story of Islamic Movements, Continuum, New York, 2010, pp.185-196.
19
In fact, one of the chapters in Qut}b's Al-Islam wa Mushkila>t al-H}ad}ar> a is called The Unknown Man. See
pp.8-24.
20
As will be seen, his book, Raka´iz al-Ima>n Bayna al-‘Aql wa al-Qalb is based on Carrel's book. The name of
the book is also mentioned in Ayna al-Khalal, p.174 and in Al-H}aqq al-Murr, Vol. 1, p.88.
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(Creed) by H}asan al-Banna>.> 21 Al-Banna>> tries to present the Muslim creed free from the
influence of kala>m. While ‘Abduh, as mentioned earlier, retains certain elements of kala>m or
the Mu’tazilite spirit in Risa>lat al-Tawh}i>d, al-Banna> is clear from the outset that he is only
presenting ‘aqi>da as found in the Qur´a>n and sunna.
Al-Banna> was neither interested in literary debate that usually centres around muh}kama>t
(clear) and mutasha>biha>t (ambiguous) verses, nor in presenting the views of theologians
influenced by al-mutakalimu>n. In this he adopted the way of the salaf. By this it is meant
that he avoided (tawaqafa) any discussion of the question of God's Names and Attributes (al-

Asma>´ wa al-Si}fa>t). Another feature of al-Banna>'s book is the emphasis on the social and
moral aspects of the creed, and how it affects and shapes the daily life of the believers.
Despite the difference between ‘Abduh and al-Banna>, Muh}ammad ‘Ima>ra is of the view
that they represent a school which combines reason, emotion (heart) and revelation which
are the foundation of knowledge in Islam. He calls this school of thought "the rational Sufi

salafiyya".22 He bases this on what ‘Abduh calls the "four guides" namely reason, revelation,
experience and emotion that steer Islamic knowledge.23 Al-Banna>, on his part, defines Islam
as the religion which combines both reason and al-ghayb (the unseen).24
One of the early books al-Ghazali wrote on ‘aqi>da was ‘Aqi>da>t al-Muslim.25 His main
purpose for writing this book was to close a gap that he believed existed and needed to be
filled by new books that follow a new approach in presenting Islamic beliefs to Muslims

21

Has}an al-Banna>, Al-‘Aqa>´id, Da>r al-Shiha>b, Cairo, 1979. Al-Ghazali was influenced by Risa>lat al-Ta‘a>li>m in
which al-Banna> sums up the belief of the Muslim Brotherhood in twenty points. Al-Ghazali believes that this
can be taken as a basis for the Muslim cultural unity. He wrote Dustu>r al-Wah}da al-Thaqa>fiyya Bayna alMuslimi>n with the aim of explaining them.
22
Moh}ammad ‘Ama>ra, "Al-Qarad}a>wi>: Al-Madrasa al-Fikriyya", in Yu>suf al-Qarad}a>wi>: Kalima>t fi> Takri>mihi wa
Buh}ut> h fi> Fikrihi, Vol.2, p.806.
23
Rid}a,> Tari>kh al-Usta>dh al-‘Ima>m, Vol. 1, p.303.
24
Al-Banna>, Majmu>’ Rasa>´il al-Ima>m al-Shahi>d, pp.110-112.
25
The book was published in 1952 and has since appeared in many editions. One was published in Kuwait (by
Da>r al-Baya>n) in 1970. The tenth edition was published by Da>r al-Qalam, in Damascus in 1999.
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from the perspective of the salaf (early Muslims).26 Despite this, al-Ghazali could not escape
the influence of kala>m in the way he organised the book and the themes he discussed. This is
due to the influence of his traditional religious education leading up to Al-Azhar where he
was taught the Ash‘arite brand of theology.27
The historical context in which al-Ghazali wrote ‘Aqi>da>t al-Muslim (1952) is important
because it was published following three books which he devoted to the issues of socialism
and capitalism.28 Hence the book could be seen as a reaction to what was happening in the
East and West where new ideas were challenging the efficacy of religion. Great emphasis has
been put on the necessity of religion for the modern man. The argument seems to be that
man cannot live without religious values that would regulate his relationship with the
universe and beyond. Ideologies such as communism and capitalism are seen as threatening
to the welfare of human beings, so must therefore be rejected and rebutted.
Issues discussed in ‘Aqi>da>t al-Muslim form the basis of the future argument that alGhazali reproduced in many articles and books. They would appear in different contexts in
almost all of his books.29 The next section will present some thoughts on his approach to

‘Ilm al-Kala>m.

‘Aqi>da or Kala>m?
In his writings al-Ghazali uses many terms to discuss theological issues such as ‘aqi>da,

tawh}i>d, kala>m, fikr Islami> and ima>n. He has on many occasions, denounced kala>m and the

26

Al-Ghazali, Sir Ta‘akhur al-Muslimi>n, p.69.
Al-Ghazali in Humu>m Da>‘iyah pointed to the criticism levelled at him by some of the followers of Ibn ‘Abd
al-Wahha>b, p.11. See also ‘Aqi>da>t al-Muslim, p.6 and Tura>thuna> al-Fikri> fi> Miza>n al-Shar’ wa al-‘Aql, p.54.
28
Al-Islam wa al-Istira>kiyya (1947) and Al-Islam al-Muftara> ‘Alyhi (1950).
29
Chief among them are Laysa Mina al-Islam, Mi‘at Su‘a>l ‘An al-Islam, Hadha> Di>nuna> and Humu>m Da>‘iyah. In
these books, al-Ghazali devoted chapters to dealing with theological matters, kala>m, Sufism and the like.
27
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way it was taught at Islamic universities.30 He believes that all Muslim theological schools
which he categorises as "Islamic Thought" are the product of two elements, namely political
strife in the formative years of Islam and foreign elements which originated mainly from
Greek philosophy.31 In dealing with ‘Ilm al-Kala>m al-Ghazali emphasises the shortcomings
of this science.
Al-Ghazali follows the way classical theologians define Islam, ima>n and ih}sa>n. Each
represents a different level of faith. However, he sees no difference between them. According
to al-Ghazali, they all point to one truth. In this sense Islam (submission) means "belief with
certainty", and ima>n means "certainty with submission".32 Furthermore, al-Ghazali speaks of
two levels on which religion functions. Revelation, the first level, requires total submission
without question. The second is human endeavour, where human beings try to understand
what has been revealed. Here, the degree of submission depends on the original
interpretation of the text. According to al-Ghazali, one has to differentiate between the Islam
of revelation and the Islam understood by Muslims who believe in the religion, and try to
realise its teachings in their daily lives – most importantly, the way they strive to be faithful
to its original message with the passing of time.33
Al-Ghazali keeps to Ibn Khaldu>n's idea with regard to the emergence of sciences in Islam.
Ibn Khaldu>n divides the sciences into natural or rational-based sciences34 and the traditional
or revelation-based sciences. Al-Ghazali uses this categorisation to criticise kala>m and its
legacy in Islam, and he believes that the early generation of Muslims understood faith
according to the Qur´a>n and authentic sunna. Muslims based on a rational impulse, after the
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Al-Ghazali, ‘Aqi>da>t al-Muslim, p.6.
Al-Ghazali, Laysa Mina al-Islam, p.176.
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Al-Ghazali, ‘Aqi>da>t al-Muslim, p.122.
33
Al-Ghazali, Laysa Mina al-Islam, p.140. See also Ra>k’iz al-Ima>n, p. 142.
34
Ibn Khaldu>n, Ta>ri>kh al-‘Ala>ma Ibn Khaldu>n: Al-Muqaddima, p.870.
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establishment of their state, were able to respond to new challenges as the empire continued
to expand. It was then, when Muslims were confronted with new ideas that they sought to
initiate a new science able to take on foreign ideas by its intellectual premises. Al-Ghazali
agrees that ‘Ilm al-Kala>m is a science of necessity which emerged to defend the Muslim faith
against foreign and un-Islamic elements, be it Greek, Hellenistic, Persian and other Eastern
cultures whose effect al-Ghazali characterised as a "poisonous injection" that afflicted "our
pure believers".35
As al-Ghazali emphasises the rational nature of this science,36 he believes that true kala>m
is the one that is guided by revelation which characterises the early period of Islam. He refers
to the famous answer Ma>lik Ibn Anas gave to the question of how God is "firmly established
on the Throne,"37 and the attitude of Ah}mad Ibn H}anbal to the question of the created nature
of the Qur´a>n.38 He takes their attitudes to embody a rational stance as opposed to the kala>m
which is exemplified by foreign elements which distorted the nature of tawh}i>d. This type is
represented by the Mu’tazilites and their followers.39 Al-Ghazali often describes this type of

kala>m as "irrational rationality" – sometimes "trivial" or "superstitious" kala>m.40
Al-Ghazali does not accept that the Mu’tazilites were the first to celebrate reason in
Islam, saying that Islam itself is based on reason, and no religion has ever celebrated reason
more than Islam.41 Here he cites Ibn Khaldu>n's views on the historical role of kala>m.42 This
35

Al-Ghazali, Al-Islam wa al-T}aq> a>t} al-Mu‘at}ala, p.83.
See for example his comments in Kayfa Nafham al-Islam, pp.123-125.
37
"A man asked Ima>m Ma>lik about and how the Most Gracious is firmly established on the Throne (20:5).
Malik lowered his head and remained thus until he was completely soaked in sweat. Then he said, 'The
establishment is not unknown, the how is inconceivable, the belief in it is obligatory, asking about it is
innovation, and I do not think that you are anything but an innovator.' Then he ordered the man to be led out."
See al-Bayhaqi>, Al-Asma>´ wa al-S}ifa>t, Al-Maktaba al-Azhariyya, Cairo, n.d, p.377 and Ibn Taymiyya, Fata>wa>,
Vol.5, p.365.
38
Al-Ghazali, Difa>’ ‘an al-Shria’ wa al-‘Aqi>da D}ida Mat}a‘> in al-Mustashriqi>n. pp.98-99.
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Ibid., pp.100-101.
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leads to the exploration of the way he understands ta´wi>l which led to the emergence of
rational schools in Islam, and how it is used in the creed. According to Abu> Ali> al-Jurja>ni>
(816 H/1413 CE) ta´wi>l means, "giving the text a meaning which is against the apparent
meaning as long as the new meaning does not contradict the Qur´a>n and sunna".43
Al-Ghazali opines that Muslim theologians agree and disagree on the meaning of the
verses that entail anthropomorphism. Some resort to ta´wi>l while others accept the
revelation bi la> kayf (without asking how), both motivated by the idea of distancing God
from his creation and affirming his tanzi>h (transcendence).44 Al-Ghazali accepts both
arguments, but suggests that ta´wi>l was de-railed. According to him the surest path is to
avoid ta´wi>l completely, and accept the way of the salaf saying, "I personally prefer the way
of the salaf. I reject the engaging of the Muslim's mind with metaphysical matters which
exhaust him, and I am content to accept the verses and the ah}a>di>th which contain the
attributes of God the Almighty."45 His attitude towards ta´wi>l is influenced by his view on
the role of reason and its limited ability to understand the unseen.46
Al-Ghazali's opinion does not indicate a total rejection of ta´wi>l. Rather, he was
motivated by this stance to counter the "mistaken interpretation" of text by the some
theologians.47 Al-Qarad}a>wi> follows the same view, but believes that in order for ta´wi>l to be
justified, it must follow the spirit of the text and fits the context.48 Al-Qarad}aw
> i> says that
many scholars from the h}adi>th camp resort to ta´wi>l. He gives the example where Ibn
Taymiyya was forced to use ta´wi>l when commenting on the h}adi>th which says that "the

43
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Black Stone is the right hand of Allah on earth".49 According to Ibn Taymiyya, the h}adi>th
conveys a simile or comparison which means "he who kisses the Black Stone, it is as if he
shakes the Hand of God and kisses it".50 According to al-Qarad}a>wi>, Ibn Taymiyya was not
the only H}anbali> scholar to use ta´wi>l, and mentions Abu> al-Wafa>’ Ibn ‘Aqi>l (1040-1119) and
Ibn al-Jawzi> (d.1116) as others who did.51
Shabbir Akhtar follows the above line of discussion when he identified two levels of
theology. According to him one "relies on the exegetical use of reason in order to extract
new opinions from sacred texts, and thus to understand and explicate scripture" while the
other is kala>m (dialectical theology).52 Akhtar, like al-Ghazali, believes that the first form of
theology was supervised by fiqh. He adds, "Theology was a form of hermeneutics and in that
sense it was systemically practiced by Abu> Hani>fa and Ma>lik ibn Anas. The role of reason
was neither ambitious nor subversive."53 As for dialectical theology, Akhtar believes that for
all their sincerity and religiosity the mutakalimu>n were dealing with risky problems which
led them to controversial conclusions.
Differentiating between the two types of rationalities above is one way to criticise kala>m.
Another is to rely on established scholars and founders of the main Sunni> schools of
jurisprudence all of whom had different relationships with the mutakalimu>n. Al-Ghazali
presents his readers with many of their statements which demonstrate their dislike of

kala>m.54 Another strategy al-Ghazali uses in order to highlight the negative impact of kala>m
on Muslim beliefs is repetition. He keeps repeating the same theme of the uselessness of
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kala>m and how the ‘ulama>´ and "riff raff" turned it into a trivial science saying it is "just talk
and dreams for a dreamy people".55
Consequently, the science which was originally crafted by Muslim scholars to defend
Islam against foreign elements itself became a foreign science that has nothing to do with
Islam.56 Al-Ghazali's argument is similar in spirit to Sa‘i>d Nu>rsi>'s (1878-1960) views. The
latter links kala>m's shortcomings to the inability of kala>m scholars to understand the
meaning of the Qur´a>n. Nu>rsi> believes that the knowledge of God gained through kala>m
reasoning does not "satisfy the heart".57 According to Muh}sin ‘Abd al-H}ami>d, Nu>rsi> tries to
make kala>m accessible to every Muslim rather than only to the specialists.58 Although Nu>rsi>
and al-Ghazali confuse tawh}i>d with kala>m, they nonetheless try to present them as
conflicting terms. They agree that historical kala>m robbed the creed of its emotional aspect.
They also seem to agree that there is no faith "without heart" and there is no faith that is not
based on reason. Additionally, in order to bring a new outlook to tawh}i>d, Muslims should
forsake the old debate and refrain from "resurrecting wars that occurred between the dead".59
For Muslims to envision the future, they should craft another approach suitable to the spirit
of the age.
Al-Ghazali's criticism of kala>m might be un sophisticated and unsatisfactory to the
specialist in the field of the history of the ideas, but he was not preoccupied with presenting
a sophisticated argument as much as he was concerned with freeing Islam from the influence
of Greek and Persian elements on Islamic thought by blaming it and the doctrinal schools
which came under its influence. By doing so al-Ghazali thought that he would be able to
limit the role of reason in relation to revelation, and emphasise that revelation should be
55
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interpreted by reason, a theme that runs throughout his writings and reflects the views of
‘Abduh.60
In what follows, al-Ghazali's critique of another aspect of Islamic thought, which is
Sufism, will be examined.

Sufism
Al-Ghazali wrote two books to present Sufism from a new perspective – Al-Ja>nib al-

‘A>t}ifi> Min al-Islam (1961), and Raka>’iz al-Ima>n Bayna al-‘Aql wa Qalb} (1979).61 The first
book is subtitled Bah}thun fi>’l-Akhla>q wa al-Sulu>k wa al-Tas}awwuf (An essay on manners,
behaviour and Sufism) giving the reader a more precise indication of its aim, and that is to
draw Sufism out from its "seclusion in the cave and hermitage, in order for it to become a
force for good".62 Al-Ghazali also intends for these publications to explore the many faces of
mysticism in Islam, and relate them to general human experience due to his
acknowledgement that the phenomenon of Sufism is a universal tendency and may be found
in practically all religions.63
Al-Ghazali's view of Sufism is based on traditional premises which means that the criteria
he uses to critique it is based on differentiating between the accepted (h}ala>l) and unaccepted
(h}ara>m) forms of Sufism within the traditional Islamic framework. As will emerge later, alGhazali seems to have exerted much effort to expose what he considers to be deviant Sufism,
and to present rules for the correct version. This leads him to later reject the popular or
organised form of Sufism as well as "intellectual" Sufism as a way to return to the pre60
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organised era of Sufism, when it was an individual choice. Al-Ghazali's approach to Sufism
assumes that modern Sufis are different from Sufis of old, even though the latter are of
different types.64
Modern Sufism is embodied in Sufi orders which al-Ghazali believes have no relationship
with the early form of Sufism. He agrees that Sufism emerged during Islam's second century,
and understands this early form of Sufism in terms of its effect on human conduct. He further
says that Muslims in general accept ethical practical Sufism which is related to behaviour,
manners, worship, prayers and the like.65 This is why it truly represents the spiritual side of
Islam even though it has been distorted by popular Sufis of late. How and why has Sufism
declined?
According to al-Ghazali, the crisis of Sufism as with the crisis of kala>m before it, started
when it came under the influence of neo-Platonism, the Hellenistic world, Gnosticism and
the ancient cultures of the East.66 Al-Ghazali states that this form of mysticism "was one
type of cultural invasion that was intended to divert Muslims from their beliefs, methods and
goals".67 He argues that scholars should take note of this. They must "warn Muslims of its
effects and schemes. Those who are attempting to revive it – the enemies of Islam – are
aiming at creating a community of believers without loyalty or direction".68 The mere use of
"al-ghazw al-thaqa>fi>" (cultural invasion), which is a modern term, puts the foreign elements
al-Ghazali just mentioned within the frame of confrontation between the Muslim World and
the West. This is contrary to what Muslims in the classical age treated them – as a form of
cultural interaction. The implications is that there are two forms of Sufism one is foreign,
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corrupted by external elements, the other is the original and pure. In order to dissociate the
latter from the former it has to be given a new description and this explains his preference for
the "emotional side" of Islam which according to him conveys the true nature of the mystical
experience.69

Al-Ja>nib al-‘A>t}ifi> and Raka>’iz al-Ima>n both deal with different aspects of Sufism. The
former deals with concepts and definition of Sufism, while the latter tries to explore and
criticise the practices of the organised form of Sufism. The issues discussed in both books
sometimes overlap and are repeated, but al-Ghazali attempts to give a comprehensive picture
of Sufism and its relevance to the present. For example, he looks at the experience and the
teachings of the great Sufi, Abu> al-H}asan al-Sha>dhili> (1196-1258) to represent ethical Sufism
in its true form. According to al-Ghazali, al-Sha>dhili> was pious, wealthy, an ‘a>lim and a
preacher. Al-Sha>dhili>'s mission was to teach and correct the lay Sufi's understanding of
Sufism.70 In Al-Ja>nib al-‘A>t}ifi>, he tries to present aspects of faith that Sufis have
misunderstood or misrepresented from a different perspective. It is because most Sufis regard
the degree of ih}sa>n as the highest level of faith which they try to attain that al-Ghazali tries
to draw attention to its proper understanding.71
Thus, rather than focusing on devotional dhikr (litany), al-Ghazali explains that focus
should be given to hard work – the process of learning and discovering the secrets of the
world, which is what the word ´ih}sa>n actually means. The method he adopts to interpret the
Sufi doctrine is to explain it through Qur´a>nic verses and ah}a>di>th. His deduction is that the
definition of ih}sa>n is far different from that which the Sufis adhere to. In this regard al-
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Ghazali rejects the symbolic language of the Sufis that tries to detach the hidden meaning of
the term from its apparent meaning.72
One of the factors that contributed to the misunderstanding of Sufism is Sufi traditions
themselves. An example of this is the sayings of Ibn ‘Ata>’Allah al-Sikandari>.73 Ibn
‘At}a’> Allah wrote Al-H}ikam al-‘At}a’> iyya, considered to be one of the most renowned
expositions on Sufism.74 Al-Ghazali felt inclined to comment on Al-H}ikam after he read Ibn
‘Aji>ba's (1161H/1758CE) comments on it which he found difficult to understand and
digest.75 Al-Ghazali criticises the way Ibn ‘Aji>ba's differentiates between the types of deeds,
which he names as shari>‘a, t}ari>qa and h}aqi>qa, or Islam, ima>n and ih}sa>n, or the people of the
beginning, the middle and the end. According to Ibn ‘Aji>ba, "shari>‘a" means "worship",
"t}ari>qa" means "to seek Him", and "h}aqi>qa" means "to witness Him".76
Al-Ghazali believes that Ibn ‘Aji>ba implies that some of the Qur´a>nic verses mean only
shari>‘a and others mean h}aqi>qa and what stand for h}aqi>qa cannot mean shari>‘a and viceversa.77 Although Ibn ‘Aji>ba seems to be playing with words, he nevertheless presents Sufi
views that h}aqi>qa is far higher than shari>‘a which al-Ghazali disagrees with. Instead he tries
to explain and comment on of Ibn Ata>’Allah's wise sayings in what he says simple and
mundane language in order to extract practical lessons. Each is given a heading, followed by
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a short commentary.78 Al-Ghazali looks at Ibn ‘At}a’> Allah as an educationalist with positive
message grounded in Islamic ethics.79 Al-Ghazali then gives attention to Sufi concepts such
as love, reliance, patience, fear, hope, piety, contentment and repentance. He considers these
concepts as "signs of the road",80 whose starting point is repentance, and the end point,
love.81
The way al-Ghazali presents aspects of Sufism in Al-Ja>nib al-‘A>t}ifi> follows the same
methodology adopted by Sufi masters, especially in the great Sufi manuals written in the
ninth and tenth centuries. A closer look at Al-Risa>la al-Qushayriyya, Al-Luma’ and Al-

Ta’ruf bi Madhhab Ahl al-Tas}awwuf or Kashf al-Mah}ju>b shows that al-Ghazali follows their
way in arranging or presenting his perspective on Sufism. He shares their concerns with
regard to the status of Sufism of their time. Al-Qushayri>, al-T}u>si>, al-Kalaba>dhi> and alHajwi>ri> were motivated to write their books by the crisis of Sufism faced during their time
as was al-Ghazali. However, he avoided the esoteric and symbolic language which
characterises their books.82
Al-Ghazali continues his efforts to present an alternative approach to Sufism in Raka>’iz

al-Ima>n Bayna al-‘Aql wa al-Qalb. If the Al-Ja>nib al-‘A>t}ifi> is concerned with concepts and
ideas, this latter book is concerned with the practical or ritualistic side of Sufism. It starts by
arguing for the need for ima>n, or the truth which is based on rational knowledge. This is
compared with Sufis who believe that the attainment of the truth may only be achieved by
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wandering aimlessly in the world. Instead, al-Ghazali calls upon them to wander through
discovery. It is here that empirical sciences would be helpful.
Al-Ghazali looks at the experiences of some Western writers who have discovered the
truth through science or criticised the materialistic West. He refers his reader to Alex Carrel
and his book, The Unknown Man mentioned earlier. Al-Ghazali believes that scientific
books, which are based on demonstration and proof, are important in establishing the human
needs for faith.83 In fact, the whole of Raka>’iz refers greatly to Carrel's ideas. Little wonder
that Raka>’iz is punctuated with many quotations from the Arabic translation of Carrel's book
with which al-Ghazali has been acquainted since the 1950s.
Al-Ghazali, is full of praise for the French scholar, and describes his book as one of the
greatest human efforts to establish the truth through scientific demonstration.84 Therefore,
al-Ghazali embarked on a journey of building a world view based on harmony between the
body and soul, science and faith, and this world and the hereafter. Carrel's view that human
beings are an active agent in this world fits perfectly with al-Ghazali's view about the true
Sufi who is the direct opposite of one who is lazy, parasitic and ignorant. According to alGhazali, the ideal Sufi is one who is a friend of science. If Sufism is all about devotion, then
true devotion "is a total belief in Allah the Almighty; a belief that human beings are the

khali>fa (vicegerent) of Allah on earth, with a desire to fulfil the requirements of this role,
meaning an ability to dominate the universe and control its powers".85 This is not possible
without celebrating reason. Al-Ghazali suggests that true Sufism is one that is in harmony
with science. Further, "being religious does not mean that one is pale faced because of
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hunger and lack of sleep. On the contrary, true devotion is a body full of energy and the love
of life".86
Carrel's book gives al-Ghazali the opportunity to place Islam as the solution to modern
maladies and afflictions.87 From this he proceeds to discuss "the Sufism we need".88
According to him, Sufism must be free from superstition and nurture the heart, thus enabling
Muslims to feel the presence of God in their lives. It is because Islam nurtures the soul and is
self-sufficient in terms of spiritual traditions that there is therefore no need for all the wird
(continuous or repeated invocation, usually of the names of Allah), living in seclusion or
borrowing from foreign rituals. The only practice al-Ghazali seems to tolerate is the
celebration of the anniversary of the Prophet's birthday. However, he opines that it should be
marked to celebrate the prophet's life and excellent qualities.89
One issue worth exploring is al-Ghazali’s views on "wah}dat al-wuju>d" (the unity of
being),90 despite the fact that he considers it a superstition which made its way into Islam
from Hindu traditions.91 He does not accept the concept as found in Sufi books defined by
Ibn ‘Arabi> (1165-1240) as "the mystical union of the soul with God".92 According to alGhazali, any similarity between the Creator (or the Eternal) and the created (or the temporal)
entails the negation of the first. Al-Ghazali understands the unity in terms of the presence of
God in the life of the pious as a result of worship and fulfilling the obligations of religion.
This is a reflection of "wah}dat al-shuhu>d" (unity of manifestation)93 as formulated earlier by
Shaykh Ah}mad Sirhindi> (1564-1624) who believed that the unity of being constitutes a
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denial of the oneness of God.94 Furthermore, al-Ghazali views unity of being as ilha>d, a form
of atheism.95 This is in line with Ibn Taymiyya who equates wah}dat al-wuju>d with atheism
and heresy. However, unlike Ibn Taymiyya, he overlooks the complexity of Ibn ‘Arabi>'s
exposition as well as Ibn Taymiyya's argument against Ibn ‘Arabi>'s Sufism by presenting it
in a very simplistic way.96
The picture that emerges from the discussion thus far is that Muslims need an emotional
element in their lives in order to fulfil their religious obligations. Al-Ghazali argues that this
emotional element is as important as what is rational. This is why he criticises the fuqaha´>
for what he sees as their "dry books". Islam, he argues, needs both h}aqi>qa and shari>‘a. Their
presence creates harmony in the life of the Muslim.97 Building such harmony will lead to
positive and true Sufism. Tipping the balance on to either side will lead to negative and
corrupted Sufism.98 This view is reminiscent of ‘Abduh who blamed the fuqaha>´ for the
decline of Sufism. It was their attacks that led Sufis to resort to symbolic language that
obscured the true meaning of the texts.99
One of the notions entrenched in popular Sufism that al-Ghazali criticises is the negative
attitude towards wealth and worldly matters.100 He blames Sufi scholars and some
commentators for spreading this understanding which purports that "the poor person who
accepts poverty with contentment is better than the wealthy person who is grateful to
Allah".101 He argues that this negative attitude is one of the causes for the decline of the
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Muslim civilisation.102 He argues that the notion is wrong in associating piety with poverty.
For him "poverty and illness are not part of religion".103 This is because Islam has "never
launched a war against the human body".104
Al-Ghazali's criticism brings to mind one of the leading salafiyya figures in Damascus,
Jama>l al-Di>n al-Qa>simi> (1866-1914) who attacked the leaders of Sufi orders and likened
them to "electric wires spreading madness everywhere". Al-Qa>simi> attacked Sufi processions
as well as the dancing and other spectacles that accompany them as humiliating in relation to
the true teachings of Islam.105 Al-Ghazali shares al-Qa>simi>'s dislike of popular Sufism which
he considers responsible for the emergence of another form of deviant religious practices.106
This is perhaps an appropriate moment to reiterate that al-Ghazali's condemnation of certain
aspects of Sufism does not amount to a total rejection. Despite his harshness and sarcasm, he
was nevertheless deeply at ease with matters of the heart and continued his attempts to
present the true teachings of Sufism where it conforms to the teachings of the Qur´a>n and

sunna.
Al-Ghazali's treatment of Sufism is, in many ways similar to that of his contemporaries or
the neo-Sufis who attempted to reform Sufism. 107 The term "neo-Sufis" here is accepted to
mean a new direction in Sufism – the one that is reformed and moves closer to shari>‘a. This
despite the fact that the term itself is deemed questionable by virtue of inaccurately
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describing the state of affairs of Sufism and the changes that took place during that
particular period.108 In this sense, al-Ghazali found that the term "Sufism" is laden with
many connotations, and felt that it needed to be changed and did his Indian contemporary,
Abu> al-H}asan Ali> al-Nadawi> who felt that the best term for Sufism is "Tazkiya" (to grow
spiritually).109 In addition, he suggested terms such as ih}sa>n and ‘ilm al-ba>t}in (the inner
knowledge). Similarly, al-Nadawi>, felt that terms convey the essence of spirituality in Islam
which is based on the Qur´a>n and sunna.110
Al-Ghazali was not the only modern Muslim activist attracted to the spiritual element of
Islam. ‘Abduh, Rid}a> and al-Banna> all started as Sufi novices before they were either freed
from its influences or turned their backs on it. In fact, al-Banna> spoke of his attachment to a
local Sufi order called Al-H}us}af> iyya.111 ‘Ima>ra believes that al-Ghazali and al-Qarad}a>wi>'s
attitude towards Sufism represents the revivalist school which combines reason, text,
emotion and knowledge. He further remarks that al-Ghazali's view on Sufism is very close to
‘Abduh's112 while al-Qarad}a>wi>'s is to Rid}a's>>.113 It is interesting to note that although all the
aforementioned Islamists turned their backs on Sufism some such as al-Qarad}a>wi> and Sa‘i>d
H}awa> embraced what the Syrian Muh}ammad al-Muba>rak called "the 'salafisation' of Sufism
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and the 'Sufisisation' of salafiyya".114 This brings to mind ‘Abduh who according to Sirriyeh,
retained a deep affection for true Sufism.
The Grand Mufti of Egypt condemned the side of Sufism which he saw as contradicting
the Qur´a>n, the sunna and the practice of the salaf. Beliefs such as al-tawassul (intercession)
are a case in point.115 While ‘Abduh provided al-Ghazali and others with the framework to
attack Sufism, he also identified two factors that helped to distort the essence of the true
Sufism – the first is the enemy within, the Sufis themselves who misunderstood its meanings
and the second is the fuqaha´> .116 It is apparent that al-Ghazali did not experience a journey in
Sufism similar to ‘Abduh and al-Banna> who made the journey from Sufism to salafiyya to

salafi>-Sufism. This is different from Rid}a> who cut himself from his Sufi roots due to his
affinity with Wahha>bi>sm. By way of comparison Al-Ghazali's only experience with Sufism is
through his father who was a novice. Added to this is his experience with the Muslim
Brotherhood, which explains his reluctance either to totally condemn or embrace Sufism. On
the one hand, he condemned what he saw as deviations from the true path, and on the other
he appreciated the many services rendered by the Sufi orders to Islam in terms of spreading
its message, resisting colonial rule and enlightening Muslims the world over.117
Sufism in the second half of twentieth century seems to be recovering from the Wahha>bi>
attacks which were compounded by the attacks from nationalism and the forces of
modernity.118 This is despite the observation made by the famous A. J. Arberry who in 1950s
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lamented the end of Sufism as a force which once dominated "the hearts and the minds of
learned and earnest men".119 According to Arberry Sufism no longer seemed relevant to
political and social forces. Nevertheless, Sufism still exerts an influence in the life of the
masses, and continues to resurface and resist attacks from the state (as in Turkey) and the

salafi>s.120
There was a revival in Shi‘i> Islam of the ‘irfa>n of Mulla S}adra due to the fact that A>yat
Allah Khomeini practiced it.121 The writings of Ali Shari‘ati (1933-1977) the ideologue of
the Islamic Revolution convey the feelings of a Sufi revolutionary. In the Arab world Sufism
has enjoyed popularity in some places with the support of the state such as in Syria.122 In
some cases such as ‘Ah}bash movement in Lebanon, Sufism developed an anti-Islamists
dimension.123 In Egypt the new Shaykh Al-Azhar, Ah}mad al-T}ayyib a Sufi himself, is
playing an active public and political role. It is worth noting that the Sufi t}uruq since the last
decades have been politicised, and in the first presidential election after the recent
revolution, the Sufi leaders decided to lend their support to Ah}mad Shafi>q, the representative
of the old guard rather than Mohammad Morsi the Islamist, who went on to win the election
in June, 2012. These developments prove that Arberry's earlier observation that Sufism is in
decline is wrong.124 During his life Al-Ghazali was aware of the Sufi resurgence, therefore he
continued to warn against its negative impact on Muslims. Thus, his attitude towards Sufi
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orders and its practices did not change as he continued to criticise the Sufism as embodied in
Sufi orders.125
Finally, al-Ghazali's contribution should therefore be evaluated in the context of the
history of Egypt in twentieth century, the development of Muslim societies and the
emergence of the middle and educated classes who respect Sufism, but still question its
relevance to the formation of society. He questioned its importance as part of the national
identity, and pointed out the impact of modernity on the Sufi orders. All these factors enable
al-Ghazali's contribution to be assessed either to undermine Sufism or reform it. In the
following section a discussion will ensue as to how he examined at the question of free will
and predestination.

Free will and predestination
Muslim modernists from al-Afgha>ni> onwards seem to agree that Muslim
misunderstanding of al-qad}a´> wa al-qadar (free will and predestination) is the main factor in
Muslim self-defeat. Muslim intellectuals see free will as a force that empowers and
encourages Muslims to work hard. Some, such as al-Afgha>ni>, were concerned mainly with
correcting Western misconceptions about qadar in Islam. According to him, "the feranj
(Westerners) think that the creed of qadar means 'predestination', and if we were able to
dissociate qadar belief from the Jabrite belief, then we would be able to change the
perception of Muslims from being lackeys to brave ones".126
In similar vein, Shaki>b Arsla>n (1869-1946) defended Islam from the accusation of
fatalism made by Western writers, and put the blame instead on indolent Muslims. As with
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al-Afghani, he explained how Islam values human freedom and how this led to the
flourishing of Muslim civilisation.127 Conversely, Ma>lik Bennabi believes that Islam lost it
dynamism when Muslims failed to understand the meaning of the verse "God does not
change the conditions of a people [for the better] unless they change what is in themselves,"
(13:11). He reminds Muslims that this verse has become a symbol of a school of thought
seeking to rouse Muslims from their slumber.128It is true that this verse is always cited by
Muslim scholars as a key factor for progress, and around its meaning there emerged an
intellectual current.129 The Algerian scholar, Ibn Ba>di>s who was concerned with the same
issue, differentiated between "two Islams" namely al-wira>thi> (the inherited) and al-dha>ti>
(literally "personal") which means "the real". It is this latter that conforms to reason.130
Following in the footsteps of al-Afgha>ni> and Arsla>n, al-Ghazali links the weakness of
Muslims to the way they construe the nature of free will and predestination.131 Hence, he
endeavours to explain its true meaning and implications to the Muslim umma. He rejects the
idea that became prevalent in Sufi traditions that human beings have no say in their actions
and that they are mere actors in the grand scheme of things.132 He believes in the total
freedom of human beings in relation to their actions. For him, predestination is a rejection of
revelation, a "fabrication of human acts (on earth) from Adam until the Day of Judgement, in
fact it is a total rejection of Allah and His messengers".133 In this respect, his attitude is
contrary to the view of those who associate Jabrite thinking with Muslim orthodoxy.134
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According to al-Ghazali, "jabr" in Islam is confined only to God's universal knowledge
(‘ilm) which does not mean that the fate of human being is predestined, or that they are
therefore denied free will.135 Allah knows a person's destiny as His Knowledge is limitless
and absolute.136 However, God does not intervene or force human beings to act in a certain
way.137 It is humans who realize change in the world, and henceforth determine their own
future. Based on this, al-Ghazali believes that the conflict between verses which entail
predestination and those which mean free will has to do with interpretation. He believes that
it is inconceivable that God gives human beings a choice, then determines their fate in the
Hereafter regardless of their human actions.138 Al-Ghazali recognizes that that part of the
problem emanates from the argument between theological groups – the Qadarites, the
Murji‘a, the Mu’tazilites and the Ash‘arites. This is a debate that has continued throughout
Muslim history.
At this stage the way al-Ghazali discussed issues of free will and predestination in his
writings should be pointed out; that is he tackled them differently from one book to another.
The emphasis in ‘Aqi>da>t al-Muslim, for example, is on the theoretical aspects of al-qad}a´> wa

al-qadar and their implications for Muslim's life. He explains that there is no contradiction
between human free will and God's knowledge.139 Human freedom is constrained within the
limits of human reason.140
In later books al-Ghazali emphasizes the social effects of Jabrite belief on Muslim
societies. Moreover, he goes further to argue that jabr is a manifestation of tyranny whether
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it be the tyranny of Sufi masters or the tyranny of despot rulers, because both demand total
submission from their followers.141 Al-Ghazali believes that this is a total denial of human
free will because the freedom of human beings is not a right given by man to man, but a
natural right granted to him by His Maker. This right entails that human beings should strive
to fulfill the divine rights over him; that is, to be faithful servants.142 Accordingly, the more
that man becomes faithful in servitude to God the more freedom he will attain. This kind of
freedom is what ‘Ima>ra calls "balanced freedom", which lies between extreme predestination
and absolute freedom. It is this freedom that enables human beings to fully play their role as
the khali>fa or vicegerent of God on earth.143
Al-Ghazali believes that the best way to explain the misconceived idea of predestination
is through careful examination of the verses of qadar in the Qur´a>n as well as critical analysis
of ah}a>di>th used by Sufis alike to justify fatalism, and deny the ability of human beings to
create their own actions. Conversely, these were used by other groups to justify the total
freedom of humans to create their own actions.144 Al-Ghazali puts much emphasis on sunna
where he examines ah}a>di>th he considers to be problematic, either because their meanings
entail a denial of human will, or because there are weak links in their sanad (chain of
narration).145 Furthermore, they are problematic because some of these are ah}a>di>th s}ah{i>h}a
(sound) and reported in the canonical books of sunna such as the one reported by ‘A>´isha, the
mother of the believers where a child died and she said, "This is the happiness for this child
who is a bird amongst the birds of paradise."146
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Al-Ghazali comments that such ah}a>di>th leave us astounded.147 He adds that "there are
many ah}a>di>th which are used to emphasize predestination, but they need serious study in
order to help Muslims to get out of their psychological and social defeatism which has
afflicted them in the past and present".148 It is perhaps pertinent that there are ah}a>di>th which
are problematic in terms of their sanad, but the meaning of the matn (actual text) does not
contradict the Qur´a>n. An example of the type of h}adi>th which al-Ghazali believes require
serious study is one reported by ‘Ubada Ibn al-S}a>mit where he told his son that the Prophet
said, "That the first thing Allah created was the pen and He told him to write."149 Al-Ghazali
sees no problem with such ah}a>di>th because they may be easily identified by able and capable
scholars. His main problem is the s}ah}ih} ones which are taken as a basis to determine the
principles of faith. What al-Ghazali means here are ah}a>di>th al-a>h}a>d which cannot be used in
the realm of ‘aqi>da, as discussed in Chapter Four.
According to him, in some cases one feels surprised when reading ah}a>di>th s}ah}i>h}a that
entail that human beings are predestined for paradise or hellfire regardless of their deeds. In
the face of what seems to be a contradiction of the meaning of the human mission on earth
and God's determining knowledge, there are two alternatives to choose from. One is to resort
to a hermeneutical approach, and the other to discard these traditions as problematic. He
remarks that with some effort, he is able to remove the meaning of predestination from many
prophetic reports, but he is not able to reform "minds that were bent on delaying the progress
of Islam by using vague ah}a>di>th which contain many flaws".150
According to Al-Ghazali, a h}adi>th cannot be used to describe God's intervention in this
world as a predetermined act because it robs God of being a Just God. It also robs man of his
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freedom to create and choose his actions.151 For al-Ghazali the case for predestination is
groundless. It is the result of human misunderstanding of revelation, a factor which equally
applies to the Sufis, Qur´a>nic commentators and scholars of h}adi>th. Thus, it is of paramount
importance that they examine the texts with eyes open in order to liberate the Muslim mind
from all misconceptions, and inspire Muslims to be active players in this world.152 AlGhazali adds that man's responsibility is essentially a matter of choice rather than something
that has been predestined for him.153
Unsurprisingly, the salafi>s do not accept al-Ghazali's views on al-qadar, firstly because of
his attitude to h}a>di>th al-a>ha} >d, and secondly because of what they see as a partial
understanding of the meaning of al-qadar.154 For them, al-Ghazali only speaks of qadar in
terms of God's ‘ilm (knowledge), which excludes other aspects of free will in Islam such as

quddra (will), fate written in al-Kitaba (in the eternal tablet) and al-kha>lq (the creation).155 It
is obvious that al-Ghazali tries to affirm (total) human freedom, but there is no indication
that he fails to grasp the full meaning of al-qadar in Islam. One cannot pass judgment by
selecting just a few statements from his books. In fact, al-Ghazali's understanding of free will
is far removed from Ibn Taymiyya's idea, but similar to ‘Abduh's, Sa>biq's, Shaltu>t's and
Qarad}a>wi>'s among many others.156 Besides, al-Ghazali's concern is not with theological
argument. Rather, it is with the social effects of misconceived idea of free will on the fate of
Muslim societies.
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As the discussion above shows, al-Ghazali believes that the word qadar in the Qur´a>nic
context is related to the way the universe came to be, or how God designed it. Consequently,
the word "qaddara" means "arranged" rather than "fated" or "written" upon the human being.
Hence, there is no such thing as "maktu>b" (predestined) in Islamic thought. This leads to
another theme that is salafiyya, which will now be briefly discussed.

Salafiyya
Al-Ghazali championed a type of salafiyya157 that is in line with reason, which he often
referred to as al-salafiyya al-wa>’iya "conscious salafiyya".158 He means "a rational and
emotional tendency that takes its roots from the early pious generations. Its loyalty is to the
book of God and the example of the Prophet".159 This definition of salafiyya is different from
the nus}us}iyya "scriptural" which is usually associated with the students of Muh}ammad Ibn
‘Abd al-Wahha>b.160 Al-Ghazali views salafiyya as a continuous tendency associated with

tajdi>d (reform) in Islam rather than a manifestation of a specific group or movement. He is
very close to the vision of al-Afgha>ni> and ‘Abduh in this respect.161
Al-Ghazali's view is also in keeping with the many Islamists who view salafiyya as a way
of thinking which seeks to emulate the example of the Prophet and the first generation of his
companions as well as the generation that followed them.162 Moreover all modern Islamic
157
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movements (political, educational or revolutionaries) have emphasised the salafi> aspect of
their programmes. Nevertheless, some commentators such as ‘Ima>raconsider salafiyya as a
historical phenomenon that emerged during the Abbasid period, and which started with
Ah}mad Ibn H}anbal as a reaction to the rationalist school of the Mu’tazila.163 However,
Muh}ammad Fath}i> ‘Uthma>n believes that salafiyya is a permanent feature of Islam; hence it is
always "modern", meaning that it is appropriate for any age or time.164 ‘Uthman's views on

salafiyya make it synonymous with tajdi>d.
Taking these views together, al-Ghazali makes it clear that he objects to linking salafiyya
with a certain group, land, or madhhab. According to him, salafiyya "is not a group of people
who live in a part of the Arab world and follow a certain way of life. We reject this
understanding and we refrain from adopting it".165 Al-Bu>t}i agrees with al-Ghazali and
believes that the term "salaf" is a misappropriation, adding that the early Muslim generation
never referred to themselves as "salafi>s". Also, they were not in any way literalists as the
modern term implies.166
Al-Bu>t}i> adds that "salafiyya" is a term in Islam that has been passed down through
generations, and its significance stems from being blessed by its proximity to the time of
Prophet.167 Therefore, any attempt to organise a group bearing the name "salaf" should be
rejected as such an attempt in itself constitutes bid’a (innovation).168 In similar vein, alQarad}a>wi> believes that salafiyya is neither the stagnant past nor a heritage. He also objects
to the view that the Prophet is the true salafi> and, most importantly, he believes that
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salafiyya should not be a carbon copy of the past.169 Al-Ghazali, al-Bu>t}i> and al-Qarad}a>wi>
refer to the Wahha>bi>s as they are the people who have made salafiyya synonymous with the
H}anbali school of fiqh.170
Al-Ghazali acknowledges the contribution of Muh}ammad Ibn ‘Abd al-Wahha>b to the
service of Islam, but rejects the means used by his followers to spread the message of tawh}i>d.
Their methods aside, Ibn ‘Abd al-Wahha>b's salafiyya is no different from al-Ghazali's.
According to Rid}a>, al-Ghazali's teacher, ‘Abduh was also influenced by the Ibn ‘Abd alWahha>b school.171
Contrary to what their critics say about them, the salafi>s themselves present their school
as partly rational and partly scriptural, where reason is not suppressed, but that it is not to be
used at the expense of ah}a>di>th.172 Therefore they disassociate themselves from the ignorant
"youngsters" whose only job is to say who is Muslim and who ka>fir. These people are
considered as ghula> (extremists) by all accounts. They are the ones al-Ghazali often
encountered, but his criticism does not preclude what is known as "al-salafiyya al-‘ilmiyya"
(scholastic salafiyya).173 This is obvious in his books published in the last ten years of his
life. The followers of Ibn ‘Abd Wahha>b are subject to criticism for many reasons and from
many sides, but the matter is decidedly different when it comes to al-Ghazali.
Al-Ghazali, more than any other Muslim intellectual, uses confrontational language
against the salafi>s of Saudi Arabia. Readers of his books cannot fail but be struck by the
ferocity of the debate – al-Ghazali''s seemingly private war against the salafi>s. He strips them
169
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of any intellectual integrity from the outset by remarking that "they are neither salaf nor

khalaf".174 Al-Ghazali often depicts them as reactionary and mentally ill, adding that their
brand of salafiyya is synonymous with madness.175 He considers them to be nomads in their
manners, and devoid of reason because to them "reason is guilty until proven innocent".176
He goes further to describe them as "a small gang of semi illiterates who want to inflame the
fire that has been extinguished,"177 and consequently "their behaviour is that of highway
robbers".178 They in turn counter al-Ghazali's arguments in their own books, rebutting his
ideas, and accusing him of being a secularist and one of Ataturk's followers.179
It is worth noting that al-Ghazali's attitude to the literalist (scripturalist) salafiyya is
mainly shaped by his time in Saudi Arabia as well as his work in Algeria where he spoke
about the practices of some salafi>s and his efforts to educate a new generation free of
bigotry.180 Al-Ghazali's argument against the salafi>s is centred around four issues as follows:
1.

what he perceives to be their arrogance in claiming that they are equal to the
early salaf despite what he considers to be their lack of knowledge;

2.

his view that they have diverted the attention of ordinary people from real work
by laying emphasis on trivial matters such as the acceptable mode of dress;

3.

their extreme form of salafiyya which is used by the agents of America and
Russia to promote "the ugly face of Islam"181 while suppressing the voice of
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moderate Islamists who represent true Islam;182 and most importantly perhaps,
their obsession with resurrecting the old divides, degrading the early generation
of salaf and representing as acceptable what al-Ghazali calls "corrupted religion"
or "a deceitful form of Islam";183 and
4.

in al-Ghazali's mind, these people are not true salafi>s because the real ones are
those who understand the moral, social and political bases of reform as stated in
Islam, and as has been championed by the salaf.184

Al-Ghazali's encounters with the salafi>s are theological in nature. They often accuse him
of being an Ash‘arite, despite his salafi> inclination,185 or ask him awkward questions to
expose him as such, questions about the creation of Adam and whether or not God created
him in his own image,186 are often rebuffed by al-Ghazali as unnecessary and that the
intention of asking such questions is not for knowledge, but to divide Muslims as before into
Mu’tazilites or Ash‘arites. On the question of Adam, al-Ghazali's response to it is that
"There is nothing like Him" (42:11).187 He believes that the debates between the salaf and
the khalaf on the nature of God and His attributes is literal, and therefore has no implication
on tawh}i>d. Both sides are motivated by this debate to affirm the Oneness of God and His
transcendence.
One of the problems that concerns al-Ghazali with regard to the understanding of the

salafi>s is their reliance on takfi>r (excommunication) of those who disagree with them. They
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do not hesitate to brand the established ‘ulama>´ as ka>fir.188Al-Ghazali had a similar
experience with jiha>di> groups in Egypt when the government sought his expertise in debates
the latter organised with members of Al-Jama>’a al-Islamiyya, who permit the killing of
Muslims who do not follow their creed. He chided them by remarking that Islam is not a
religion of assassination.189Al-Ghazali also faced a similar situation during the famous Faraj
Foda trial in 1994 when al-Ghazali was scathingly criticised.190
This section has attempted to present the way in which al-Ghazali understood the term

salafiyya, and has found that he understood it in its ideal sense to mean a rational movement
in Islamic thought that has nothing to do with a scholar or a school of fiqh, a place or
specific country.191 One cannot help but note that his altercation with ritual salafiyya is
sometimes influenced by his personal feelings, and it was a response to certain incidents
mentioned above. What remains is the presentation of a general assessment of al-Ghazali's
contribution to the field of Muslim theology.

Ima>n, reason and science
According to Fahmi Jad‘a>n, Professor of Philosophy at Jordan University in Amman, alGhazali among Muslim scholars, is the one who has left the most considerable, enduring
legacy in the past century.192 He also says that al-Ghazali's legacy stands on a par with premodern and modern scholars as well as his contemporaries. While acknowledging that alGhazali did not attempt to build a theoretical or epistemological project dictated by modern
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methodologies used by philosophers and theologians, his contribution can nevertheless stand
as such. This is because his main interest was how to project Islam in its entirety, including
its political, social, economic, moral and spiritual aspects. His belief that Islam is for life
does not imply that al-Ghazali was estranged from the rational Islamic principles of Abu>
H}a>mid and Ibn Rushd.193 Thus the main principles that al-Ghazali used to convey his ideas
are ima>n, reason, science and emotion or heart with ima>n, with emotion standing at one end
of the spectrum, science and reason at the other. 194
Al-Ghazali believed that the modern world cannot exist without ima>n, and he tried to
provide a rational ground for it.195 He attributed to reason the role that it (ima>n) can play.
According to Jad‘a>n, al-Ghazali's rationalism is best suited to the spirit of his time, and may
be described as "realist rationalism", a brand of rationalism that takes its reference point
from Islam.196 This perception is similar to Ghannouchi who views the relationship between
faith and reason through the concept of "religious rationality" where the nas}s} is dependent on
its interpretation on human reasoning.197
However, al-Ghazali's views on reason are best understood in the context of ‘Abduh's
school. It is ‘Abduh who laid the ground work for modern Muslim rationalism. It is obvious
that the kinds of issues tackled by al-Ghazali are similar to that of ‘Abduh and his school.
Al-Ghazali himself was aware of this situation when he characterised his approach as one
based solely on revelation, but believed that reason should be the basis of revelation.198
There is no doubt that al-Ghazali's stand is in the same vein as ‘Abduh with regard to the
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role of reason or science in explaining religion. However, he was also very close to the ideas
of Islamists such as al-Banna>> and Qut>b, for he believed in the totality of Islam.199 Islam,
according to this approach, is a comprehensive religion capable of solving all the problems
afflicting the modern world. His view vacillates between these two approaches.
While ‘Abduh and Rid}a> are accused by their critics of being apologists, al-Ghazali was
able to stave off criticism by taking the side of the revivalists. However, al-Ghazali lacked
the clarity of Qut}b when it came to issues of philosophy and knowledge. Unlike al-Ghazali,
Qut}}b who is no philosopher himself, provides his readers with a systematic critique of
philosophy in general and Muslim philosophy in particular.200
Nevertheless, Qut}b and al-Ghazali both share an abhorrence of modern philosophies,
whether steeped in nationalism, capitalism or communism. Until his death, Qut}b believed in
the totality of Islam, that it is self-sufficient and superior to other religions. Similarly, alGhazali believed in the Islam that is for life is not the Islam that is only for worship and
personal ethics.201
Al-Ghazali's approach tries to placate both sides – the modernist on the one hand and the

salafi> oriented approach of Rid}a> and al-Banna> on the other – even though his grasp of
Western knowledge was limited and based on secondary sources, mainly translated works
from foreign languages. It is true, as Badawi explains with regard to ‘Abduh and Rid}a,> that
both adopted the puritanical and "fundamentalistic" views of Ibn Taymiyya as well as the
ethical values of al-Ghazali.202 This view is also valid for al-Ghazali. The difference between
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the revivalist al-Ghazali and the modernist ‘Abduh is that while ‘Abduh failed to provide an
adequate response to the needs of the Muslim community, al-Ghazali was able to
communicate his ideas to larger audiences.
On a practical level by understanding that rational thinking is well entrenched in Islamic
thought, the nas}s} and the world, al-Ghazali was able to avoid the old debate which divided
Muslim scholars into various camps. Al-Ghazali believed that there is only one Islam, and
that is the Islam of revelation.203 He understands the division between the Sunni>s and the
Shi‘as as a matter of furu>´, subdivisions of the fundamentals not related to ima>n where what
is at stake is Muslim unity.204 Sectarianism is rooted in the practices of those such as ruling
families, parties, arrogant leaders and ignorant masses who benefit from divisions.205
Notwithstanding, there is a question that remains to be answered concerning the relation
between religion and reason. Al-Ghazali gives the impression that science and its modern
discoveries can be taken as proof of the validity of religion. In his analysis science stands as
valid proof of the certainties of religion. Al-Ghazali spoke approvingly of the conformity
between science and religion. For example, he praised Cressy Morrison's book Man Does not

Stand Alone saying that he could use the book to teach creed in addition to the Qur´a>n.206
There may be a claim at this point that al-Ghazali was trying to use science, which is a
human exercise, to prove what is the divine and the absolute in the same way that ‘Abduh
tried to understand the Qur´a>n to suit changing circumstances.207 Al-Ghazali's response
would be that "the Greatness of God Almighty becomes clearer in the age of science and
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technological progress. They are a friend of ima>n and an enemy of atheism".208 Here alGhazali follows the spirit of ‘Abduh who believed in the role of reason as the main source of
discovering religion, but he maintained that the role of reason ends there and that human
beings are obliged to follow the revelation.209

Conclusion
In this chapter an attempt has been made to discuss al-Ghazali's view with regard to
theology. The discussion is centred round four issues which al-Ghazali kept revisiting, and
which formed the basis of his reform ideas – these are kala>m, Sufism, free will and salafiyya.
According to him each one of these issues contributed to one degree or another to the
corruption of Islam. In all four issues al-Ghazali felt that a new thinking is needed in order to
affirm the true Islam of the salaf. His solution was to put forward a new approach which
meant a rejection of what he saw as distorted aspects of the above issues.
Al-Ghazali's new thinking was always based on the call to return to the true forms of
rationalism, Sufism and salafiyya – "true rationalism" represented by the salaf, not the
Mu’tazilites; the early Sufism of Al-Has}an al-Bas}ri and Al-Junayd al-Baghda>di>, not the
Sufism of Ibn ‘Arabi>; and the salafiyya represented by the early generation of Muslims, not
one embodied by the Wahha>bi>s. In the four issues discussed above, al-Ghazali perceived the
problem in the way that Muslim scholars looked at the rule of reason in relation to
revelation. He found that reason is either neglected or celebrated at the expense of
revelation. For him the role of reason is to interpret revelation, and revelation in turn limits
reason's role in searching for the truth. In this sense al-Ghazali never did give reason
precedence over revelation. Based on this analysis al-Ghazali went on to call for an
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interpretation of Islam that rejects fatalism and urged Muslims to fully participate in this
world as free human beings who are morally responsible for their acts. His belief in
monotheism as revealed in the Qur´a>n has no place for an argument that is pursued by
Muslim rationalist groups and philosophers, and he preferred to ignore khila>f maintaining
that the disagreement between these groups with regard to the nature of God is irrelevant
and are mainly linguistic in nature which does not affect the belief in the Oneness of God.
As with most Muslim scholars from ‘Abduh onwards, he blamed foreign ideas such as the
Greeks' for causing the dispute among Muslims. Because of this al-Ghazali ruled out any role
for philosophy to solve or guide human beings towards discovering what is out of the
limitation of human intellect. For him man must depend on revelation to learn about al-

ghayb. Furthermore human beings should not ask questions beyond their mental reach. AlGhazali's main aim was not to adopt the same route taken by classical Muslim philosophers
who were able to reach a compromise between Hellenism and Islam due to his limited
knowledge of Muslim philosophy and his lack of appreciation of Greek philosophy, all of
which was reflected in his simplistic view towards them, especially his view that Hellenistic
influences on Islam is a form of cultural invasion. However, it has to be appreciated that one
aspect of his whole endeavour concerning his critical approach to ah}a>di>th is used as the
criterion for belief.210 In this respect al-Ghazali's grounding in traditional Islamic education
gives him an edge over others such as Qut}}b who was a self-taught scholar and the product of
modern education.
Finally, the way al-Ghazali presents his arguments on all of the above issues sometimes
follows logic of its own. For the most part, he tries to take the middle path without
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appearing to be apologetic.211 Although he speaks of his "school of thought" which is based
on benefiting from all trends in Islamic thought,212 he keeps going back and forth, producing
and reproducing the same ideas. This affects the consistency of his contribution, as he was
responding to events of his time. As a result, he was sometimes forced to attack or defend his
idea, and even give contradictory statements in some cases.213
Theology was one of the areas where al-Ghazali tried examine how the lack of proper

fiqh of the Qur´a>n and sunna led to the decline of the Muslim umma, and how that in turn led
to the decline of reason and Islamic intellectual life as examined above. Something else
worth exploring next is how al-Ghazali tackled women's issues. His views offer a case study
of how, after criticising the prevalent practices with regard to women, a Muslim scholar
continues to reassess his views as his experience widens and his ideas mature. As will be
evident in the chapter that follows, the importance of his views on women is of historical
value, i.e. in terms of the development of Islamist thought on women's rights and their role in
public life.
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CHAPTER SIX
Women's Issues: Text and public space
Introduction
Al-Ghazali's preoccupation with women's rights, especially in Muslim societies, began
early in his career. Although his book, Qad}a>ya> al-Mar‘a Bayna al-Taqa>li>d al-Ra>kida wa al-

Taqa>li>d al-Wa>fida which is devoted to women's issues was published late in his life in 1991,
he nevertheless analysed the subject in almost all of his other books.1 His style of analysis,
characterised by repetition, varies from book to book where he would sometimes highlight
the plight of women in Muslim societies and condemn men's attitude towards women's role
at other times.2 Many of his followers consider him to be a leading Islamist voice, who
articulated many of their concerns in Arab and Muslim societies, in defending women's
rights in Islam.3 This chapter will attempt to contextualise al-Ghazali's work on women's
issues and assess his main contribution, tracing his writings from the early stages of his
career to show the evolution of his ideas, mainly on women's role in public life.
Al-Ghazali's views on women may be outdated, taking into account what has transpired
in the two decades since his death, but his views are nonetheless important in the history of
women in Islamic movements and the changing attitude towards their public role as active
agents in realising the desired change in their societies. New voices have emerged in the past
1
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decades which are now shaping the debate on women's issues and are engaged in reading
Islamic texts from a woman's perspective, thus adding a different flavour to men's
interpretation, especially of Qur´a>nic verses relating to women. The "Arab Spring"
revolutions of 2011 have given Arab women a voice alongside men to compel political
changes in their societies, even in conservative societies such the Yemen. New political
realities have also opened the way for women to participate in parliamentary elections in
Tunisia, Morocco and Egypt.4
Within this context, one may understand the importance of al-Ghazali's views in terms of
the continuity of tackling gender issues throughout his career from the 1940s until his death
in 1996. Despite the fact that al-Ghazali's thinking on women transformed from a purely
traditional stance to what one may call progressive, this chapter will argue that al-Ghazali's
contributions remain within the paradigm which was set by early Muslim modernists and
reformers who argued for a change in the social perception of women and their role.5
This chapter will also argue that al-Ghazali had the courage to take positions on then
sensitive issues such as women's right to work, education and political participation. For
example, in the 1950s he was against mixed schools.6 However, later in life he advocated a
kind of mixed education at university level, as long as female students guarded their
modesty.7
The best way to assess al-Ghazali's contribution is perhaps to compare it with the views
of his contemporaries, mainly the Muslim intellectuals who wrote on these issues from
within the framework of Islamic movements and Islamic activism. The reference here is to
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Islamic movements in general and the Muslim Brotherhood in particular. One should point to
the fact that modern Islamic discourse on women is heavily influenced by Islamic activism
because the issue of women, the family, sexuality and gender are crucial to Islamic
movements.8 It is within this context that al-Ghazali projects his views with regard to
women's issues. Before assessing al-Ghazali's views on women it is perhaps worth giving is
chapter a brief discussion of Muslim reformers' views on women followed by a brief
discussion of women and Islamic movements.

Muslim reformers and the question of women
Muslim reformers of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries either debated the
freedom of women within their segregated confines, or they understood women's role in
terms of modernity which in turn is understood to mean technological progress and women's
emancipation.9 The debate centres on their right to education as embedded in the teachings
of Islam. While the reformers agreed upon the right to education, they differed on its type
and method of implication.10 Women's issues are discussed by reformers in light of Western
criticism of women's treatment in Muslim societies. The reformers' response is often
characterised by an apologetic tone. According to Nabia Abbot (1897-1981), Western
scholars who started to link women's degradation to Islam in the eighteenth and nineteenth
centuries have brought denial and apologetics from the Muslim world and the claim that
Islam accorded women a superior status. Both views, according to Abbot, are false.11
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Furthermore, reformist writings on women are often full of clichés, and characterised by
repetitions. Abugideiri notes that most of these reformist writings are produced from a fixed
point of view. Reformers, while acknowledging women's humanity, usually restrict their role
to motherhood and housekeeping.12 The home and child rearing (nurturing) constitute the
confines where women are entitled to their rights. Women's role is often looked at from a
moral point of view. In this sense the role of women is complementary to that of men. By
analysing the question of women from the standpoint of established rules and norms that
cannot be altered, women's role – whether public or private, is constrained.13
Muslim reformist works on women should be placed in their historical milieu. Their
efforts started from the nineteenth century onwards during a time of social and economic
transformation in Muslim countries due to either the process of modernisation, or as a result
of colonial encroachment and the state's policies. All these facets of change led to the
emergence of the debate on women. For the first time in the history of Islam women occupy
the centre of national debate, with issues pertaining to polygamy, divorce and segregation
being discussed openly.14 Countries came most under Western influence were Egypt, Turkey
and Syria to certain extent. Little wonder therefore that most of the articulation on women
concerns took place in these countries.
Women's feminist writings in various forms, such poetry and essays, appeared in Egypt in
the 1860s and 1870s – two decades before the British occupation in 1882. Despite being
disadvantaged by British policies in Egypt, especially in education, women's participation in
journalism took off in the 1890s with women opening their own literary salons, publishing
their own magazines and contributing to magazines published by men. Right from beginning
12
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"women's question" in Egypt was contested by the nationalist and the Islamic forces. Both
were used by writers to legitimise their discourse.15
One of the most influential voices on reform with respect to women was ‘Abduh who
started to comment on the status of women in the 1880s while editor of the official
newspaper al-Waqa>i’ al-Mis}riyya, and later in Al-Mana>r. ‘Abduh was the first Muslim
modernist to articulate the Islamic views on women and their role in society. He argued that
the degeneration of the Muslim umma was partly caused by the way women have been
treated. He also emphasised that Islam, and not the West, was the first to recognise women
as a full and equal human being. ‘Abduh and his school called for a new approach to women's
issues, an approach which is based on careful reading of the Islamic sources and re-evaluating
and reforming the rules and customs which the ‘ulama>´ used to justify the deprivation of
women from their rights. He argued, for example, that monogamy is the rule while polygamy
is the exception even though there is clear nas}s} which permits it. He came to this conclusion
after reading the Qur´a>nic verses on marriage which he thought were being misinterpreted by
Muslims.16
‘Abduh's followers did not expand his reform discourse on women. While his student
Rid}a> steadily identified himself with the conservative current, other students moved away
and embraced more secular and more humanistic discourse. One of them was Qa>sim Ami>n
who in 1899 published a book which caused an outcry among the religious establishment and
nationalist leaders. The book, Tah}ri>r al-Mar‘a is considered a landmark and the beginning of
feminism in Arab culture. The book's impact still reverberates even more than a century or so
since its publication. What angered the intellectuals of the time was the way Ami>n criticised
Muslim societies and Egyptian culture which led Ahmed to conclude that Ami>n's book is a
15
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mere reflection of the colonial view of the inferiority of the native and Muslims, but in a
native voice.17 She adds that Ami>n far from being the father of Arab feminism he was more
or less the son of Lord Cromer and colonialism.18 ‘Abduh's argument and Ami>n's book
shaped the debate on women and the veil in Egypt to a point that no intellectual or feminist
activists can escape their influence.

Women and the Islamic movements
Before exploring the role of women in modern Islamic movements, one should distinguish
between two strands or forms of Muslim feminism, one which is associated with Islamic
activism,19and the other with feminist academics and scholars. The root of the first strand
goes back to the 1970s when Islamic groups had grown stronger in many parts of the Arab
and Muslim world. The main feature of these movements was the promotion of an Islamic
alternative, al-h}al al-Islami>. Women's dress was the most visible feature of what came to be
called Al-Taya>r Al-Islami> (The Islamic Current) with great visibility of women in political
mobilisation and religious movements.20
Despite the fact that Islamists from al-Banna> onward had emphasised the importance of
women's part in the political struggle, women continued to play a subordinate role to men.
Therefore, no woman has risen to the higher echelons of the movement, not even Zainab alGha>zali> (1917-2005) who was an early activist in the Brotherhood and became a feminist
symbol to a point that Ahmed considers her as the "unsung mother" of the Muslim
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Brotherhood.21 This situation, which has not changed from al-Banna> to the present has led
al-Qarad}a>wi> to remark that no female leaders emerged in the ranks of the Islamic movements
because men wish to maintain the role of guiding women.22
In this context one should point to the critics of the Islamists who noted ambiguities in
their discourse about women. Writing about the Islamist stands on women in the 1990s
Moghadam says that there is agreement among them apropos the women's status in shari>‘a,
but they exhibit varying views on other issues such as women's education and women in the
labour market.23 Similarly Islamists differed on the political role of women in the movement.
During the early years of Islamic revivalism in the 1970s Islamists used women as
"recruiters, organisers and socialisers" to borrow from Hegland who was describing women's
role in Iranian politics after the revolution of 1979.24 Moreover, they restricted "women's
purpose in life to serving males, the family and community. Women are pressured to conform
to this role by punishment inside and outside of the family and by threat of divorce and being
deprived of their children and of economic support".25 Some Arab critics say that Islamists
always talk about women's duties while they are reluctant to give them their due rights. For
example the matter of hija>b, segregation and other minor issues are more important to men
than women's right to education, and employment in various section of the society.26
According to Moghadam some female Islamists accepted their role, albeit directing a kind
of criticism towards male activists. The Kuwaiti activist Kawa>kib al-Milh}im and the
Egyptian Muhja Qah}f complained about male dominance of all the important post at the
21
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Muslim Brotherhood and said that the only positions available for them were in the women's
branch.27 According to Moghadam, despite voicing their concerns, they never developed this
into a form of resistance to male dominance.28 The most important development therefore is
the emergence of feminist voices that have brought about a new perspective, especially in
the interpretation of Islamic sources. This development took shape during the 1970s and
1980s post the 1967 War and the fall of Arab socialism.29

Islamic feminism
The focus of Muslim feminist writers has been to give a new interpretation of Islamic
sources. This is helped by male Muslim scholars, al-Ghazali and Abd al-Hali>m Abu> Shaqqa
(d.1996) in particular, who started the process of reading and re-reading these sources. These
two named scholars, as will be discovered, take the stand that the present situation of women
in Muslim societies is the result of "ignorance of true Islam".30 Roald who situates their
works in the context of the Muslim Brotherhood believes that Abu> Shaqqa, together with alGhazali and al-Qarad}a>wi>, may be regarded as the intellectuals of the movement, and whether
they are inside or outside the movement their writings influenced many members of the
Muslim Brotherhood.31
In contrast to the scene in the Arab world, Muslim feminists in the West who are trained
in Western academia are the ones who are now leading the way. The works of Amina Wadud
and Riffat Hassan present a new revisionist approach, and are mainly concerned with the re-
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evaluation of Islamic sources, criticism of the use of Islamic sources and criticism of the
interpretation of Islamic sources.32 Their writings are among other factors that have paved
the way for creating a rich and vibrant environment where much work has been done in terms
of rethinking and re-interpreting.
Ahmed depicts an active scene in America where the children of Islamists are now
playing an important role in this process. Her analysis shows the transformation that has
occurred apropos of this young generation who looks at their identity from the viewpoint of
being American and Muslim, and attempts to address women's issues accordingly.33 The
established and new feminists are now working hard to challenge the old certainties their
parents had brought with them from their respective countries with regard to the h}ija>b,
women's duties, segregation and the like.
While Ahmed agrees that all women gender activists in America are influenced at some
point in their lives by Islamists either by working in Islamist organisations or by being
habitués of their bases of operations, the new generation of activists are pushing forward to
create a democratic space where women are able to enter and participate in all aspects of life.
When Ahmed speaks of these developments that are taking place among Muslims in
America, she seeks to show that the h}ija>b which travelled with the Islamists from the Middle
East to America in the 1970s and has stayed with them, is now being debated by their
offspring as to its religiosity, with a view to decide whether to "dehijabize".34 Whether or not
one agrees with her, the lively debate nevertheless shows that women are coming to the fore,
and discussing religious texts in order to achieve justice and equality for themselves. One
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might argue that the new works go beyond what Wadud and Hassan had done earlier, for
instance in terms of issues discussed.
Both Wadud's and Hassan's approaches are hermeneutical. Wadud studied "the Islamic
tradition" (i.e. the Qur´a>n and h}adi>th), and raises some doubts about the validity of h}adi>th
without rejecting it.35 As for Hassan, she presents a critique of many ah}a>di>th that are used to
suppress women in the name of religion.36 Commenting on the work of Muslim feminists,
Badran remarks that they often distinguish between what is universal or timeless and what is
contingent. Their main focus is the holy text, the Qur´a>n, as the work of Wadud and others
indicate.37 The methodology applied by Muslim feminists is that of classical Islamic
methodology i.e. ijtiha>d and tafsi>r; in addition to methods and tools of linguistics, history,
literary criticism, sociology, anthropology and so on.38
As Badran's comments indicate, the analyses in both Wadud's and Hassan's research
reflect the critical theories used in Western academia to examine the sacred text. These
theories are not accepted by the ‘ulama>´ who are grounded in Islamic scholarship and its way
of reasoning.39 Despite the differences between the two world views, there are slight
similarities between Wadud and Hassan's findings, and that of some of the New Islamist
writers who engage in critical study of the religious texts. Wadud and Hassan uphold the
same views as al-Ghazali toward understanding the texts. In terms of emphasis, Hassan is
more consistent in her analysis of h}adi>th. Al-Ghazali's analysis indicates that h}adi>th about
women are forged and contradict passages in the Qur´a>n. Wadud, on her part, is a little
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ambivalent towards h}adi>th. She does not explicitly reject the authority of h}adi>th, but does
not fully support it as she rarely uses it in her analysis of the Qur´a>n.

AlAl-Ghazali and women's issues: The evolution
Al-Ghazali's books Al-Sunna al-Nabawiyya and Qad}a>ya> Al-Mar‘a are important in
terms of the development of his views on women. They both indicate the way moderate
Islamists try to synthesise a modern approach based on Islamic principles regarding the role
of women in society. At the beginning of his career al-Ghazali recognised that there is a
"women's problem" in Muslim societies that needed to be addressed. At the time al-Ghazali's
argument was informed by the need to achieve social justice for women, but at the same time
warning against Western influence on their identity. He addressed women's issues in the
context of the debate within Egypt of the 1950s and the 1960s – debate which was
dominated by secular and socialists forces.40 In this situation al-Ghazali was critical of the
Westernised intellectuals who promoted women's liberation at the expense of their Islamic
values.41 Sufu>r (unveiling), educational syllabus, mixed schools and moral issues figured
heavily in his argument during this period.42 At the same time al-Ghazali was critical of the
way religious scholars understood women's status in society and how they interpreted
religious texts in order to restrict women's roles, deprive them of their rights and to keep
male domination over the family.43 Despite al-Ghazali's belief that the shari>‘a guaranteed full
rights to women as with men, whether in the family or in the public sphere, the kind of
solutions he presented to women's problems were conservative as he viewed women's issues
40
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through the principle of sadd al-dhara>’i’ (prohibition for the fear of committing sins). On the
one hand he welcomes women's full participation in the public sphere but on the other he
emphasised that home duties take precedence over her public participation.44

In later years al-Ghazali started to look at women's issues from a different perspective
where mas}lah}a (public interest)45 takes precedent over sadd al-dhara>’i’. In the 1980s he is
seen to allow women to fully participate in public life. Al-Ghazali did not change his view as
such, but he widened his perspective in which he starts to believe that women have an equal
duty towards the umma as they do towards their families. He understood at this stage that
the Muslim umma need women to work in all sectors of society, but in an atmosphere of
respect and without violating the teachings of Islam. It is at this stage that al-Ghazali started
scrutinising religious texts and looking at them through a different light.
The seeds of this development were planted in the 1970s when he, with other scholars
such Muh}ammad Abu> Zahra and ‘Abd al-H}ali>m Mah}mu>d, attacked the state's attempts to
change family law or what is known as "Jeha>n's Laws" which meant putting restrictions on
the number of wives [a man may have at any time] and on divorce laws.46 In addition, his
experience when he left Egypt for a spell to live abroad led him to reassess early views. It
was during this time, approximately between the 1970s and late the 1980s that he started to
question the salafi> approach towards women.47 This phase was to continue until the end of
his life.
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Al-Ghazali realised that there was a need to evaluate ah}a>di>th relating to women which he
noted are either weak or, infinitely worse, fabricated ah}a>di>th; such as "Do not teach them
writing and allow them to the apartments, i.e. living alone in the rooms so they draw the
attention of men to them"48 and "It is best for women not to see and be seen by a man."49
They became a criteria for women's behaviour in certain societies despite the fact that they
are fabricated.50 Nevertheless, these ah}a>di>th have been allowed to rule Muslims for centuries
while other authentic traditions are blatantly ignored.51 Al-Ghazali believed that ignorance
of the Prophet's Si>ra (life and action) has led some to isolate women and force them to live
on the margins of society.52 He is of the view that to understand women's role in society is to
understand the sacred text. He therefore called for a review of the fata>wa> and their impact on
women of inherited traditions.53 A review of the past is tied in with al-Ghazali's discourse on
the understanding of mental, social and economic crises which dictate the role of women's in
society.54
For women to be emancipated society should be educated at all levels especially at
the family level which al-Ghazali lays much emphasis on as the centre where Islamic ideal is
realised.55 Therefore, he links the collapse of family values in the Muslim world with the
marginalisation of women.56 According to him, part of depriving women of the opportunity
to be educated is preventing them from visiting mosques.
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Al-Ghazali recounts his own struggle to allow women to go to the mosques and his
efforts to restore women place in the house of God when he was the Director of Mosques at
the Ministry of Religious Affairs in Egypt.57 He says that women's education has nothing to
do with what is lawful or unlawful,58 and therefore all field of knowledge should be open to
women unless there are some technical reasons barring women from studying this subject or
that. Other than that they should study whatever they aspire to.59 He goes further to say that
women should be supported should they choose to pursue their studies,60 and late in his life
he urged them to travel, within the accepted religious rules, as a way of broadening their
minds.61 He remarks, "Tourism is not only for men, but it is also for women."62 It is worth
mentioning that al-Ghazali's interaction with women as a teacher and preacher encouraged
him, towards the end of his life to do more to elevate their status and present them on the
same footing as men, a recognition that the umma's life must be built by both men and
women.63
In order to highlight al-Ghazali's concerns, what follows is a detailed examination of
some of the main issues he tackled during his long career. They are:
i.

women's participation in public life;

ii.

women and politics;

iii.

women's dress;

iv.

women's legal testimony;

v.

marriage to non-Muslims; and
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vi.

the husband's right of chastisement (ta’di>b).

Women's participation in public life
In 1944 al-Ghazali published an article in the Muslim Brotherhood's magazine (Majallat

al-Ikhwa>n) where he states clearly that women should not study law or engineering because
"it is doubtful that they can contribute to these fields".64 Even if women manage to break
through the glass ceiling, al-Ghazali believes that women's participation will not last because
"it is impossible to empty the house of its owner (i.e. the woman) so that she can run an
engineering or law firm".65 Al-Ghazali emphasised that women, by nature, should assume
their career at home rather than running a law or an engineering firm.66 Similar to this view
H}asan al-Hud}aybi> thought that the study of "masculine topics" such as chemistry, law,
engineering and agriculture will affect women's femininity and sensitivity. He, like alGhazali, proposed separate classes or universities for women.67
Al-Ghazali continued to hold this view until the 1960s. Although he did not bar women
from working outside their homes, he continued to believe that they should stay at home and
that housework should be given priority.68 After two decades, he started calling for a balance
between women's role in the home and in the community. His views on this are tied to the
notion that the future of Islam is linked to the re-evaluation of the status of women.69 AlGhazali's early views on women's work are based on the understanding that men, by nature,
are created to work outside the home whereas women, by their nature, are created to take on
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housekeeping responsibilities.70 This, he believes, is why the responsibility of preparing food
and sustenance for the household falls on them. Al-Ghazali's understanding of Verse 4:34 is
that the man is the head of the household. The verse states, "Husbands should take full care
of their wives, with (the bounties) God has given to some more than others and with what
they spend out of their own money."71 According to al-Ghazali al-qawa>ma (stewardship), as
the verse indicates, falls on men.72
Scholars and exegetes have given many interpretations of this verse. They have tried to
give an explanation of the term "qawwa>m>un ‘ala>" which some understand as "protectors and
maintainers". Others interpreted it as "stewardship".73 Most modern Muslim exegetes
understand qawa>ma to mean men only have responsibilities, as opposed to authority in
marital relations,74 and have no authority over the woman other than that.75 Al-Ghazali is of
the view that the qawa>ma applies to the household only.76 He believes that men's
stewardship of the household does not deprive women of their civil liberties and right to
ownership of property.77
He further adds by saying that those who understand the verse to mean that women are
subordinate to men, and that men's position in the home is one of "isti’la>´" (absolute
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authority) and domination, are wrong.78 Wadud believes that the verse could be understood
in the light of contemporary life whereby men's responsibility for women applies only to
their economic support of the family. This interpretation leaves the door open for stripping
men of their "authority" in the household.79 In another reading, the Syrian scholar,
Muh}ammad Shah}ru>r comments that stewardship of women over men is possible as long as
the women are pious.80
Al-Ghazali's statements in the 1960s imply that he has no objections for women to
participate in all areas of public life, but he and other Islamists look at women's employment
from the perspective of mas}lah}a which means that in any job women should serve the needs
of the Muslim community, that is why al-Ghazali believes that women should participate in
the field of medicine and pharmacy, in addition to education.81 He urges women to become
midwives and nurses.82 According to him such jobs takes into consideration their physical
nature. For example, he is against jobs that require physical effort such as working as bus
conductors, or aeroplane pilots.83 Al-Ghazali rejects this type of equality between male and
female by saying, "When women take all the jobs like men, such as working as policewomen
or mechanics, or working in factories, and as sweepers in the streets, drivers of vehicles and
transport, these jobs are not suitable for them, and rarely do women rival men in these
jobs."84
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In order to accommodate women in the workforce without compromising their role at
home, al-Ghazali suggests the creation of part-time jobs to cater only for women.85
According to al-Ghazali men should be given preference when recruiting for jobs of vital
interest to the nation.86 He says, "Women are not allowed to work in one of these (vital jobs)
and take the place of a qualified and unemployed youth."87 If women are to work, he believes
this is acceptable in four cases; when there is a very intelligent and gifted woman whose
talent would benefit the community, when women are employed in jobs such as in education
and medicine that suit their disposition, and when she helps her husband in his job such as
farming or helping him run a business. The fourth is when the woman is obliged to work
because there is no one else to provide for the household.88
Throughout his career al-Ghazali maintained that women should not take up jobs that
affect their dignity and integrity. This was not to change. However, from the 1980s onwards
al-Ghazali's attitude to women's employment changed dramatically. He then held the view
that women may work inside and outside their homes provided their dignity and chastity are
protected. As a sign of changing times he writes, "I was known for not supporting the view
of allowing women to work in all kinds of jobs neither did support the equality between men
and women in all areas of work. I said that women are suited more to a housewife's job, but
there are jobs that need the technical expertise only women have, and there are cases where
girls need to work before they get married. Again economic situations affect the way people
understand life's issues. Therefore, I do not want to issue partial fatwa>s without taking into
account the wider picture of Muslim societies, in this ever changing life."89 According to this
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outlook women are no longer forbidden from competing with men in what he previously
termed "vital" jobs. He goes further to say that in the job market the most qualified must be
given the job regardless of their gender. He says "What has gender got to do with
employment? You might find pious woman who is better at her job than a bearded
irresponsible male."90 Al-Qarad}a>wi> follows al-Ghazali on this view where women are
allowed to compete with men in public life as long as they have better qualifications.91
Women's employment is part of the debate about the right of women to leave their houses
without their husband's permission, be it to go to the mosque, to take up employment or to
shop and participate in social events.92 Al-Ghazali seems open to the idea of women leaving
their houses. However, the evidence he presents indicates that women need to have their
husbands' permission and he ought not to prevent them from going to the mosque.93 That
said, one of the main debates among Muslim scholars and Islamists is the role of women in
political life. The debate often begins with the general premise that in principle there is
nothing in Islam that prevents women from participating in political life. The exception,
however, is the role of women as political leaders or the supreme commander of the umma.
What follows is an attempt to present al-Ghazali's views on women as judges or leaders of
the community.

Women and politics
In 1987, Fatima Mernissi asked, "Can a woman be a leader of Muslims?" The answer
seems to be "yes". However, this reply in the affirmative does raise many problems. It was
assumed, long before Mernissi posed the question, that women are exempt from leadership.
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Islamic classical sources indicate that women cannot lead the community. The issue of
women's leadership re-surfaced in the book ‘A>´isha wa al-Siya>sa (‘A>´isha and Politics)
written in 1947 by the Syrian scholar and linguist, Sa‘i>d al-Afgha>ni> (1909-1997). In it alAfgha>ni> advances the view that the participation of ‘A>´isha, one of the Prophet's wives, in
politics was a source of conflict.
Al-Afgha>ni> was referring to her involvement in the fitna, or civil strife, against the fourth
caliph, Ali> Ibn Abi> T}al> ib. According to this historical analysis, women should not participate
in politics.94 While Muslim scholars seem to accept a role for women in political life,95 they
vary in the degree of authority they accord to women. This will become clear later in this
study.
In detailing the position of women in society and political life, al-Ghazali differentiates
between interpretation (opinion) and the text. According to him, no one's opinion should be
treated as a religious authority.96 He then proceeds to detail the position of the Andalusian
jurist, Ibn H}azm who accepts that women can occupy any position in public life, except the
position of the Al-Wilaya al-Uz}ma> (the Supreme Commander of the Faithful). Al-Ghazali
criticises those who opine that according to Al-Nisa>´ (4:34) women are prohibited from
having authority over men. As explained above, al-Ghazali restricts al-qawa>ma to the
household.97According to al-Ghazali, the verse in question does not indicate that women
cannot assume a high position and lead men. He refers to the time when the Caliph ‘Umar
gave the position of h}isba (Market Controller) to a woman named Al-Shifa> bint ‘Abd Allah.
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He states that her authority governed not only women, but also men who were the majority
of the workforce in the marketplace. Likewise, the husband has no authority over his
physician wife in the hospital where she works.98
Those who oppose women's leadership mainly quote the popular h}adi>th in Bukha>ri>
narrated by Abu> Bakra, "When the news reached the Prophet that the Persians had chosen
the daughter of kisra a> s their leader, he said, 'A people led by a woman will not succeed'."99
Al-Ghazali does not doubt the s}ih}h}a of the h}adi>th, nor does he doubt its chain of narrators,
but he tries to contextualise the h}adi>th and analyse it according to its historical and social
context. He believes that the h}adi>th was a reaction to the news that had reached Madina
about a young and inexperienced princess who had inherited the throne of Persia.100 Her
appointment was a bad choice in the context of the historical and political upheavals that
were taking place in Persia at the time during which state religion then was paganism. The
royal family did not practice shu>ra> (consultation), and did not tolerate other points of view.
The relationship between certain members of the royal family was hostile. A man could kill
his father for no reason, and humiliate the nation for good measure.101 Therefore, the h}adi>th
should be understood as an analysis of the situation in Persia at that time.
According to Ibn H}azm, as understood by al-Ghazali, the h}adi>th is applicable only to the
leadership of the state. He urges those who oppose any political role for women to take a
close look at the h}adi>th by saying, "We do not yearn to make women heads of state or
government, but we yearn for one thing, that a head of the state or government should be the
most efficient person in the umma."102 Al-Ghazali gives another perspective to the h}adi>th by
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analysing its contents in the light of the Qur´a>n. He alerts his readers to Al-Naml of the
Qur´a>n which contains the story of Balqi>s, the Queen of Sheba. The Qur´a>n depicts her as a
just and wise ruler. When she receives a message from the Prophet Sulayman (Solomon)
inviting her to become a Muslim, she gathers all her advisors to give her an opinion on the
matter.103
Al-Ghazali comments that femininity and masculinity are not the issue. He refers to a
statement by the thirteenth century scholar, Ibn Taymiyya that by virtue of being just and
fair, God may grant a non-Muslim country victory over the Muslim umma which is unjust.104
He adds by saying that a nation that has a leader such as Balqi>s will never fail.105 The manner
in which al-Ghazali treats the matter of women's leadership indicates that he was keen to
show that there is nothing in the primary sources to prevent women from assuming the
leadership of the Muslim state. Yet he seems reluctant to accept that this is plausible, and his
reluctance shows that female leadership is still a controversial issue, at least at the time he
held his views. In fact al-Ghazali considers women leaders as a rarity as following excerpt
suggests:
"Again, I would like to emphasise that I am not in the habit of supporting female
leadership. Those women with perfect qualities are rare. They are usually discovered by
accident. All I want to do is to interpret a h}adi>th which is commonly used, and try to prevent
the contradiction between the Qur´a>n and certain reports on the one hand, and between the

h}adi>th and the historical context on the other."106
Again, al-Ghazali's acceptance of women's role in the political arena should be understood
on the basis of his view that women's involvement in politics and public life should not come
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at the expense of family life which he considers to be women's primary responsibility. While
al-Ghazali appears to be sceptical about such a role for women in Muslim societies, he
accepts that women have ruled successfully in many countries such as Britain, India and
Israel. However, he still believes that these experiences are born within their context and
people's choices. He says, "If they (the above nations) have accepted women as leader, judge,
minister or ambassador, it is their choice. We also have different opinions that allow this.
Why then should we follow one opinion?"107 It is evident from this that al-Ghazali is only
concerned with the theoretical aspect of the issue.108Al-Ghazali's attitude begs many
questions. If the text allows women to lead the community, why does he try to link it to
people's preferences? There is no explanation other than perhaps al-Ghazali did not think of
the issue as an urgent matter as since women were still fighting for their right to attend the
mosque, not to become president.
Rachid al-Ghannouchi, leader of the Tunisian Islamic movement H}arakat al-Nahd}a
(Renaissance Movement), is of the opinion that a woman can be head of state. He seems to
understand the said role in a modern sense. In modern times leadership is either partial or
collective. In this sense it is different from the concept of "wilayya" or "imama al-Uz}ma>" in
the Islamic context where the leader is also the defender of the faith as well as the nation.109
As modern decision-making rests with many institutions such as Parliament, the High Court
and the army, the head of state such as the Queen of the United Kingdom who also the head
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of the Anglican Church, no longer possesses absolute authority due to the division of
power.110
Among the Islamists H}asan al-Tura>bi>, the leader of the Sudanese Islamic movement and
renowned scholar, is more vocal in his pronouncements on women's role as an activist in the
Islamic movement. His emphasis on their rights and is articulated in his book, Al-Siya>sa wa

al-H}}ukum: al-Nuz}um al-Sult}a>niyya Bayna al-Us}ul> wa Sunan al-Wa>qi’ in where presents his
views on female leadership.111 He caused heated debate regarding his views on women
leading the prayer in mixed congregation, as well as his views on Muslim women marrying
non-Muslims.112
Al-Tura>bi> rejects the condition stipulated by Muslim scholars in order to exclude women
from state leadership. He says that masculinity is not a condition for the appointment to a
higher post such as "al-wilaya al-‘a>ma" (commander-in-chief). He reiterates the point that
both men and women are equally required to fulfil their religious obligations. As for their
social duties, at home for example, he believes that family responsibilities are given equally
to both men and women. In politics, women and men are in partnership according to the
general rule of Al-Amr bi´l-Ma’ru>f wa Nahy ‘an al-Munkar (commanding the good and
prohibiting evil). They therefore share the same destiny in war and peace.113
The Qur´a>nic injunctions that distinguish between the role of men and women are meant
to pave the way for the transformation of Muslim society from pre-Islamic practices to a fair
and just society. Al-Tura>bi> maintains that the traditional culture of Muslims does not accept
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women's leadership to rule in war and peace. He blames what he calls "fuqaha>´ al-sult}a>n"
(Jurists of the Court) who stipulate that masculinity is a condition for the post of Caliph
rather than leaving it to the consensus of the Muslims. Al-Tura>bi> accuses the jurists of
preventing women from holding public offices such as presiding over criminal cases in the
court as well as those concerning financial disputes.114 Unlike al-Ghazali who supports
female leadership in principle, al-Tura>bi> and Ghannouchi are clear in their support for female
leadership in the practical sense.115
It would appear that there is no unanimity among the scholars on female leadership.116
However, Muslim scholars seem to agree on other aspects of women's participation in other
facets of political life. Most seem open to women's participation in the political process. AlGhazali finds no objection to the appointment of women as judges, although he had some
reservations early in his career.117 Despite being unsure about women's leadership, alGhazali's is credited with the effort of moderating and systemising the debate on women's
political rights. His influence on modern Islamic movements is the reason that the debate
intensified in the past decade.118 His vision has held sway, and scholars such as al-Qarad}a>wi>
arrives at the same conclusion as al-Tura>bi> that this must be understood in the context of the
twenty-first century when some scholars now allow women to assume any position in
political life. Al-Qarad}a>wi> considers women's participation in elections as wa>jib
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(obligatory).119 However, al-Qarad}a>wi> continues to believe that women are not allowed to be
caliph, though differentiating between regional or national leadership and being leader of the
whole Muslim umma.120

Women's dress
Al-Ghazali, in Al-Sunna, chooses a particular point to clarify the issue of women's
headscarf or h}ija>b (veil).121 While he accepts that women should dress modestly and refrain
from parading their physical attributes publicly, he believes that all ah}a>di>th requiring women
to cover their faces are baseless.122 He says that there is no prohibition on women revealing
their faces during prayers and while performing H}ajj. The Prophet Muh}ammad saw women's
countenances in the markets, annual festivities and mosques, and he never ordered them to
cover their faces. Al-Ghazali questions those who believe that the niqa>b (face cover) is
obligatory.123 He cites eleven ah}a>di>th that support the majority view of the founders of the
four main Madha>hib (Islamic schools of fiqh or jurisprudence) on the subject. They agree
that women are not required to cover their faces. Hence, their faces are not ‘awra (that which
is shameful). He believes that those who raise the issue of the niqa>b are behaving
irresponsibly,124 and that niqa>b is not a fundamental issue worth debating as it does not
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affect the essence of religion.125 Debating such issues and paying too much attention to them
are bound to create problems and divide the Muslim umma.126
Al-Ghazali's analysis of the h}ija>b issue is based on his criticism of the way people
understand the ah}a>di>th. He holds public preachers responsible for dire ignorance, and accuses
them of maintaining the siege on women by presenting Islam as a women's prison. He
combines his criticism of ah}a>di>th by citing the views of the four Madha>hib in order to give
credence to his analysis. He is aware of this when he says that what he presents is not his
own opinion, but what has already been said in books of fiqh. He remarks, "Is what I say my
own opinion? No, no. This is the view of the four great jurists and the views of the leading
commentators."127
Al-Ghazali considers all customs and traditions that regard women's faces and voices as

h}ara>m (forbidden) or ‘awra as baseless. Likewise he, who abhors the business of tah}ri>m
(forbidding that which has not been forbidden in the sources), considers any fatwa> regarding
this issue as a sign of utter ignorance. Al-Ghazali supports the view that favours the full
covering of women's bodies with the exception of their faces and hands. In this he gives
many pieces of evidence that show the agreement among the jurists on this issue. His way of
proving his stance is through a critical study of h}adi>th used to justify women not only
covering their bodies, but also their faces and hands.128 As long as it is modest and
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presentable, and does not reveal a woman's "physical charms" that may encourage vice, any
type of dress is permissible.129
Al-Ghazali reminds his readers that the liberation of women should not be done at the
expense of their dignity. He said "When I release women from the prison of ignorance... I do
not foresee that the purpose of their release should be in order for them to be swept away by
the winds of desire."130 He goes on to say, "We do not move women from the age of the

h}ari>m into the h}ara>m (forbidden) era."131 This statement reveals al-Ghazali's perception of
women's liberation which is seen in terms of veiling and unveiling. It would appear the more
liberated women are the more they expose their bodies. As he puts it, "Before women leave
their houses they stripped off their clothes,"132 and in this context clothes have become an
emblem of change whatever may be, to the left or to the right; and both directions are
extreme.133
Al-Ghazali's views concerning the head cover maintain that there is no one costume that
Muslim men and women should wear at all times.134 He recognises the cultural differences
and the determinate role customs play in the way women and men dress. The main issue is
not the type of dress, rather how women (and men) dress. He opines that scholars should pay
attention to the aims, goals and rationale behind shari>‘a (maqa>s}id al-shari>‘a) which is to
protect women from the gaze of men, and to ensure that women dress appropriately.135
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The issue of h}ija>b in al-Ghazali's writings, as seen above, is related to the "head cover"
and not "face cover".136 It is noted that he directs his criticism at certain groups in the Gulf
area in general, and in Saudi Arabia in particular. In the course of his discussion, al-Ghazali
refers to a book written by a scholar from the Gulf in which he associates zina> (fornication)
with exposing the face. Al-Ghazali rebuts this view by reminding the writer of the H}ajj
where shari>‘a dictates that women should uncover their faces during the pilgrimage and
prayers. He reminds the writer thus, "Does the uncovering of the face during acts of these
five pillars of Islam arouse sexual instincts? How false is this reasoning?"137 Al-Ghazali goes
on to discuss two ah}a>di>th narrated by ‘A>´isha. The first is about Asma>´ being told to expose
her face and hands,138 and the second is about ‘A>´isha saying that the wives of the Prophet
used to cover their faces on their way to H}ajj.139 According to al-Ghazali, the second h}adi>th
is considered d}a‘i>f (weak), while the h}adi>th concerning Asma>´ is strengthened by other
reports.140 Al-Ghazali gives further evidence to show that women in early Islam were not
obliged to cover their faces and their hands.141
In order to strengthen his argument, he refers the reader to the Qur´a>nic injunction that
men should lower their gaze: "Prophet, tell believing men to lower their gaze and guard their
private parts," (24: 30). Al-Ghazali comments, "Should a man lower his gaze from the
clothes of the woman and her back?" He relates a h}adi>th where a very beautiful woman went
to the Prophet during the h}ujat al-wada>’ (Farewell Pilgrimage). She addressed him while AlFad}l Ibn ‘Abba>s was riding behind him. Ibn Abba>s could not help but look at her because of
her beauty. The Prophet tried politely to prevent him from staring at her. Al-Ghazali argues
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that this incident shows that women are not obliged to cover their faces, and that what is
obligatory is for men (and conversely women) to exercise restraint.142 The conclusion alGhazali draws from the many reports and evidence he presents, is that the issue of dress for
both men and women in Islam is all about modesty. Women in this regard should dress
decently according to the standards set by Qur´a>nic injunctions and ah}a>di>th, but not
according to that of set by fashion houses in the West.

Muslim women marrying nonnon-Muslims
Muslim jurists agree that under no circumstances may a Muslim woman marry a nonMuslim,143 despite the permissibility of a Muslim man marrying non-Muslim women
provided they are of Jewish or Christian faith, referred to as Ahl al-Kita>b (People of the
Book).144 The issue of marriage, especially with regard to Muslim women, is debated in the
context of Muslims living in the West. Muslim scholars record many cases where Muslim
women marry non-Muslim men, and decide to stay with them even though the men choose
not to become Muslims. Some scholars point to exceptional cases where the Prophet allowed
some Muslim women who migrated to Madina from Makka to stay with their non-Muslim
husbands.145 However, most scholars believe that those are highly exceptional cases which,
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despite their occurrence, do not break the scholars' consensus on the matter. They cite Verse
2:221, the Qur´a>nic injunction which seems to make the prohibition clear: "Nor marry (your
girls) to unbelievers until they believe: A man slave who believes is better than an
unbeliever, even though he allures you."
Al-Ghazali comments on this issue in his book, Z}ala>m min al-Gharb where his
contribution to the debate comes as a response to a report published in Rose al-Yu>suf, a
liberal magazine published in Cairo. The author of this report argues that Muslim women are
allowed to marry Christians or Jews as the Qur´a>n only prohibits them from marrying the

mushriki>n (polytheists). Al-Ghazali replies that this is a misrepresentation of the Qur´a>nic
injunction. He points out that when a Muslim man marries a non-Muslim woman
(kita>biyya>t), this does not mean that he is allowed to marry just anyone. He must be aware of
her background and her moral conduct. On another occasion al-Ghazali makes it clear that
Islam condemns Muslim women who marry Christian Copts. He regards these women as
nominal Muslims.146
Interestingly, al-Ghazali is even reluctant to condone the marriage of a Muslim man to a
non-Muslim woman.147 His understanding of the term "Ahl al-Kita>b" does not include the
men and women of Europe and America because in his view the Torah and the Gospel have
lost their impact on them. He writes that religion in these societies is reduced to public
holidays and Christmas celebrations.148 Al-Ghazali stopped short of considering them

mushriku>n and his view is in contrast with Shaltu>t's who believes the term is not applied to a
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historical period or means a specific Christian community. For him Christians and Jews in
the present as they were in the past are still "ahl al-kita>b". However, Shaltu>t registered his
objection to the intermarriage between Muslim men and the kita>biyya>t because it has lost its
purpose. Also, rather than teaching Christians about Islam, Muslim men adopt Western ways
which leads to the loss of an Islamic identity for them and their children.149 However, alGhazali like Shaltu>t, believes that the state has the right to restrict what is muhba>h}
(permissible) in order to prevent a threat to its national interests, whether it is imminent or
predicted.150
Al-Ghazali approaches the issue of Muslim women marrying outside their faith from a
human rights point of view. He says that Islam's ban on marriages between Muslim women
and non-Muslim men relates to the freedom of belief. As Islam allows Muslim men to marry
non-Muslim women, it prohibits the reverse for fear that the non-Muslim husbands will not
respect their wives' religion. Some may say that preventing Muslim women from choosing
their spouses violates their basic human rights as enshrined in Article 16 of the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights.151 However, al-Ghazali responds that it is inconceivable that a
Muslim man will speak badly about his wife's religion because he believes in the prophets of
her religion. The situation is different in the case of a Muslim woman and it is conceivable
that her husband may attack her religion because he does not believe in Islam.152
According to al-Ghazali, other religions such as Judaism and Christianity do not
guarantee a wife from a different faith the freedom of belief and to practice it. If this is the
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case, al-Ghazali believes that it is impossible for a stable relationship to develop between the
husband and his wife.153 The ‘ulama>´ further believe that the man who has the upper hand in
running the affairs of his house may use his authority to influence his Muslim wife by forcing
her to change her faith, or bring up his children as non-Muslims. Jurists consider any contract
of this kind as illegal. Some jurists equate this kind of marriage with marrying one's mah}ar> im
(unmarriageable kin).154 Other jurists condemn such marriages as adultery.155 Most of the
constitutions of Arab and Muslim countries consider such contracts as invalid.156
Al-Ghazali's views on this matter did not change throughout his life. However, alQarad}a>wi> has made the effort to give a new insight to this issue, albeit in a different context,
namely when a European woman converts to Islam and decides to remain married to her nonMuslim husband. Al-Qarad}a>wi> refers to an event in the 1980s when this issue was raised and
caused much controversy. It was then that he participated in the Islamic Society of North
America's (ISNA) annual conference along with H}asan al-Tura>bi>. Al-Tura>bi> found in favour
of a woman who chose to remain with her non-Muslim husband. He ruled that her marriage
would still be considered legal. His ruling caused much anger amongst the participants as it
was against the viewpoint of the majority of the ‘ulama>´ who consider such marriages
invalid. Al-Qarad}a>wi> revised his own ruling against it upon being made aware of Ibn Qayyim
al-Jawziyya's opinion contained in the latter's book, Ah}ka>m Ahl al-dhima.157 It is worth
noting that al-Tura>bi> recently caused a new controversy when he ruled that a Muslim woman
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can marry a non-Muslim man.158 He says that there is no evidence in the Qur´a>n or sunna
that prohibits this type of marriage. Al-Tura>bi> also believes that the prohibition applies only
in times of war and conflict.
As a final comment on the issue, it would appear from the above discussion that there is
perhaps no avenue open for the law prohibiting such marriages to be changed even if other
religions are obliged by a binding international decree to guarantee the freedom of belief to a
Muslim wife. The reason given by some Muslim scholars is that the respect that Muslims
must give to the Christian and Jewish faiths is enshrined in the Islamic belief system, but not
in the case of other religions with respect to Islam. Baderin comments that the prohibition of
Muslim women from marrying non-Muslim men is one of the areas where Islamic law and
international human rights law are incompatible for reasons stated above.159

Women's testimony
Verse 2:282 equates the testimony of two women with the testimony of one man. This is
generally known as a>yat al-dayn (verse of the debt). Muslim scholars agree that the
testimony of two women is equal to the testimony of one man. There is near unanimity
amongst all classical jurists that the Qur´a>nic mention of testimony in the context of
transactions was revealed to advise Muslims on how to reduce the possibility of any
misunderstanding. The verse is categorised by most jurists as being irsha>d (instructions) and
notwa>jib (obligatory).160
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Al-Ghazali, rather than understanding the verse in the context of Arabia at the time of
revelation and the nature of the commercial system in place then, he tries to explain it by
pointing to women's physiology, saying that when a woman experiences her monthly
menstrual cycle "it affects her body and mood altogether, so another woman is needed to
remind her".161 He goes on to say that his own research on the matter has led him "to reflect
that women, when they have their period, are considered semi-ill. The ups and downs of their
mood affect their behaviour".162 Al-Ghazali's explanation stops here because to him the ratio
of women to men in terms of testimony is not the issue. Rather he addresses the issue as a
reaction to what he calls "a trend in religious thought" that excludes women from testifying
alone on other matters of h}udu>d and qis}a>s}. He thinks that it is irrational to exclude woman
from the testimony even though she is the only witness in murder of members of her family
or burglary at her house.163
In order to prove his point, al-Ghazali presents a summary of a few pages taken from Ibn
H}azm's book Al-Muh}alla>. Ibn H}azm, accepted women's testimony in all cases rights from
adultery (zina)> to h}udu>d, qis}as}, marriage and divorce. Ibn H}azm based his views mostly on
reports pertaining to decisions taken by the companions of the Prophet such as ‘Umar Ibn alKhat}a>b, his son ‘Abd Allah and Ali Ibn Abi> T}al> ib and the ta>bi‘u>n. Based on these reports alGhazali concludes thus, "I decided to accept women's testimony in all cases according to
what is prescribed in our religion".164 He adds by asking, "Is it in the interest of public
security to waste women's testimony in matters that only happen in the presence of women?
Is it in the interest of fiqh to agree on a ruling that distorts the message of Islam? If Ibn
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H}azm allowed women to preside over the courts as judges, why then cannot we accept their
testimony in everything?"165
Unlike al-Ghazali, Shaltu>t adopted ‘Abduh's view that the conditions set by the Qur´a>n
on women's testimony have nothing to do with moral and intellectual capabilities. It has all
to do with the fact that women are less familiar with business transactions than men, and
therefore their evidence carry less weight than men. Shaltu>t took into consideration the
context and the time of revelation when women in Arabia were not used to taking part in
financial transactions. However if women are to become part of the business community,
where they would take part in making financial transactions on a regular basis then their
testimony should be equal to that of men.166 Shaltu>t believes that what is important is not
the testimony itself, but that the law must ensure the validity of any statement, and take all
necessary precautions to safeguard the true course of justice. The issue of women's testimony
is related to legal arrangements, and is not based on inequality between men and women.
This is the view of Abba>s Mah}mu>d al-‘Aqqa>d who believes that the testimony debate is
related to the issue of justice and the protection of public interest.167

Physical punishment
The last part of Verse 4:3 deals with the physical punishment of women (d}arb). The word
"nushu>z" has divided the scholars as to its exact meaning. Does it mean disloyalty, illconduct, rebellion or disobedience?168 The Qur´a>n affirms that the essence of the relationship
between husband and wife is bi´l-maru>f (kindness). However, this does not mean that either
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may not encounter serious crises within the marriage.169 Therefore, the verse and the
injunctions it prescribes relate to the preservation of the family.170 The verse is seen by some,
especially those who seek to understand the position of women in Islam, as carte blanche
that gives men unrestricted power to physically abuse women, which is not the case.171
Jurists have been involved in detailed discussions on the type of punishment that may be
used to chastise women. Suffice to say that most Muslim scholars believe that this form of
punishment must only be applied as the last resort.172
Al-Ghazali approached this issue through criticising ah}a>di>th used to justify a man beating
his wife without being questioned? Accordingly, he rejects any h}adi>th that implicitly or
explicitly condones this. Even if this h}adi>th proves to be s}ah}i>h}, which it is not, it contradicts
the idea of the equality of reward and punishment for both men and women in the Qur´a>n.173
One such h}adi>th is reported by Abu> Da>wu>d whereby "the man should not be asked why he
has beaten his wife".174 This h}adi>th condones men's aggression towards women, something
which is not acceptable either by religion or reason.
Al-Ghazali draws attention to cases where punishment may be applied. He confines this
to two cases. The first when the woman rebels against her husband and becomes so arrogant
as to refuse him his conjugal rights, and the second when she allows a man he dislikes to
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enter the marital home.175 When punishment is applied, al-Ghazali's view (of being tough)
does not mean the use of extreme measures to chastise the disobedient wife. He refers to the

h}adi>th reported in Sunan Abu> Da>wu>d: "Do not aim at the face and do not say to them, 'You
are disgraceful!'; and only separate from them in the house."176
Al-Ghazali refers to the ending of the Verse 4:34 of where the Qur´a>n says that "if they
obey, you have no right to act against them: For Allah is the Most High and great" and
opines that their obedience hinges on men's behaviour towards them.177 The whole question
of physical chastisement is not about the mighty acting against the weak with impunity.
Rather, it is about the manner in which problems are solved between husband and wife, being
best achieved through mediation.178 At any rate, the verse has become a central point of
debate among Muslim activists in America where many, who are concerned with justice and
liberty, feel that it contradicts the concept of egalitarianism set out in the Qur´a>n between
men and women. This debate is important in the American context, and many activists have
produced an explanation of this verse.179
Finally, the physical chastisement of women as well as family disputes, have always
provided al-Ghazali with the opportunity to criticise Muslim attitudes and abhorrent acts
against women. While emphasising the integrity of the family in Islam, he condemns those
who destroy their families due to trivialities. He adds that women's problems are related to
mental, moral, social and economic crises. In order to solve them, an attempt must be made
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to revise all the past traditions responsible for negative practices prevalent in Muslim
societies.180

Conclusion
The discussion above shows that al-Ghazali speaks about the plight of women in
Muslim societies systematically. In comparing al-Ghazali's views with that of his
contemporaries and his teachers (most of them influenced by the Al-Mana>r school of ‘Abduh
and Rid}a)> one can see that apart from some exceptions he does not deviate from the approach
and rulings in which they were made on certain issues. In the spirit of his time, he was
somewhat conservative on certain issues such as women in politics, but robust on the
testimony of women and the issue of physical chastisement. What is certain is al-Ghazali's
concern for women's rights, whether motivated by moral responsibility, defending Islam
against its enemies, or the desire to intellectually revisit and rediscover women's status in the
primary sources of Islam. Unsurprisingly, he was met with criticism from both secularists
and salafi>s, which raises many questions about his contribution to the debate regarding
women. He and his fellow Islamists were accused by the secularists of failing to re-interpret
the sacred texts, and for maintaining an apologetic stance which emphasises the biological
differences between men and women.181 In this regard al-Ghazali's mission was not to
liberate women, but to liberate the Muslim mind from centuries of misconception and
manipulation of religious texts to justify the suppression of women. This is very clear from
the many quotes given in this chapter.
Judging al-Ghazali's contribution from the Western feminist's view point, he is
considered an apologist at worst and a conservative at best. When judged from within
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Islamist circles, he appears to be unlike many of the Islamists in that he was able to
systemise and continue a trend started by ‘Abduh that sought to purify the sunna from
fabrication and adulteration. He was undoubtedly not the only one to do so, for liberal and
conservative students of ‘Abduh continued to exert a certain influence. Al-Ghazali's
contribution may well be that he challenged those who misunderstand Islam by appropriating

sunna to serve their aims. One problem with al-Ghazali's method is his continued repetition
of his views even in the book he devotes solely to women's issues.
Buthainah Sha’ba>n finds similarities between al-Ghazali, Abu> Shaqqa and Muh}ammad
H}usayn Fad}lallah on the one hand, and the early Lebanese feminist Naz}ir> a Zain al-Di>n
(1908-1976) on the other. Zain al-Di>n, who published Al-Sufu>r wa al-H}ija>b in 1930, was
ahead of her time. She argued for the sifting of Islamic legal traditions from fabrication and
misunderstanding.182 An important element that formed al-Ghazali's thinking on women is
his understanding of mas}lah}a. This is clear when he established that Islam, in principle, does
not object to women's presidency. However, he maintained a cautious approach based on
what he thought was best for the umma.183
This chapter started with an assumption that al-Ghazali continued to review his stance
and views with regard to women's status in society. There are many pieces of evidence that
prove the validity of this assumption. At the beginning of his career his views were informed
by the political and social circumstances of the time. What informed his approach then was
the nature of the perceived threats to women. His analysis is conditioned by the intellectual
debate of the time. He condemned what he saw as the moral threat emanating from the West
and the forces supporting the westernisation of Muslim women in Egypt. This is evident
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from his debate with Kha>lid Muh}ammad Kha>lid. In the 1980s the intellectual environment
was conditioned by the debate between the Islamists and the Secularists. The difference
between this period and the 1950s is that the secular forces were no longer dominant.
Secular elements that emerged during Nasser's period were forced to retreat or were
marginalised in the face of the process of Islamisation supported by Anwar Sadat. During the
first of period of the rule of H}osni> Mubarak, who assumed power in 1981, until al-Ghazali's
death in 1990s, Al-Ghazali's approach was informed much more by what was happening in
the Islamic camp itself. During this period Egypt witnessed a bloody confrontation between
the state and the Jiha>di> movement. Finally, it may be said that al-Ghazali was not able to
disseminate his ideas without the platform that was given to him by the Islamists.
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CONCLUSION
It is said that conflict is a catalyst for change, and this is perhaps true of Egypt and the
Arab world in the twentieth century when old certainties gave way to turbulent periods of
war, peace and the displacement of huge populations thus provoking many radical, important
changes. This was the century when the Middle East became the battlefield of Cold War
ideologies, and the Arab world experienced the effects of the divide between East and West.
However, the most important aspect of Arab twentieth century is the continuous military
defeats, so too on the political and cultural fronts. Arab humiliation increased when Britain
pledged to help establish a Jewish homeland in Arab Palestine. This humiliation and the
Palestinian plight would shape Arab-Muslim thought, and continues to influence the Arab
intellectual's vision of the world to this day.
Egypt, which was occupied by the British from 1882, had undergone many changes both
on the socio-political and intellectual levels. After the 1919 revolution which earned Egypt
partial independence, the country's constitution was drawn up. It was during these early
decades of the twentieth century that daring ideas from the likes of T}a>ha> H}usayn, Ali> ‘Abd
al-Ra>ziq and Muh}ammad H}usayn Haykal emerged; these were the years of women's
liberation (sufu>r) and of new trends in modern Arabic literature. Furthermore, this period saw
the emergence of the first Islamic movement which would have a huge impact on Islamic
activism in the Arab and Muslim world as Cairo was, by then, the cultural capital of the
Arab world, and would continue to play this role for the next hundred years or so.
Al-Ghazali was born two years before the Egyptian Revolution which would shape the
development of Egyptian society. He was too young to remember or participate in that
important historical event, but he would continually refer to it in maturity, and consider it as
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a reference point and cornerstone of events which unfolded before him, and which he actively
observed and, to a certain degree, participated in. Al-Ghazali was a man of his time in that
his thought was the product of the challenges he faced.
Al-Ghazali put the idea of Islamic revivalism at the heart of his mission. His thinking
here was to use revivalism in order to respond to the challenges of his time; but what "brand"
of Islam was he referring to? Was it the Islam of the Sufis, the Azharites, the salafi>s or that
of the Islamists? The idea of Islam envisioned by al-Ghazali is the one which is based on, and
embodied in, the Qur´a>n and the sunna. He says, "I am still urging (Muslims) to revise our
religious thought and to revise the way we judge things and judge people."1 This quotation
accurately captures al-Ghazali's mission for all – that he persisted on calling Muslims to
revise and rethink their history, their various military and intellectual defeats, their lack of
progress in science and technology, and their lack of influence on the international stage.
In brief, as set out in the introductory chapter, this thesis sought to:
i.

examine al-Ghazali’s views on problematic issues such as women’s role in public
life;

ii.

highlight the way in which he presented his critique of the Muslim mind;

iii.

explore and analyse his life, the forces that shaped him and his contribution in the
field of thematic commentary of the Qur´an;

iv.

understand his achievements and failures in the light of the social and political
forces that shaped him;

v.

analyse his loyalty to Al-Azhar, despite him being very critical of his alma mater,
and how he continued the tradition of reforms initiated by other great Azharite
scholars;
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vi.

show how he was a da>‘iya caught between traditionalism and modernity; and

vii.

examine his independence as a scholar who followed his "own school".

It is our submission that the discussions presented throughout this thesis have fulfilled
these aims. Evidence has been presented to show his loyalty to Al-Azhar and his adherence
to traditions whilst mainly propositioning a progressive form of thinking and interpretation
of Islamic sources.
Al-Ghazali also kept reminding his readers of his independent mind, for he maintained
that he was not following a specific school of fiqh or thought. He remarks, "I do not belong
to any sect, nor I am bigoted towards any school. I look at all schools, the exegetes, the

muh}addithu>n, the philosophers, the mutakalimu>n and the Sufis. I look for the truth
independently."2 He tried to exercise this kind of independence as a way to guide the young
generation and to stem the tide of fanaticism. This begs a question apropos the authority of
his views.
In terms of religious authority, al-Ghazali's views were not universally welcomed by the
religious establishment. Unlike ‘Abduh, who exercised his authority by virtue of being the
Grand Mufti of Egypt, al-Ghazali's authority stems not from being a faqi>h or muh}}addith, but
from the fact that he tried to assess and direct the attention of Muslim scholars to the urgent
needs of the Muslim umma. This is the reason behind his call for a fiqh which would take
into consideration the priorities of the community – fiqh al-awlawiyya>t and a fiqh which
takes into consideration the needs of Muslim minorities in the West – fiqh al-aqaliyya>t.3 In
terms of ijtiha>d he called for one based on the agreement of the majority of the ‘ulama>´ or al-
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ijtiha>d al-jama>’i>.4 He was concerned with these issues as well as emphasising the importance
of perceiving Muslim heritage through the prism of the Qur´a>n.
Unfortunately or otherwise, al-Ghazali did not please many. For example, at times he
would find himself on the side of the government fighting a common cause, while at other
times he would find himself against it when it came to civil rights and liberty. Ironically, he
was liberal in the eyes of the Islamists, but conservative in the eyes of the secularists –
something which was confirmed after the Faraj Foda affair. A man of many faces, al-Ghazali
managed to navigate his way through the façade of his society which meant that he kept
himself informed of the needs of Muslims.
This study has sought to examine al-Ghazali's views on some problematic issues which
recur not only in his writings, but were a hallmark of twentieth century Muslim thought. The
difference between al-Ghazali and his contemporaries lies in emphasis, scope and reference
point. Al-Ghazali's point of reference was his activism and daily engagement with the
problems of his time. In his case one cannot help but notice that his focus was on practical
issues with less appetite for theoretical debate. This is because, to him, the unity of the
community comes first. Therefore, his attitude and solutions were all about bridging gaps
between the different warring factions within the umma. The call for moderation and
reformation of Muslim education is for affirming the spirit of the community over individual
desires. In all the issues examined in this thesis, the unity of the community is seen to
prevail. This is quite obvious in the way that he tackled Muslims' understanding of their
belief (meaning theology) for which he tried to provide a critique of the ideas prevalent in
Muslim thought.

4

Al-Ghazali called for an end to making ijtiha>d in matters relating to‘iba>da>t because Muslims do not need more
than what is reported about prayers, fasting, etc. See Kayfa Nata’a>mal ma’ al-Qur´a>n.
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Of his efforts pertaining to the Qur´a>n, al-Ghazali's work on thematic interpretation was
selected for analysis which reveals that he had an interest in this field of exegetes from early
on in his career. He started using this type of tafsi>r in the mid-1970s in his public sermons in
Egypt, and later in Algeria. The last piece of work that al-Ghazali completed and published
was his tafsi>r, Nah}wa Tafsi>r Mawdu>‘i> li´l-Qur´a>n. It represents one of the most important
and mature works he produced in the last years of his life. The analysis of his tafsi>r
attempted in this thesis concentrates firstly on his views on thematic interpretation and
secondly, on the way he executed his work. The study on thematic interpretation shows that
thematic commentary is now well established and popular in the field of Qur´a>nic studies. As
discussed, the concept itself is not modern. It existed in classical works on the Qur´a>n, and
interest in it gathered force in the late nineteenth and early twentieth century. It is worth
noting that ‘Abduh was central to the development of this field. It was he who ushered a new
era on how Muslims look at the Qur´a>n. The analysis shows that modern Muslim scholars
prefer it as it helps in formulating a comprehensive view of the Qur´a>n and its themes.
Al-Ghazali's works reveal that he preferred thematic to musalsal (verse by verse)
commentary because he believed that it serves his objectives as a public speaker, and enabled
him to speak to a wider audience. His early engagement in thematic commentary was
motivated by a desire to present a complete commentary of the Qur´a>n, a dream he later
fulfilled. It is believed that Nah}wa was a culmination of a long and arduous effort, therefore
the development of al-Ghazali's idea from a chronological point of view was followed. In
order to understand the genesis of his tafsi>r, attention was drawn to his sermons as an
important part of the maturity of his views on tafsi>r. These were used as a source of
comparison to his books, and to draw a parallel between them and his tafsi>r.
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In trying to place his tafsi>r in the context of twentieth century tafa>si>r one finds that

Nah}wa bears certain similarities with that of his teacher Mah}mu>d Shaltu>t. However, it
differs in terms of focus and detail. Nah}wa looks, on the surface, like a book of reflection
although on closer examination it shows that he tried to tackle many issues which had a
resonance on the present. Al-Ghazali used his tafsi>r to comment on certain current issues
pertaining to politics, and social and moral problems. One of his main aims was to write his
commentary to serve the objectives of da’wa. One may even refer to this as the ideology of
the Muslim Brotherhood. The thought behind this and his other books is always either to
help the cause of da’wa, or to dispel some misconceptions about Islam. This is clear from his
work on Sufism, Al-Ja>nib al-‘A>t}ifi> Min al-Islam and his book on creed, ‘Aqi>da>t al-Muslim
(among many others) where he tried to present these issues from a Qur´a>nic perspective. It is
interesting to note that his tafsi>r and works on the Qur´a>n never raised any criticism.
It was his publications on sunna that caught wider attention, and made him the target of
groups claiming to champion the Prophet's sunna. The analysis of his work on sunna in this
thesis concentrates on issues such as the status of sunna, its authority, its status with regard
to the Qur´a>n and his views on weak and solitary ah}a>di>th. One finds that al-Ghazali's works
on sunna were influenced by two factors: the anti-sunna figures in Egypt who called for
basing the shari>‘a only on the Qur´a>n, and the defenders of sunna who themselves stood
accused by al-Ghazali of appropriating sunna to suit their aims. Al-Ghazali called for a
proper understanding of the Qur´a>n before any engagement with sunna. This means that
there is no automatic acceptance of a h}adi>th s}ah}i>h} if it contradicts what is in the Qur´a>n.
Nevertheless, al-Ghazali's attitude to sunna was responsive to practices of certain groups,
and motivated by supporting or protecting Shaba>b al-S}ah}wa – the young activists. He did
not invent, as al-Qarad}a>wi> noted, ideas with regard to the status of sunna. Accordingly it is
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believed that the importance of al-Ghazali to the debate about sunna stems from the way he
tackled its issues and the way he tried to provide a justification for his argument. He was
concerned more with the way the salafi> understood sunna than he was concerned with "al-

Qur´a>niyu>n" (i.e. the Qur´a>n-only groups) in Egypt. He held the view that this latter group
does not pose a grave danger to sunna as do some from the salafi> camp.
Another important point concerns al-Ghazali's views on nineteenth century reformers.
While he followed their views, he nonetheless questioned some of their judgments, and
called for a modern understanding focused mainly on what is beneficial to the Muslim
community. Despite all his efforts to balance his views according to the Qur´a>n, his approach
suffered many setbacks, one of which was the fact that he opened himself to criticism from
many quarters. His critics were quick to point out his lack of knowledge of both h}adi>th and

fiqh. They were critical of the tolerance he displayed towards weak ah}a>di>th while ready to
reject ah}a>di>th proven to be s}ah}i>h} just because they are a>ha} >d (solitary).
The analysis of his views on sunna as well as the reaction to them reveal al-Ghazali's
limitation in assuming that his opponents could be dealt with by attacking them. Moreover,
al-Ghazali's writings on sunna provide a case study of how the modern Muslim scholar may
understand modern problems through a prism of ah}a>di>th, but he has first to have the courage
and then the ability to re-read and re-evaluate his stance whenever needed. Al-Ghazali's
works on the Qur´a>n and sunna form the cornerstone for understanding the way he looked at
other issues, chief among which is his analysis of how Muslims understand their faith. His
writings on Muslim theology are part of his work on Muslim social and political reform.
According to him the decline of Muslims is rooted in their ignorance of the basics of their
religion. It is linked to the absence of intellectual curiosity and negligence in rational
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thinking. All in all, the decline is part of what he and others term as "the crisis of the Muslim
mind".
Based on this belief, al-Ghazali understood that any reform must be preceded by
reforming the Muslim mind, meaning that Muslims will have to reclaim the rationalist strand
that they have neglected for many centuries. Hence, his rejection of kala>m, Sufism and

salafiyya is a rejection of their methods, not their essence. In principle, al-Ghazali had no
issues with any of the previous themes. However, he faulted the way they were taught in
religious schools. He blamed Muslim scholars for turning the debate on issues related to God
and His attributes into a linguistic exercise where the scholar would display his mastery in
debate and exposition, but little else. The same attitude existed with regard to Sufis who
robbed Sufism of its spiritual essence by opening it to foreign influences, and turning it into
meaningless rituals. Despite employing very strong language against Sufi practices and
beliefs, al-Ghazali nevertheless displayed an ambiguous attitude towards Sufism per se. This
may perhaps have something to do with his upbringing and the tolerance of Sufism shown by
many leaders of Islamic movements.
Reason, according to al-Ghazali, is bound by revelation and in this case his view is no
different from that of Abu> H}a>mid al-Ghaza>li>. In the same way, he disagreed with the
traditionalists who gave nas}s} (text) the final say. It is clear that Muslim scholars do not
conceive of any dualism existing between reason and revelation, unlike the manner in which
some Western scholars have viewed reason as different from revelation, if not definitely at
odds with it.
What al-Ghazali tried to do was to remind Muslims of the importance of reason and that

ima>n without reason is ima>n without consequence. Therefore, reason and revelation are in
total conformity. Al-Ghazali's approach to Muslim theology was influenced in part by his
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education at Al-Azhar where he felt that the scholastic approaches (not to theology, but to
all branches of Islamic sciences) blind the student to the real meaning of religion. Methods
used by teachers of Al-Azhar were obsolete, and there was a need to reinvigorate the way

‘aqi>dah was taught. Al-Ghazali worked in this direction and produced many books on the
basics of religion where he gave preference to the Qur´a>n, and avoided the old language of

kala>m.
It is noted in this current assessment of al-Ghazali's works in theology that his emphasis
on reason was his way of establishing its centrality to Muslim beliefs. Once this aim was
achieved, al-Ghazali was able to criticise many social and moral aspects of Islamic practices,
such as the belief in intercession and innovation, as well as warning against labels such as
"takfi>r" which is often used by some as a weapon against their opponents, or against groups
who disagree with them. It should be mentioned here that al-Ghazali was not calling for a
new theology as ‘Abduh and Khan were, but that he was calling for a proper approach to
creedal teaching as he followed the reformers' approach. At whatever level of analysis, alGhazali remained conservative apropos issues such as the attributes of God. In this case he
preferred to be on the side of caution, and accepted the ambiguous verses as they stand
without resorting to ta´wi>l.
Al-Ghazali's thoughts on theology shifted in interest during his life from battling foreign
ideologies from early on in his life as a writer, to battling militant forces (such as the takfi>r
movements) within Islam. He attacked and criticised Arab nationalism, socialism and
secularism in the 1950s, and after Nasser's 1967 defeat, his emphasis weighed more in favour
of Islamic revivalism and the tendency among some Islamists to embrace extremist ideas.
This shift should not be taken as clear and complete, but it is worth noting that there was a
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change in emphasis. Generally, on matters of theology, he maintained a stance that lies
between the reformers and the revivalists.
On women's rights, al-Ghazali's views are connected to the above issues, namely the
Qur´a>n and sunna. He propounded the idea that women's issues in Muslim societies are
linked to the way Muslims understand the religious text or manipulate it according to their
self-interest. His analysis of women's issues (or the lack of rights for women) demonstrates
his awareness of the male mentality and their tendency to justify their repression of women
on religious grounds. He went further to say that women's issues in Arab societies are
psychological which, in turn, resulted in the way that Arab men view women. In dealing with
this matter he put into practice the views he adopted and partly reached on sunna.
Looking at what he wrote on women on different occasions and in various contexts, it is
found that al-Ghazali continued to review his stance and views on women's status in society.
There are many pieces of evidence that prove the validity of this assumption. At the
beginning of his career his views were informed by the political and social circumstances of
the time as well as the nature of the threats women faced. His analysis in the 1950s differs
slightly from that of the 1970s, which was the decade that witnessed Islamic revivalism and
the Islamisation of society. In the 1980s his views on women were informed by the debate
within the Islamic camp. Al-Ghazali was, by then, considered a leading voice in the Islamist
centrist camp or among the "moderate Islamists".
No doubt the social and political environment was important in shaping his views, but
what matters more is the way al-Ghazali read the texts and arrived at some legal stand which
empowered women and expanded their role in society. Al-Ghazali's stand on women together
with his daring views informed a generation of activists after him. His role as a pioneer in
this is well acknowledged by scholars such as al-Qarad}a>wi>. Judged from within Islamist
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circles, the discussion has shown that he was able to systemise and continue a trend started
by ‘Abduh that sought to purify the sunna from fabrication and adulteration. Al-Ghazali
managed to do so by reiterating his ideas repeatedly which, to a certain extent, affected his
originality.
Whatever support or opposition he gained, what is undeniable is the legacy he left in the
form of books, lectures and khut}ab. These, to all intents and purposes, are the fruits of his
own jiha>d. Being a da>‘iyah, his main concern was how the Muslim character (shakhs}iyya)
should be developed in order to live in the modern world while practicing Islam in its pure
form as it was practiced by the Prophet and the early generation of Muslims. To this end he
was in touch with the problems of his society, and was in constant contact with the younger
generation of Muslim movements who found his "liberal" views, though unsettling to many,
refreshing. His are views that have opened up new ways for them to understand their
religion. Many who belong to the wasat}iyya current within the Islamic movement (i.e. the
Muslim Brotherhood), credit al-Ghazali with inspiring and encouraging them. They look
upon him as one who speaks to them in the language of the modern world despite donning
his Azharite cloak. This study has tried to show that al-Ghazali's system of ideas (as with all
systems) derives its strength from the avenues that it has been able to open, rather than its
ability to provide specific answers.
In discussing the majority of issues in this thesis, one notes that al-Ghazali laid much
emphasis on teaching Muslims how best to approach religious texts. His goal was to liberate
the Muslim mind from centuries of paralysis. Al-Ghazali wanted Muslims to broaden their
thinking and cleanse the religion of corrupt interpretation and, by that analogy, of corrupt
practices. He was, in effect, simultaneously urging them to open their hearts and minds and
accept modern civilisation as long as it does not contradict Islam. He further called upon
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religious zealots to stop their wholesale attack of Muslims who accept elements from other
cultures. Al-Ghazali maintained that a return to pure Islam does not preclude embracing
modernity. This explains his use of Western terms such as "socialism" (ishtirakiyya),
"parliament" and "democracy" at one stage of his life or another as he felt that they pointed
to one truth.
Al-Ghazali saw no harm in using the word "democracy" to explain the concept of shu>ra>,
or "socialism" to elucidate on the concept of social justice. As previously mentioned in the
introduction to this thesis, he was obliged to clarify his position as to why he utilised these
foreign terms rather than Islamic ones, but his readiness to utilize mechanisms and
institutions used by the West in order to achieve fair representation and ensure the freedom
of choice indicates his openness and willingness to borrow from other cultures.
Al-Ghazali's logic is that freedom, the sanctity of human blood, wealth and honour are
universal values which any culture or nation on earth would indubitably find ways to protect.
If others have found ways of protecting them, why then are Muslims prevented from using or
copying Western methodology not at odds with Islam to do the same? Furthermore, alGhazali believed that the principles embodied in Islam are understood and applied by other
nations or cultures much better than Muslims themselves. His pessimistic view of Muslims
was tinged with anger and bitterness. He would sometimes despair at what he felt was a
breach between them and their religion. That said, he never doubted the future of Islam.
Rather, he doubted Muslims and wondered if they still deserve to carry God's ama>na (trust)
on earth. In this sense, his optimism in the future of Islam and its eventual triumph is in stark
contrast with his pessimism towards Muslims and their state of affairs. Therefore, in
following these nations Muslims would, in a way, be reclaiming their religion and returning
to the purity of Islam – a return which he considered to be the cure for all maladies.
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The Islamists were not yet able to realize their ideal by the time of al-Ghazali's death in
1996. Algeria, where he had taught, was bleeding as the confrontation between the Islamists
and the government raged on. In the Sudan, the Islamic regime was already showing signs of
tension which would later spell the end of al-Turabi@'s venture. Conversely, the Arab-Afghans
who fought against the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan in the 1980s were looking for a new
frontier. Al-Ghazali would not live to see the Taliban rule and practice in Afghanistan, to be
joined later by Osama Bin Laden who had been forced to relocate to that country from the
Sudan.
The Taliban-Bin Laden cooperation was to lead to a new chapter in the history of global

jiha>d prior to which social and political scientists were grappling with the changing nature of
Islamism, with some planning to write its obituary. However, key events in the 1990s have
led them to posit new terms to understand the new trends within Islamism. Many "old"
Islamists chose to renounce their radical views, while others tried to position themselves
between the conservative Muslim Brotherhood and the militant jiha>d movements. The
emergence of the Al-Wasat Party in Egypt embraced centrist ideas within the Islamic current
there.
Al-Wasat would not gain legitimacy from the state and the Muslim Brotherhood, but its
emergence signaled the rise of post-Islamism. Although "post-Islamism" and other terms
such as "neo-fundamentalism" employed by scholars in the field of social and political
science do not alter the nature of Islamism, they nevertheless point to the nature of the
debate that was taking place among the Islamists themselves. This in turn precipitated a
change of emphasis and priorities within these movements. Al-Ghazali, and later alQarad}a>wi,> would write extensively on the issues of militancy and the stagnation of the
Islamic movement.
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In his four or so books, al-Qarad}a>wi> draws a road map on how the Islamist discourse
could possibly be moderated. It is worth noting here that the efforts of al-Ghazali and the
centrist group neither gained precedence over the Muslim Brotherhood nor with the global

jiha>di> movement. The former continued its traditional line of education and politics while
the latter de-territorialized Islam, and found new frontiers for jiha>d, primarily in the West.
However, self-redefinition and the efforts of wasat}iyya as part of the development within
Islamic movements should be looked at as Islamic movements are not monolithic by nature,
and have evolved over time.
It may be said that the efforts made by al-Ghazali, his contemporaries and his followers
were mainly concerned with concepts and the abstract – in short, theory. This is true when
one looks at the kinds of the issues they tackle – issues such as citizenship, democracy, the
preference of a parliamentary system over a presidential system, the possibility and
impossibility of the Islamic state, ta>’a (obedience to the ruler), civil society, and women's
role and rights. These are discussed from within the legal concept of maqa>si} d al-shari>‘a or
the objective of Islamic law which emerged as a basis for the development of law and policy.
Now, in this post-Arab Spring period, Islamic political actors are trying to put decades of
theoretical political discussion on the compatibility of Islam and democracy into practice.
This is clear from the statements made, programmes conducted and aims set out by Islamic
parties. Herein lays al-Ghazali's legacy, for it is he who was the leading advocate of this
process. That notwithstanding, al-Ghazali could not have anticipated the change within some
of the salafi> groups who have accepted to participate in electoral democracy. After decades
of marginalization and oppression, Islamists now have the opportunity to put their ideology
into practice. However, the battle of ideas in the post-revolution countries has just begun.
The conflict in Tunisia and Egypt between the Islamists and the liberal-secularists will
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determine the future of these societies emerging from decades of authoritarian regimes. It is
in this battle of ideas that al-Ghazali's views are most needed, perhaps more than ever before.
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APPENDIX (1)
LIST OF AL-GHAZALI’S BOOKS ARRANGED IN CHRONOLOGICAL ORDER

This list, although inconclusive, is an attempt to put al-Ghazali’s books in chronological order. It
is based mainly on early lists posted by his various publishers. This researcher compared various
editions of al-Ghazali’s books he has access to with others published in different parts of the
Arab world. An attempt was made to discover from his writings about which book was first
published. This researcher benefitted from the Isla>mi>yat alMa’rifah list, the different copies of
al-Ghazali’s books at the Congress and British Libraries. What follows is al-Ghazali’s books
arranged in a chronological order:

•

Al-Isla>m wa al-‘Awd}a’> al-Iqtis}}a>diyya. 1947.

•

Al-Islam al-Muftra> ‘Alayh Bayan al-Shuyu’iyy’in wa al-Ra’samaliyyin. 1950.

•

Min Huna> Na’lam. 1950.

•

Al-Islam wa al-‘Istibda>d al-Siya>si>. 1951.

•

Ta’mula>t fi>> al-Di>n wa al-H}aya>. 1951.

•

Al-Ta’s}ub wa al-Tasa>muh}. 1951.

•

Aqi>dat al-Muslim. 1952.

•

Khuluq al-Muslim. 1953.

•

Fiq al-Si>ra. 1954.

•

Min Ma’a>lim al-H}}aqq. 1954.
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•

Laysa Min al-Islam. 1954.

•

Kayfa Nafham al-Islam. 1954.

•

Z}}ala>m Min al-Gharb. 1955.

•

Jadid H}aya>tak. 1956.

•

Fi>> Mawkib al-Da’wa. 1957.

•

Al-‘Isti’ma>r ‘Ah}qa>d wa ‘At}ma>’. 1957.

•

Naz}a} ra>t fi>’l-Qur´a>n. 1958.

•

Ma’ Allah, Dira>sa>t fi’l-D’awa wa al-Du’a.> 1959.

•

Al-Ja>nib al-‘A>t}ifi> Min al-Islam. 1961.

•

Haqi>qat al-Qawmiyya al-‘Arabiyya wa ‘Us}tu}rat al-Ba’th al-Arabi>. 1962.

•

Hu}qu>q al-Insa>n Byan Ta’a>lim al-Islam wa ‘I’la>n al-Umam al-Mutah}ida. 1963.

•

Al-Islam wa al-T}aq> a>t al-Mu’t}ala. 1964.

•

Ma’rakat al-Mus}haf fi>’l-‘A>lam al-Islami. 1964.

•

Kifa>h} Di>n. 1965.

•

Hadha> Di>nuna>. 1965.

•

Al-Islam fi> wajh al-Zah}f al-‘Ah}mar. 1966.

•

H}as}a>d al-Ghuru>r. 1967.

•

Qadha>if al-H}aqq. 1967.
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•

Min Ma’a>lim, al-H}a} qq fi> Kifa>h}ina> al-Islami al-H}adi>th, 1973/4.

•

Difa> ‘an al-‘Aqi>da wa al- Shari>’a D}i} da Mat}a’> in al- Mustashriqi>n. 1975.

•

Jiha>d al-Da’wa Bayan ‘Ajz al-Da>khil wa al-Kharij. 1978?

•

Raka>’iz al- Ima>n Bayna al- ‘Aql wa al-Qalb. 1979.

•

Al-Fasa>d al-Siya>si> fi>’l-Mujtama>’at al-Islamiyya. 1979.

•

Fan al-Dhkir wa al-Du’a>’. 1980.

•

Min Khutab al-Shaykh al-Ghaza>li> (5 Volumes). 1980.

•

‘A>lamiyat al-Da’wa Bayna al-Naz}arih wa al-T}abi>q. Islamic University at Madina
(lecture). 1980.

•

Mushkila>t Fi> T}ari>q al-H}aya> al-Islamiyya. 1981.

•

Humu>m Da>‘iya. 1982.

•

Mi’at Su’a>l ‘an al-Islam (2 volumes). 1983-1984.

•

Mustaqbal al-Islam Kha>rija ‘Ardihi Kayfa Nufakir Fi>hi. 1984.

•

Al-T}ari>q Min Huna>. 1985.

•

Al-Ghazw al-Thaqa>fi> Yamtadu ila> Mujtama’a>tina>. 1985.

•

Sir Ta’khur al-Muslimi>n. 1985.

•

Dustu>r al-Wah}da al-Thaqa>fiyya Bayna al-Muslimi>n. 1987.

•

Nam>adhij min al-Tafsir al-Mawd}u’> i> lli al-Qur´a>n al-Kari>m. 1987.

•

‘Illal wa Adwiya. 1988.
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•

Al-Sunna al-Nabawiyya Bayna ‘Ahl al-Fiqh wa ‘Ahl al-H}adi>th. 1989.

•

Al-Mah}a>wir al-Khamsa fi’l-Qur´a>n. 1989.

•

Muh}a>da} ra>t al-Shaykh al-Ghaza>li>. 1989.

•

Azmat al-Shu>ra> fi>’l-Mujtama’a>t al-Islamiyya. 1990.

•

Qad}a>ya> al-Mar’a Bayn al –Taqa>li>d al-Ra>kida wa al-Wa>fida. 1990.

•

S}ayh}at Tah}dhi>r Min Du’a>t al-Tans}ir> . 1991.

•

Kayfa Nata’a>mal Ma’ al-Qura>n. 1991.

•

Al-Mar‘a fi>’l-Islam with Mu}hammad Sayyid T}ant}a>wi> and Ah}mad ‘Umar Ha>shim. 1991.

•

Tura>thuna> al-Fikri> fi> Miza>n al-Shar’ wa al-‘Aql. 1991.

•

Ramada>n wa al-S}iya>m with Muh}ammad Sayyid T}ant}a>wi> and Ah}mad ‘Umar Ha>shim.
1991.

•

Nah}wa Tafsi>r Mawd}}u’> i l’l-Qur´a>n al-Kari>m (1st volume). 1992.

•

Al-H}aqq al-Murr (6 volumes). 1993.

•

Nah}wa Tafsi>r Mawd}u’> i> li’l-Qur´a>n al-Kari>m. 1992-1995.

•

Jur’a>t Jadida min al-H}aqq al-Murr. 1996-1997.

•

Kunu>z min al-Suna al-Nabawiyya. 1998.

•

Al-Yahu>d al-Mu’tadu>n wa Dawlatuhum Israel. 1999.

•

Diwa>n al-Shaykh al-Ghaza>li>. 1999.

•

Al-‘Ah}ad> i>th al-Jaza>’iriyya l’l-Ima>m Muh}ammad al-Ghaza>li>. 2004.
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•

Al-Ghazali (ed) S}ayyd al-Kha>t}ir , by Ibn al-Jawzi>. 1960.

•

Al-Ghazali (ed) Dham al-Hawa> by Ibn al-Jawzi>. 1961.
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BOOKS ON AL-GHAZALI
Aba>thri>, ‘Abd al-Rah}i>m. Al-Shaykh Mu}h}ammad al-Ghaza>li>, al-Majma’ al-‘A>lami> li’l-Taqri>b

Bayn al-Madha>hib. 2007.
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Kita>bihi ‘Nah}wa Tafsi>r Mawd}u’> i> li Suwar al-Qur´a>n. Egypt: MA degree at the
University of Banha>. 2011.
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‘Ara>’uhu. Egypt (Al-Isma>’iliyya): Al-Da>r al-Sha>miyya li’l-T}iba>’a wa al-Nashr. 2000.
————. Al-Shaykh Muh}ammad al-Ghaza>li>: Si>rat Ima>m fi> Fiqh al-Islam. Cairo: Da>r al-Kalima
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